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ABSTRACT 
Astor Piazzolla’s Cinco piezas para guitarra 
A performer’s guide to the “unwritten” 
by  
Federico J. Díaz Páez 
 
Advisor: Antoni Pizà 
Astor Piazzolla found his voice as a composer in tango music. Starting in the 1950s, he 
extended the horizons of the popular genre by using the influences of classical music and jazz 
primarily. The performance practice is one of the strongest aspects that connects his music with 
traditional tango. The “unwritten” concepts particular to tango are unfamiliar for musicians 
outside of this tradition. This dissertation explains in detail these concepts and their application 
to Piazzolla’s only work for solo guitar: Cinco piezas para guitarra. Besides proving the context 
of Piazzolla’s life and production, Chapter 1 reviews the use of tango performance practice 
concepts in Piazzolla’s accented and lyrical passages. The tension between performance and 
notation and the influence of the guitarists in his groups are addressed in this chapter as well. 
Chapter 2 provides the context in which Cinco piezas was written and establishes a consistent 
chronology for the composition, premiere and publication. Furthermore, it points out the 
similarities between Cinco piezas and Walton’s Five Bagatelles. Chapter 3 compares the 
published score of Cinco piezas with the copy of manuscript made by Roberto Aussel. Chapter 4 
addresses the “unwritten” performance practice concepts in the context of the accented and 
lyrical passages. Appendixes present transcripts of interviews with Ernesto Bitetti, Laura 
Escalada Piazzolla and Oscar López Ruiz, as well as scans and translations of the three letters 
sent by Astor Piazzolla to Ernesto Bitetti. 
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 This year 2021 marks the 100th anniversary of one of the most important Latin American 
composers of the twentieth century, Astor Piazzolla. In the last decades, he has been 
continuously included in concerts and albums of artists from different backgrounds. The interest 
in his music has grown exponentially, especially among classical players. Yo-Yo Ma, Gidon 
Kremer, Daniel Baremboin, and the twelve Cellists of the Berlin Philharmonic are examples of 
well-established artists who recently payed tribute to Piazzolla’s music.1 The composer himself 
may never have thought that his music would ever achieve such a level of popularity.  
 Piazzolla’s music has attracted researchers as well. Several books, articles, dissertations 
and documentaries have been recently released with significant information about Piazzolla’s life 
and works. However, the performance practice of his music has not been explored in depth. 
From Piazzolla’s entire output, only a few scholars have successfully addressed performance 
practice in their respective fields: Alejandro Drago focused on Piazzolla’s orchestral works; and 
Jessica Quiñones and Asis Reyes researched Piazzolla’s Tango-Études pour Flûte Seule.2 These 
 
1 Yo-Yo Ma, Soul of the Tango. The music of Astor Piazzolla, Sony Classical, SK 63122, 1997, 
compact disc; Gidon Kremer, Hommage a Piazzolla, Nonesuch, 79407-2, 1996, compact disc.  
Daniel Barenboim, Héctor Console and Rodolfo Mederos, Mi Buenos Aires querido, Teldec, T2 
13474, 1996, compact disc; Die 12 Cellisten der Berliner Philharmoniker, South American 
Getaway, Angel Records / EMI Classics, 7243 5 56981 2, 2000, compact disc.  
2 Alejandro Drago, “Instrumental tango idiom in the symphonic works and orchestral 
arrangements of Astor Piazzolla. Performance and notational problems. A conductor’s 
perspective,” D.M.A. diss., University of Southern Mississippi, 2008; Jessica Quiñones, 
“Constructing the Authentic: Approaching the ‘Six Tango-Etudes pour Flüte Suele’ by Astor 
Piazzolla for Interpretation and Performance,” Ph.D. diss., University of Hudderfield, 2013;  
Asis Reyes, “A Performer’s Guide to Astor Piazzolla’s Tango-Études pour Flûte Seule: An 
 2 
authors have addressed the issues of Piazzolla’s notation limitations, especially regarding 
misinterpretations and absence of articulations, meaning of percussion effects, and 
ornamentation.  
 One work in particular has been neglected by the scholarly literature, and that is the Cinco 
piezas para guitarra (1980), Astor Piazzolla’s only work for solo guitar. This is especially 
unfortunate because the performance practice concepts contained in this work can shed light into 
many other pieces by Piazzolla. The intention of this dissertation is to fill that gap.  
      Silvia Glocer’s “Cinco piezas para guitarra de Astor Piazzolla. Las cuerdas entre el 
campo y la ciudad” (Cinco piezas para guitarra by Astor Piazzolla. Strings between the land and 
the city) is the most significant study written about this particular set of pieces.3 It is published in 
Chapter 4 of the book Tangos cultos (Concert Tangos), a study that deals with musical works – 
such as Cinco piezas – in which aspects of popular and classical music coexist. Glocer’s work is 
one of the starting points for my research. Although she does not examine in detail performance 
practice issues, she recognizes some problems that classically-trained musicians would encounter 
when performing the music of Astor Piazzolla. Glocer points out that these problems are 
connected to the idea that Piazzolla did not put much effort in obtaining a rigorous final score of 
the work. Piazzolla did not consider musical notation in the same way that a strictly classical 
composer who treasures the concept of a score that is to be read as a fixed text. 
 
Analytical Approach,” D.M.A. diss., Graduate Center CUNY, 2018. 
3 Silvia Glocer, “Cinco piezas para guitarra de Astor Piazzolla. Las cuerdas entre el campo y la 
ciudad,” Chapter 4 in Tangos cultos. Kagel, J. J. Castro, Mastropiero y otros cruces musicales 
(Buenos Aires: Gourmet Ediciones Musicales, 2012): 55-71. 
 3 
In Piazzolla’s nuevo tango, there are a number of elements that are not written down. The 
majority of these elements come from tango performance practices. Classically-trained 
musicians are not familiar with these practices, which imposes a challenge for them when 
approaching Piazzolla’s works.  
Because Cinco piezas para guitarra (1980) is Piazzolla´s only work for solo guitar, it 
represents a substantial contribution to the repertoire of the instrument. Although Piazzolla is a 
sought-after composer, especially among guitarists, Cinco piezas is not played very often. One of 
the reasons is the lack of information on how to play Piazzolla’s music in general. The other 
important issue that has caused guitarists not to play the work is the discrepancy between the 
published score (1981) and a copy of the manuscript (1980) made by Roberto Aussel, who 
inspired, commissioned, and premiered the pieces. The differences are subtle but significant.  
The story of the discrepancies between the published score and the Aussel manuscript is 
somewhat controversial and intricate. In order for the Cinco piezas to be more accessible to 
performers, there is a need to establish a scholarly version of this important work that considers 
and reconciles the published and the manuscript versions. Having a more reliable score for Cinco 
piezas would facilitate its performance practice as well, because, in the case of Piazzolla, the 
written is what reveals the “unwritten.” 
      The mission of this study is threefold: first, to explain some of Piazzolla’s ideas on how 
to perform what is written in the scores, and how to enrich the music by performing the 
“unwritten;” second, to present a consistent chronology and story of the composition and 
publication of Cinco piezas para guitarra; third, to provide an organized and rigorous document 
that can serve as a guide when approaching Piazzolla’s Cinco piezas as a performer and 
researcher. 
 4 
For me, personally, the music of Astor Piazzolla has been a central part of my career and 
education. I have felt a strong connection to it since the age of fourteen, when my first guitar 
teacher in Argentina introduced me to a guitar arrangement of Triunfal, one of Piazzolla’s early 
tangos composed in 1951.4 Later, at age seventeen, I was selected as guitarist for Piazzolla’s 
1968 tango operetta (operita as named by the composer) María de Buenos Aires, a revival 
production sponsored by the Piazzolla Foundation and performed in my hometown, Mendoza. 
After the successful event, I co-founded, with four tango players from the María de Buenos Aires 
orchestra, a quintet devoted to playing Piazzolla’s music in the composer’s original 
arrangements. The group, Quinteto Bandó, made two tours in the United States in 2005 and 
received enthusiastic comments from Piazzolla’s longtime collaborator, guitarist Oscar López 
Ruiz. 
      In 2006, I went to study classical guitar at the Universität Mozarteum Salzburg, from 
which I received my master’s degree in 2010. Since then, I have continued to live and study 
abroad, first in Berlin and now in New York City. Regardless of the physical distance from my 
motherland, my knowledge and passion for Piazzolla’s music has continued to grow. I have been 
collaborating in Argentina and abroad with the leading tango performers and Piazzolla experts, 
including bandoneonists Daniel Binelli, Matías González, violinist Bruno Cavallaro, double bass 
player Juan Pablo Navarro, and pianist Pablo Woizinski. During all of these years, I have had the 
opportunity to explore Piazzolla’s output extensively as a performer and researcher, in many 
ways becoming an honorary ambassador of his music. 
 
4 This particular tango was originally recorded by the orchestra of Aníbal Troilo. Piazzolla 
recorded it for the first time with his tango-jazz quintet. Astor Piazzolla, Take me Dancing!, Tico 
LP 1066, 1959, LP. 
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 The foundation for my approach as a scholar is my background as both a tango and 
classical musician. It is hoped that the fruits of my research will have a concrete impact in the 
performing field, especially for the classically trained guitarists whom I one day hope to reach. 
Ultimately, I wish to improve the overall understanding of Piazzolla’s Cinco piezas as well as to 
influence today’s approach of Piazzolla’s music in general. 
 The first chapter of this study provides a general context to Piazzolla’s life, works and 
style. Its first section explores previous biographical research on Piazzolla in order to better 
understand him as a composer and performer. An overview of Piazzolla’s production will be 
discussed, providing a context for Cinco piezas para guitarra. The central section of the chapter 
points out some of the connections between tango performance practices and Piazzolla’s works. 
Consequently, his musical notation system and the importance of his recordings will be 
discussed, as well as his relationship to the guitar through the guitarists who have performed his 
works.  
 The subsequent three chapters deal specifically with Cinco piezas. Chapter 2 reviews the 
story of Cinco piezas, providing specific details about the circumstances of composition, the 
dedication of the piece, and the publication process. A general overview includes details about 
Piazzolla´s sources of inspiration for Cinco piezas and the influence of William Walton´s Five 
Bagatelles in Piazzolla´s guitar writing. Chapter 3 investigates and comments in detail the 
discrepancies between the published score and the Aussel manuscript in each of the Cinco 
piezas. After suggesting the appropriate version for the conflicting passages, the performance 
practice of Cinco piezas will be addressed in Chapter 4. The ideas presented in Chapter 1 will be 
applied to Piazzolla’s solo guitar work to determine how to perform the “unwritten.”  
 6 
 Appendixes A, B and C contain excerpts of interviews done for this dissertation and 
includes valuable information shared by Laura Escalada Piazzolla, Oscar López Ruiz and 




ASTOR PIAZZOLLA AS A PERFORMER AND COMPOSER 
I have great admiration for Piazzolla and all the musicians that are doing something  
new for the tango. … Very few musicians feel the tango like Piazzolla. He has learned it,  
he grew with it, his arrangements have made the fame of many tango orchestras.  




Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992) was an Argentinian composer whose compositional 
language was rooted in tango and enriched with elements and concepts of classical music and 
jazz.2 He labeled his music nuevo tango (new tango) or nueva música de Buenos Aires (new 
music from Buenos Aires).3 His incorporation of the name of the place that inspired the music 
echoes the words of James Joyce (1882-1941):  
For myself, I always write about Dublin because if I can get to the heart of 
Dublin I can get to the heart of all the cities in the world. In the particular 
is contained the universal.4 
Piazzolla’s music embodies, like no other music, the city of Buenos Aires in the second half of 
the twentieth century. For Piazzolla, like with Joyce, the particular contains the universal. The 
 
1 Ernesto Sábato as quoted in Alberto Speratti, Con Piazzolla (Buenos Aires: Editorial Galerna, 
1969), 13-14. “Tengo una gran admiración por Piazzolla y todos los músicos que están haciendo 
algo nuevo por el tango. … Piazzolla siente el tango como muy pocos. Lo ha mamado, se ha 
criado con él, sus arreglos hicieron la fama de muchas orquestas. Como pocos, él sabe que es el 
tango y toca su instrumento esencial.” 
2 For lack of a better term, I will use the term classical to refer to music that belongs to the 
western canon, essentially what could be termed as “concert” music.  
3 “Astor’s speech,” track 5 on Astor Piazzolla The Central Park Concert, recorded September 
1987, Chesky Records JD 107, 1994, compact disc. 
4 James Joyce as quoted in Arthur Power, From the Old Waterford House (London: Mellifont 
Press, 1949), 64. 
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uniqueness of Piazzolla’s path can be well summarized by the word “struggle.” From his early 
childhood until his death, Astor Piazzolla fought to be independent, and for his music to be heard 
and understood. His advocacy of his ideas and his music occupied more time than any other 
aspects of his personal life. Strength and dedication brought his music to a level of world 
popularity that he would never have imagined.  
In this chapter, I will review the life and production of this revolutionary bandoneonist 
and composer from Argentina. I will connect his style to elements of tango music that are 
particularly relevant to performance. I will also discuss the relationship between Piazzolla’s 
notation and his recordings, giving a panoramic view of his conception of the guitar and his 
relationship with the guitarists with whom he worked directly.  
 
1.1 Biography 
Astor Piazzolla was born on March 11, 1921 in Mar del Plata, Argentina. He was the 
only son of Vicente Piazzolla and Asunta Manetti, two Argentine citizens of Italian descent. 
During the first years of his life, Astor had surgery several times because of a problem in the 
right leg. The medical operations were successful but, Astor ended up with a limp. His father 
Vicente thought that the best way to overcome this minor disability was encouraging Astor to 
believe that he could do anything. “If they [the doctors] told me I shouldn’t go running, he 
[Vicente] ordered me to go running.”5 The search for confidence guided Astor Piazzolla’s life in 
many aspects, especially later in the search of a voice as a composer.6  
 
5 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Maria Susana Azzi and Simon Collier, Le Grand Tango (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 5. 
6 Given Astor Piazzolla’s limp, his struggles could be considered in the context of disabilities 
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The difficult economic situation of the Piazzolla family during Astor’s childhood caused 
the family to uproot themselves in search of better opportunities. When Astor was four years old, 
his father Vicente decided to relocate to New York City. In 1925, the family found an apartment 
at 8 Saint Mark’s Place in the East Village which, at the time, was a working-class neighborhood 
of mainly immigrants. Piazzolla’s father worked as a barber. Piazzolla’s mother worked in a 
furrier’s shop and, flaunting Prohibition, produced home-made alcohol that her cousins would 
sell to Italian immigrants in New Jersey.  
When Astor was eight years old, his father, who played the guitar and the accordion as 
amateur, found a bandoneon in a pawn shop. Vicente gave it to Astor as a gift, hoping that he 
would learn how to play tango. Encouraged and motivated by his father, the young boy studied 
the rudiments of bandoneon and music with Andrés D’Aquila, an Argentine pianist living in 
New York City.  
In 1930, as a result of the Great Depression, the Piazzolla family moved back to 
Argentina. In Mar del Plata, Astor studied with Libero Paolini, who was a bandoneon and tango 
player. However, at the end of the year, the family decided to move back to the United States 
once again. Upon his return to New York City, Astor resumed lessons with D’Aquila, who gave 
him the first opportunities to perform in public as “the Argentine wonder boy of the 
bandoneon.”7 His repertoire at this time consisted primarily of rancheras.8 waltzes, and 
Argentinian folk music.  
 
studies in music. 
7 Quote from a copy of a printed program of a concert given at Roerich Hall on December 29, 
1932, reproduced in Diana Piazzolla, Astor (Buenos Aires: Emecé Ediciones, 1987), 84. 
8 Song and dance tradition originated in Mexico. Ranchera features simple chordal changes in 
duple and triple meter.  
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Piazzolla’s first significant encounter with classical music occurred when he was thirteen 
years old. Instead of going out to play with his friends, he used to stay home to listen to his 
neighbor, a Hungarian pianist named Bela Wilda, whose music came through the windows of the 
Piazzolla’s apartment.9 Piazzolla recalled, “He practiced nine hours a day and I waited like crazy 
for him to play Bach. […] My father wanted me to study bandoneon, but I just wanted to study 
with Bela Wilda.”10 Piazzolla considered Wilda to be his first important teacher. “With him I 
learned to love Bach. He was the one that taught me how to face the music with passion and not 
at as simple exercise. [..] With him I got to know the true love for music.”11 In these lessons with 
Wilda, Piazzolla learned transcriptions that he made of piano music by Bach and Mozart, among 
other classical composers on the bandoneon. 
In 1934, Piazzolla met the Argentine legendary tango singer Carlos Gardel, who was 
working in New York City12. Piazzolla created a friendly relationship with the singer and even 
appeared next to him on the film El día que me quieras.13 Piazzolla accompanied Gardel in 
informal gatherings; however, he did not understand tango at the time. As he recalls:\ 
 
 
9 Bela Wilda is identified in every book about Piazzolla as a student of Rachmaninoff. 
10 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Speratti, Con Piazzolla, 43. “Él estudiaba nueve horas por día y 
yo me quedaba como loco esperando que él tocara Bach. […] Mi papa quería que estudiara el 
bandoneón, pero yo solo quería estudiar con Bela Wilda.”  
11 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Diana Piazzolla, Astor, 87. “Fue mi primer gran maestro. Con él 
aprendí a amar a Bach. Fue el hombre que me enseñó a encarar la música con pasión, no como 
un simple ejercicio. […] Con él conocí el verdadero amor a la música.” 
12 New York City and Paris had a fundamental role in the popularization of Argentine tango in 
the world.  
13 As a result of the encounters with Gardel, Piazzolla met an Argentine pianist, Terig Tucci who 
worked as the musical director for Gardel’s films. Piazzolla briefly studied harmony with him.  
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The first time that he [Gardel] heard me playing tangos, he came to me and, 
laughing out loud, he said: “Listen to me buddy, you play the bandoneon 
wonderfully, but you play tango like an outsider.” He was not wrong. 
During those years, I was not in touch with tango at all.14 
 
In 1937, the Piazzolla family decided to return permanently to Argentina. In Mar del 
Plata, Astor Piazzolla continued playing the bandoneon. He performed in some small tango 
groups as well as in a tango orchestra for the local radio. In 1938, he heard the sextet of Elvino 
Vardaro, who was regarded as one of the innovators of tango at the time.15 The sound of the 
group and the musical resources used by Vardaro and his musicians astonished the young 
Piazzolla, and he started to enjoy and appreciate traditional tango. His new veneration of Vardaro 
inspired Piazzolla to write an admiring letter to the band leader, who replied with a signed 
photo.16 
In July 1939, Piazzolla moved to Buenos Aires in the hopes of securing a place in a tango 
orchestra. In his book, Speratti describes Piazzolla’s audition for the orchestra of Francisco 
Lauro as follows:  
Right after arriving to the big city, somebody told [Piazzolla] that the 
maestro Lauro wanted to hear him. “When I heard the word ‘maestro’ I 
thought: who is this man? I assumed he was an important professor. All 
night I was practicing and practicing the bandoneon, waltzes of Chopin, 
music of Bach. At the end I was prepared. The next day I went to see 
him and I played Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue, Chopin’s waltzes, I 
don’t know. The guy stared and stared at me. Meanwhile, I was 
thinking how serious this guy seems, but with this piece I will win him 
 
14 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Speratti, Con Piazzolla, 46. “La primera vez que me escuchó 
tocar un tango se me acercó, y muerto de risa me dijo: ‘Mirá pibe, el fueye lo tocás fenómeno, 
pero el tango lo tocás como un gallego.’ Y no se equivocaba; yo no sentía el tango para nada en 
esos años.” 
15 Elvino Vardaro (1905-1971) was one of the most important violinists in tango. Piazzolla got to 
record with him and he even dedicated to him a piece titled Vardarito. 
16 A copy of the letter is reproduced in Diana Piazzolla, Astor, 103. 
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over. So I played Bach. When I was finished, the Italian guy, who spoke 
in a funny dialect, comes to me and says: ‘Listen to me, lad, forget all 
this fantasy crap and let me hear you play the 2/4. Come on, chan-chan, 
chan-chan.’”17 
 
This story shows that, at the time, Piazzolla considered his performance of classical 
repertoire to be the best way to impress a “maestro” whom he hoped would hire him. On the 
other hand, the story suggests that classical music was not so valuable for tangueros (tango 
players). Dance orchestras of that time just needed musicians who could mark the time to keep 
the dancers satisfied. Piazzolla never fully accepted this idea: for him, the music, not the dance, 
always came first. 
Because of Piazzolla’s preference for classical music, his taste in tango was very refined. 
He admired Julio De Caro who was a tango musician that brought virtuosity and sophistication 
to the genre. In 1940, Piazzolla joined the orchestra of Anibal Troilo, one of De Caro’s most 
respected continuators. In that ensemble, Piazzolla had the opportunity to educate himself as a 
tango musician with the leading players of the period. Pianist Orlando Goñi, bass player Enrique 
“Kicho” Díaz, and violinist Hugo Baralis, who were at Troilo’s orchestra at the time, became 
 
17 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Speratti, Con Piazzolla, 48. “Recién llegado a la ‘ciudad grande’ 
un día le dicen que el ‘maestro’ Lauro lo quiere escuchar. “Yo oí la palabra ‘maestro’ y pensé: 
quién será este hombre; supuse que un profesor importante. Estuve toda la noche como loco, 
estudiando y estudiando el bandoneón, valses de Chopin, música de Bach. Al final quedé afilado. 
Al día siguiente voy a verlo y le toco la Rapsodia in Blue de Gershwin, unos valses de Chopin, 
qué se yo. El tipo me miraba, me miraba y yo, mientras pensaba qué severo debe ser este tipo 
pero con esto lo liquido. Y le deba a Bach. Cuando terminé, el tano, que hablaba medio 
cocoliche, se me acerca y me dice: –Scuchame una cosa, pibe; dejáme toda esta porquería de 
fantasía, que quiero oírte marcar el 2 por 4. Vamos, chan-chan, chan-chan.” 
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Piazzolla’s admired colleagues and friends. It was Baralis who introduced Piazzolla to his future 
wife, Odette “Dedé” Wolf.   
 Playing with Troilo’s orchestra was of great benefit to Piazzolla. The orchestra played 
regularly, which gave Piazzolla a steady income. However, playing tango did not seem like 
enough for him. In 1940, he declared to his future father-in-law, Emilio Wolf, his real intentions: 
“Don’t form a bad opinion of me just because I work in a cabaret. My intentions are different. I 
am going to study music and conduct a symphony orchestra. I hate the atmosphere of the cabaret 
and I’m going to leave it very soon.”18 In 1940, while Arthur Rubinstein was visiting Argentina, 
Piazzolla showed up at his apartment with a piano piece. The piece was—as Piazzolla himself 
described it in an interview—“horrible,” but Rubinstein was interested enough to help him to 
find a good teacher to learn more about the craft of writing music.19 Rubinstein called Argentine 
composer Juan José Castro, who recommended that Piazzolla study composition with the young 
Alberto Ginastera. From 1940 until 1945, Piazzolla took regular lessons with Ginastera, until 
Ginastera went to the United States for a Guggenheim Fellowship.  
In 1941, Piazzolla started to write arrangements for Troilo’s orchestra. Some of these 
arrangements were criticized and changed by Troilo because they contained elements foreign to 
the tango genre. The next year, Piazzolla married Odette Wolf, with whom he had two children, 
Diana and Daniel Piazzolla. In 1944, Piazzolla formed an orchestra to accompany the singer 
Francisco Fiorentino. In this new group, he was the musical director and was fully in charge of 
the arrangements and musical decisions. The orchestra continued without Fiorentino from 1946 
 
18 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 28. 
19 José Montes-Baquer. The next tango: Astor Piazzolla in conversation and in concert. Directed 
by José Montes-Baquer, 88 min, Unitel Classica and Deutsche Grammophon, 2007, DVD. 
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to 1949. During these years, Piazzolla composed a few tangos, some music for films, and a 
significant number of classical pieces. In 1949, he composed Tanguano (Tango en Fa#) for 
violin and piano, the first classical piece that he wrote that includes elements from tango.”20 
That same year, he abandoned his activity as a tango performer to dedicate himself 
entirely to classical composition. Occasionally, he did tango arrangements for some orchestras 
including those of Miguel Caló, Aníbal Troilo, and José Basso.21 The piece Buenos Aires. Tres 
movimientos sinfónicos (1951) won the Fabien Sevitzky Prize in 1953. This award provided the 
means for Piazzolla to go to Paris to study with Nadia Boulanger.22 Piazzolla took weekly 
lessons with Boulanger for four months (October 11, 1954-February 14, 1955).23 Gabriela 
Mauriño states: 
Piazzolla’s studies with Nadia Boulanger had a significant impact in his 
future career. The French pedagogue helped him to find and legitimize his 
aesthetic choice, something more crucial to the eventual definition of his 
style than the actual musical elements that she taught him. Regarding this 
issue, most tango scholars affirm that the consequences of the Boulanger 
episode are the almost immediate definition of Piazzolla’s style. In my 
opinion, Boulanger compelled Piazzolla to find his unique voice in the path 
he had just abandoned, initiating Piazzolla’s struggling search until 1960 
when he was finally able to consolidate his style.24 
 
 
20 Omar García Brunelli, “Entre el tango y la música académica. Estética, procedimientos 
compositivos e interrelación de campos en la obra de Astor Piazzolla.” PhD dissertation, 
Universidad de Buenos Aires, 2019:  74-75. 
21 Ibid., 74. 
22 Piazzolla decided to study with Nadia Boulanger because her association with the composers 
that he admired, especially Igor Stravinsky.  
23 Gabriela Mauriño, “The new tango of Astor Piazzolla,” Master’s thesis, Royal Holloway, 
University of London, 2009: 60. 
24 Ibid., 73-74. 
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Motivated by Boulanger, Piazzolla “valued what popular music was”25 and understood 
that he had to “continue making tango.”26 The first result was a group of sixteen pieces scored 
for bandoneon, string orchestra, harp and piano, which were recorded in Paris in 1955.27 Soon 
afterwards, Piazzolla returned to Buenos Aires and formed the Octeto Buenos Aires. This 
ground-breaking ensemble featuring two bandoneons, two violins, cello, double bass, electric 
guitar, and piano, played from 1955 to 1957. Among the principal aspects of nuevo tango that 
Piazzolla first introduced with this ensemble were the inclusion of electric guitar, improvised 
sections, the language used in the compositions and arrangements, and the non-danceable 
character of the music.  
In 1958 and 1959, Piazzolla relocated to New York City with his wife and his two 
children. He was expecting to have a contract as film composer, but the arrangement never came 
to pass because the person who had offered him the job had died.28 In 1959, while touring with a 
tango show in Puerto Rico, Piazzolla was informed that his father had died in Argentina. When 
Piazzolla returned to New York City from Puerto Rico, he composed Adiós Nonino for the 
memory of his father.29 This piece became later one of his most acclaimed works. During his 
 
25 Astor Piazzolla as quoted from Diana Piazzolla, Astor, 167. “Valoré lo que era la música 
popular.” 
26 Ibid. “Seguir hacienda tango.” 
27 Astor Piazzolla, su bandoneón y su orquesta de cuerdas, FESTIVAL FX-45-1020, 1955, 
45rdm; Astor Piazzolla, su bandoneón y su orquesta de cuerdas, Sinfonía de tango, Vogue LDM 
10004, 1955, LP; Astor Piazzolla, su bandoneón y su orquesta de cuerdas, BARCLAY 72006, 
1955, 45rpm. 
28 Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 65. 
29 Piazzolla’s father nickname was Nonino, which in Italian means “grandpa.”  Piazzolla was not 
able to attend his father’s funeral. 
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stay in New York, Piazzolla recorded an album with a quintet that was attempting to make a 
fusion between jazz and tango. The instrumentation was bandoneon, vibraphone, electric guitar, 
piano and double bass. Due to the lack of success of this ensemble and other of his musical 
activities, Piazzolla decided to move back to Buenos Aires.  
In 1960, he formed his most celebrated ensemble: the Quinteto Nuevo Tango.30 The 
instrumentation was similar to the quintet that he had formed in the United States, but the 
vibraphone was replaced by a violin. For the next several years, the group appeared in 
Argentinian television programs, played regularly at a nightclub called 676, and toured 
throughout Argentina, Brazil and the United Sates. The quintet was quite prolific and recorded 
several albums during this decade.31 
In the mid 1960s, Piazzolla collaborated occasionally with major figures of Argentine 
literature such as Jorge Luis Borges and Ernesto Sábato. In 1967, Piazzolla started a fruitful 
collaboration with Uruguayan poet Horacio Ferrer (1967-1983).32 Together they composed 
several pieces, including the 1968 tango operetta [operita], María de Buenos Aires,33 the 1971 
 
30 This ensemble was also called the New Tango Quintet. A “quintet” in the context of this 
dissertation refers to an ensemble comprised of bandoneon, violin, electric guitar, piano and 
contrabass. Because of changes in personnel, the Quintet existed in two versions: the first quintet 
(1960-1971) and the second quintet (1978-1988). 
31 Mauriño, “The new tango,” 48-49. 
32 Horacio Ferrer (1933-2014) was an Uruguayan-Argentine poet, writer, reciter and tango 
lyricist. He is most known for his collaborations with Astor Piazzolla and for his book El Libro 
del Tango (1970, republished and expanded in 1980.) He was the president of the Academia 
Nacional del Tango from its foundation in 1990 until Ferrer’s death.  
33 The operita consisted of sixteen musical pieces composed for an ensemble of eleven 
instrumentalists, a male singer, a female singer, a narrator and a speaking choir.  
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oratorio El pueblo joven, and a number of songs.34 
Piazzolla and Dedé Wolf separated in 1966. Soon after, he started a relationship with the 
singer Amelita Baltar, which lasted until 1975.   
In 1971 and 1972, with the support of the Municipalidad de la ciudad de Buenos Aires 
(City of Buenos Aires), Piazzolla created a nine-piece ensemble called Conjunto 9, which 
comprised a string quintet, bandoneon, electric guitar, piano and percussion. With Conjunto 9, 
Piazzolla performed for the first time at the prestigious Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires in 1972. 
The same year, the group premiered Piazzolla’s Concierto de Nácar (1972) for nine tanguistas 
(tango soloists) and orchestra in Teatro Coliseo.  
In 1973, Piazzolla dissolved Conjunto 9 because the city of Buenos Aires did not renew 
its financial support for the ensemble. In the same year Piazzolla suffered a heart attack. In 1974, 
Piazzolla signed a contract with the Italian artist manager Aldo Pagani and decided to move to 
Europe. Thanks to this new professional support, Piazzolla was able to record a number of 
albums including Libertango (1974); Summit, with Gerry Mulligan (1974), and Suite 
Troileana/Lumière (1976).35 Piazzolla wrote the pieces for these albums knowing that the 
session musicians from Milan that played in the recordings were not familiar with tango 
practices. For this reason, and for his admiration to Chick Corea’s electric band, he started to 
compose music that was more distant from the tango tradition. In search for something new and 
vibrant, he incorporated rock and jazz elements into his writing. In 1975 he formed a new 
 
34 García Brunelli, “Entre el tango y la música académica,” 76. 
35 Astor Piazzolla, Libertango, Carosello CLN 25039, 1974, LP; Gerry Mulligan-Astor Piazzolla, 
Summit, Erre T.V. RTV 25046, 1974, LP; Astor Piazzolla, Suite Troileana/Lumière, Trova DA 
5005, 1976, LP.   
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ensemble, the Octeto electrónico, with whom Piazzolla performed and recorded between 1975 
and 1977. This group that features electric instruments, drums and musicians without the tango 
touch did not identify Piazzolla’s essence fully. Ultimately, the group disbanded after two years: 
according to Piazzolla: “This group sounded nice, but it was not true Piazzolla.”36  
Wishing to reconnect with his tango roots, Piazzolla returned to Buenos Aires in 1978 
and reestablished the Quinteto Nuevo Tango with new musicians; the only remaining member of 
the original group was guitarist Oscar López Ruiz. The return to the quintet can be regarded as 
what brought Piazzolla to world-wide attention.  For the next decade, he toured tirelessly with 
this ensemble throughout Latin America, the United States, Europe and Asia. The group 
performed in major concert halls, television broadcasts, and festivals of jazz, classical and world 
music. It is important to highlight the work with the Italian singer Milva,37 the American 
vibraphonist Gary Burton,38 and the Cuban clarinet and sax player Paquito D’Rivera, among the 
most important collaborations made with the quintet. This group left several live and studio 
albums such as Live in Wien (1984), The Central Park Concert (1994), Zero Hour (1986) and La 
Camorra (1989).39 
 
36 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Gorín, Astor Piazzolla, 83. 
37 María Ilva Biolcati (b. 1939), known simply as Milva, is an Italian singer, stage and film 
actress. She has performed in the most prestigious theatres around the world. She is recognized 
for her recitals of Bertolt Brecht’s songs and Luciano Berio’s operas, as well as for her 
collaborations with Ennio Morricone and Astor Piazzolla, among others.  
38 Gary Burton (b. 1943) is a vibraphonist, composer and educator. He has collaborated with the 
world’s most respected jazz musicians such as the late Chick Corea, Pat Metheny, Stephane 
Grappelli, and Keith Jarrett, among others.  
39 Astor Piazzolla y su quinteto nuevo tango, Live in Wien, Messidor 115916, 1984, LP (recorded 
in October 1983); Astor Piazzolla y su quinteto nuevo tango, Zero Hour, American Clavé AMCL 
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During the 1980s, Piazzolla spent quiet summers in Punta del Este (Uruguay) with his 
second wife, Laura Escalada Piazzolla. In this tranquil place, Piazzolla rested from the constant 
tours and used the free time for composing new music and for shark fishing.40 Over the next ten 
years, he composed a number of important pieces that helped him to cement a place in the 
classical music genre. Among these pieces are Concierto para bandoneón (1979), Cinco piezas 
para guitarra (1980), Histoire du Tango (1984), and Four for Tango (1988), among others.  
After dissolving the quintet in 1988 because of problems with some musicians, Piazzolla 
had a quadruple by-pass surgery, which prevent him from playing during the second part of that 
year. In 1989, he formed a sextet comprised of two bandoneons, cello, electric guitar, piano and 
contrabass. In 1989, the sextet played concerts in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, United 
States, and a number of European countries, but disbanded after one year. Piazzolla recalled: 
The line-up with two bandoneons, cello, guitar, contrabass and piano was 
audacious. I thought that it was going to work out great, but suddenly I 
found that the whole thing became unbalanced, especially after Console 
[Héctor, contrabass] and Bragato [José, cello] left. The sound was too dark; 
the violin was missing. It was a mistake, like the one with the Electronic 
Octet. If I’d been smarter, I would not have formed this group.41 
 
Towards the end of his life, he received a number of offers and commissions: a tango 
 
1013, 1986, LP (recorded in May 1986); Astor Piazzolla y su quinteto nuevo tango, The Central 
Park Concert, Cheasky, JD 107, 1994, compact disc (recorded in September 1987); Astor 
Piazzolla y su quinteto nuevo tango, La Camorra, American Clavé AMCL 1021, 1989, compact 
disc. (recorded in May 1988). 
40 According to Daniel Rosenfeld, Piazzolla used to say that he would play the bandoneon as 
long as he could take a shark out of the sea because the physical effort was similar for him. 
Daniel Rosenfeld, Astor Piazzolla: Los años del tiburón (The years of the Shark), Directed by 
Daniel Rosenfeld, Euro Arts, 2021, DVD. 
41 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Gorín, Astor Piazzolla, 91-92.  
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opera based on the story of Gardel, and a series of chamber works for the Santa Fe Chamber 
Music Festival. For a lack of time, he did not complete these commissions unfortunately. 
On August 5, 1990, Astor Piazzolla suffered a cerebral hemorrhage in Paris. For the 
remainder of his life, half of his body remained paralyzed. He was hospitalized for almost 
twenty-three months until he died in Buenos Aires on July 4th, 1992.  
  
1.2 Piazzolla’s production 
Aspects of the popular (tango and jazz) and classical traditions are present in Piazzolla’s 
works. As described by Gabriela Mauriño: 
Piazzolla was a restless character and his music reflects his ongoing search 
for new ideas and experiments. He would sometimes pursue certain 
aesthetic paths and rapidly abandon them if he was not satisfied. The result 
was a music in continued expansion characterized by fluid boundaries that 
permeated a wide range of influences. His particular combination of 
elements from other musics with traditional tango roots is what makes Astor 
Piazzolla’s style distinctive. However, the balance of the mixture of these 
elements varies from piece to piece. Some of his output has, for example, 
more jazz influence (such as his works for the electronic octet); others are 
more art music related (for example, Four for tango) and a good number 
have a strong tanguero character (such as Decarísimo).42 
 
Piazzolla was a multifaceted composer and his production should be treated as such. 
According to Omar García Brunelli, “Piazzolla was a composer whose oeuvre can only be 
understood if one considers his double activity as popular and academic composer.”43 García 
 
42 Mauriño, “The new tango,” 120-121. 
43 Omar García Brunelli, “Piazzolla y Ginastera.” Unpublished conference paper, presented at 
the Conservatorio Gilardo Gilardi. Conference (La Plata, Argentina) as part of the conference 
“Alberto Ginastera, Malambo truculencia y legado.” September-October 2016. Accessed on 
https://www.academia.edu/34906532/Ginastera_y_Piazzolla “[Piazzolla] fue un compositor cuya 
obra solo se comprende si se considera su doble actividad como compositor popular y 
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Brunelli goes on to say that “Piazzolla’s works are product of a synthesis, somewhat conflictive, 
of his knowledge as a classical composer; and his experience and innovative attitude in the 
popular genre of tango.”44 Mauriño states “It is so difficult to label his [Piazzolla’s] new tango 
under a single comprehensive category.”45 He was both a classical and a popular composer. 
Therefore, his pieces can be considered classical, popular, or even as in a new category on the 
verge of popular and classical, as described by Carlos Kuri in his book La música límite.46  
An important aspect that situates Piazzolla’s music between various fields is the 
availability of his oeuvre. In a vast majority of cases, Piazzolla’s compositions are both available 
as scores and recordings.47 In some other cases, the score or just the recording is accessible. The 
inconsistency of sources hinders the completion of a proper catalog of Piazzolla’s works. In fact, 
there is no official catalog for his oeuvre.  
In recent years, three authors have taken on the difficult task of cataloguing Piazzolla’s 
output, with different approaches. Carlos Kuri was the first scholar to undertake this work. In the 
fourth edition of the book La música límite, he lists all Piazzolla’s compositions in alphabetic 
order, providing the year of composition and references to recordings of the works. A number of 
unpublished pieces by Piazzolla and some arrangements of other composers made by Piazzolla 
 
académico.” 
44 Ibid. “La obra de Astor Piazzolla es el producto de una síntesis, no poco conflictiva, entre sus 
saberes como compositor académico y sus conocimientos y actitud innovadora en el tango como 
género popular contemporáneo.” 
45 Mauriño, “The new tango,” 121. 
46 Carlos Kuri, La música límite (Buenos Aires: Corregidor, 2014), 90.  
47 The relationship between scores and recordings will be discussed in the following section of 
this chapter.  
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are included.48 However, Kuri does not establish any hierarchy among Piazzolla’s compositions, 
and, therefore, short pieces composed for films appear alongside larger pieces such as, for 
example, the Concierto para guitarra y orquesta Hommage à Liège (1985).  
The second catalogue was written by Mitsumasa Saito and published in the book 
Estudios sobre la obra de Astor Piazzolla.49 This catalogue presents all the recordings made by 
Astor Piazzolla during his lifetime in chronological order and provides important information 
about the recordings, including personnel and release dates. This very useful source includes 
most of Piazzolla’s popular production. There are gaps in the information, however: some 
popular pieces are not mentioned here, because Piazzolla never recorded them.50 On the other 
hand, Saito’s catalogue includes Piazzolla’s classical pieces, such as the Suite Punta del Este 
(1979), since they were recorded by Piazzolla himself.   
For scholars, the most important thing about Saito’s catalogue is its detailed listing of all 
of Piazzolla’s ensembles and their personnel. With the 1955 Octeto Buenos Aires, Piazzolla 
decided to play music “only to be listened to by the public.”51 This group and the groups that 
followed are very important because, with them, Piazzolla created his most significant popular 
works. Table 1.1 shows the ensembles in chronological order as well as their members. Some of 
these performers have been extremely relevant in the development of Piazzolla’s nuevo tango 
language.  
 
48 Kuri, La música límite, 287.  
49 Mitsumasa Saito, “Discografía completa de Astor Piazzolla,” Estudios sobre la obra de Astor 
Piazzolla (Buenos Aires: Gourmet Ediciones Musicales, 2008): 263-300. 
50 Piazzolla recorded the majority of his popular output; however, pieces such as Juan Sebastián 
Arolas or Juan Manuel Fangio, from the time of his orquesta típica, were never recorded.   
51 Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 59. 
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Table 1.1: Ensembles and members of the Piazzolla’s nuevo tango years. 
 
1955-1957 Octeto 
Buenos Aires  
Enrique Mario Francini (violin), Hugo Baralis (violin), Horacio 
Malvicino (electric guitar), José Bragato (cello), Juan Vasallo 
(contrabass), Atilio Stampone (piano), Leopoldo Federico (bandoneon), 
Astor Piazzolla (bandoneon). 52 
1956-1957 Orquesta de 
cuerdas y 
bandoneón 
The soloists of the group were: Elvino Vardaro (violin), José Bragato 




Antonio Agri (violin), Oscar López Ruiz (electric guitar), Enrique 
“Kicho” Díaz (contrabass), Jaime Gosis (piano), Astor Piazzolla 
(bandoneon).54 
1971-1972 Conjunto 9 Antonio Agri (violin), Hugo Baralis (violin), Néstor Panik (viola), José 
Bragato (cello), Oscar López Ruiz (electric guitar), Enrique “Kicho” 
Díaz (contrabass), Osvaldo Manzi (piano), Jorge Corriale (percussion), 
Astor Piazzolla (bandoneon).55 
1975-1977 Octeto 
electrónico 
Antonio Agri (violin), Daniel Piazzolla (synthesizer and percussion), 
Juan Carlos Cirigliano (electric piano), Santiago Giacobbe (electric 
organ), Horacio Malvicino (electric guitar), Adalberto Cevasco (electric 
bass), Enrique Roizner (drums), Astor Piazzolla (bandoneon).56 
1978-1988 Quinteto 
Nuevo Tango 
Fernando Suárez Paz (violin), Horacio Malvicino (electric guitar), 
Héctor Console (contrabass), Pablo Ziegler (piano), Astor Piazzolla 
(bandoneon).57 
1988-1989 Sexteto  
Nuevo Tango 
José Bragato (cello), Horacio Malvicino (electric guitar), Héctor 
Console (contrabass), Gerardo Gandini (piano), Daniel Binelli 
(bandoneon), Astor Piazzolla (bandoneon).58 
 
52 Hamlet Greco (contrabass) also participated in Octeto Buenos Aires. 
53 Hamlet Greco (contrabass) also participated as soloist in Orquesta de cuerdas y bandoneón.  
54 These are the principal members of the quintet. Other musicians include Simón Bajour 
(violin), Elvino Vardaro (violin), Horacio Malvicino (electric guitar), Cacho Tirao (electric 
guitar), Osvaldo Manzi (piano), and Dante Amicarelli (piano). 
55 Osvaldo Tarantino (piano) also participated on Conjunto 9. 
56 In 1977, Piazzolla formed in Paris a new formation of the Octeto electrónico with Daniel 
Piazzolla (synthesizer and percussion), Gustavo Beytelmann (electric piano), Osvaldo Caló 
(electric organ), Tomás Gubitsch (electric guitar), Ricardo Sanz (electric bass), Luis Cerávolo 
(drums), and Luis Ferreyra (flute and alto sax). 
57 Oscar López Ruiz (electric guitar) played in the quintet from 1978 to 1984. Horacio Malvicino 
(electric guitar) played from 1984 until the transformation of the group into the sextet. 
58 Julio Pane (bandoneon) was also a member of the sextet. Carlos Nozzi (cello) and Ángel 
Ridolfi (contrabass) participated in a few concerts before the dissolution of the group.  
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The third and most recent attempt at cataloguing Piazzolla’s music has been presented by 
Omar García Brunelli in his 2019 doctoral dissertation,59 In making his list, he considers the 
information culled by the aforementioned scholars Kuri and Saito. For the popular production, 
García Brunelli considers Saito’s catalog and points out the small number of pieces that Piazzolla 
did not record. For the classical works, García Brunelli makes an important contribution: a 
chronologically ordered catalog of Piazzolla’s forty-seven classical compositions, beginning with 
his first classical work, the Suite for Harp and Strings (1943) and ending with the late Four for 
Tango (1988).  
 




Year Title Instrumentation 
1 1943 Suite para cuerdas y arpa Harp and strings 
2 1943 Preludio No. 1 Violin and piano 
3 1943 Berceuse Strings 
4 1943 Suite op. 2 Piano 
5 1944 Cuatro piezas breves Piano 
6 1944 Siciliana Chamber orchestra  
7 1944 Tres piezas breves Cello and piano 
8 1944 Overtura dramática Symphonic orchestra 
9 1945 Tres cuadro de Odette Piano 
10 1945 Sonata No. 1 op. 7 Piano 
11 1947 Rapsodia porteña Symphonic orchestra 
12 1949 Tanguano Violin and piano 
13 1949 Tango en la Violin and piano 
14 1949 Dos piezas para viola y piano Viola and piano 
15 1950 Tardecita pampeana Piano 
16 1950 Contemplación y danza Clarinet and strings 
17 1950 Procesión y lamento String quartet 
18 1950 Danza salvaje Symphonic orchestra 
19 1950 Suite No. 2 Piano 
20 1950 Danza criolla Symphonic orchestra 
21 1950 Suite para oboe y orquesta Oboe and strings 




59 García Brunelli, “Entre el tango y la música académica,” 129-131. 
60 García Brunelli, “Entre el tango y la música académica,” 99-122. 
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23 1951 Milongón festivo Symphonic orchestra 
24 1951 Suite Folclórica Chamber orchestra 
25 1952 Epopeya Argentina Choir and orchestra 
26 1952 Tango No. 1 and No. 2 Strings 
27 1952 Tango dramático 13 instruments 
28 1953 Preludio Piano 
29 1953 Sinfonietta Chamber orchestra 
30 1963 Serie de tangos sinfónicos Symphonic orchestra 
31 1969 Tango seis Violin, flute, clarinet, bassoon, horn and 
piano 
32 1969 Tangazo Symphonic orchestra 
33 1970 Milonga en re Violin and Piano 
34 1972 Concierto de Nácar 9 soloists and symphonic orchestra 
35 1979 Milonga sin palabras Piano and melodic instrument 
36 1979 Concierto para bandoneón  Bandoneon, strings and percussion 
37 1980 Suite del Este Bandoneon and chamber orchestra 
38 1980 Tres tangos  Bandoneon, strings, harp, piano and 
percussion 
39 1980 Cinco piezas para guitarra Guitar 
40 1982 Le grand tango Cello and piano 
41 1983 Woe - Five Tango Sensations Bandoneon and string quartet 
42 1985 Concierto para bandoneón y guitarra 
Homage a Liège  
Bandoneon, guitar and strings 
43 1984 Histoire du tango Flute and guitar 
44 1984 Tango Suite Guitar duo 
45 1987 Tres preludios para piano Piano 
46 1987 6 Tango-Études pour Flüte seule  Flute 
47 1988 Four for tango String quartet 
 
 
Omar García Brunelli further classifies Piazzolla’s works into three periods: the early 
works (1943-1954), the nuevo tango works (1955-1977), and the late compositions (1978-
1989).61 García Brunelli asserts the idea that the popular production in Piazzolla was constant 
throughout the three periods and that the classical production was interrupted by two hiatuses, 
the first between 1953 and 1963, and the second one between 1972 and 1979.62  
In the first period (1943-1954), Piazzolla’s classical production is framed by the studies 
with Alberto Ginastera in Buenos Aires and the studies with Boulanger in Paris. During these 
 
61 Ibid, 137. 
62 Ibid,.136. 
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years, Piazzolla composed pieces such as Suite for Harp and Strings (1943) and Sinfonietta for 
orchestra (1953). In most of the works of this period, the neoclassic language is evident and is 
related to Ginastera’s influence on Piazzolla. Some use of folkloric material is found in pieces 
such as Danza criolla for orchestra (1950). Furthermore, some tango influences start to appear in 
pieces such as Tanguano (1949) and Buenos Aires. Tres movimientos sinfónicos (1951). Parallel 
to this, Piazzolla also composed a number of tangos and music for films.63 The categorization of 
Piazzolla’s work during this first period does not present problem, the classical and popular 
productions are clearly differentiated.  
Piazzolla’s second period (1955-1977) is when the popular oeuvre flourished. Besides the 
prominent and clear influence of tango in his music, it was during these years when jazz 
elements started to appear in his compositions.64 Piazzolla composed extensively for his 
ensembles,65 and the pieces written during this period are the core of Piazzolla’s production. 
Some of Piazzolla’s most well-known works were composed during these years, including Adiós 
 
63 As pointed out by García Brunelli, the center of Piazzolla’s popular activity during the first 
period was as an arranger of his orquesta típica or other tango orchestras, including Troilo’s 
orchestra.  
64 One of the principal aspects that connect Piazzolla’s music to jazz is the time that he spent in 
New York City as a child (1925-1937) and as a working musician (1957-1959). The interactions 
and experimentations with jazz and Latin musicians, including the 1959 recording Take Me 
Dancing (Saito 55), helped Piazzolla find certain elements of these styles that were incorporated 
slowly into his language. 
65 The principal ensembles of this period were: Octeto Buenos Aires (1955-1957), New Tango 
Quintet (1960-1972), and Conjunto 9 (1971-1972). It is important to mention the recordings 
Piazzolla did with a chamber orchestra in Paris in 1955 (Saito 37-42), and the recordings made in 
Italy in the 1970s (Saito 113-121). 
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Nonino (1959), La muerte del Ángel (1963), Milonga del Ángel (1965), Invierno porteño (1970). 
On the other hand, the classical production was rather small. Piazzolla composed three 
symphonic works —Tres tangos sinfónicos (1963), Tangazo (1969), and Concierto de Nácar 
(1972) — as well as two chamber music works: Tango Seis (1969) for violin, flute, clarinet, 
bassoon, horn and piano; and Milonga en re (1970) for violin and piano.  
Creating a distinction between the classical and the popular realms in Piazzolla’s second 
period becomes somewhat more problematic. During these years, Piazzolla used a language in 
which elements of popular and classical music are interrelated. Piazzolla’s classical production 
started to include more influences from the popular world, and the relationship to tango is clearly 
expressed in all the titles of the classical pieces of this period. The pieces written for his 
ensembles started to feature formal devices and techniques from the classical music world. 
Works like María de Buenos Aires (1968), Serie Silfo y Ondina (1969), Las estaciones porteñas 
(1970), and the series of compositions written for the Nonet, Preludio 9, Fuga 9, and 
Divertimento 9 (1971), among others, are considered popular compositions. These multi-
movement pieces present a motivic and harmonic development of other Piazzolla classical 
compositions. In fact, cellist José Bragato, Piazzolla’s copyist and longtime musical collaborator, 
adapted a number of these pieces for classical ensembles later on.66 However, not all the popular 
 
66 Astor Piazzolla authorized Bragato to do these arrangements. A copy of the authorization 
dated on June 15, 1986 is shown in García Brunelli’s doctoral dissertation. García Brunelli, 
“Entre el tango y la música académica,” 97. These adaptations for piano and strings, or for piano 
trio, or for string quartet, are used today as if they were written for these instrumentations, hence 
it could potentially be considered classical. It is worth mention that the adaptations and 
arrangements of Bragato are highly respectful of Piazzolla’s original intentions. This is not the 
case with other arrangers.  
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pieces of this period have the same level of sophistication. For instance, Libertango (1974) is 
clearly a popular piece.67  
In the third period (1979-1989), Piazzolla composed thirteen classical works and about 
sixty popular pieces, which is somewhat equal considering the total number of minutes of the 
pieces in each category. 68 The problem of assigning categories for works written during this 
period is particularly tricky. Pieces such as Milonga Loca (1986) and La Camorra I, II & III 
(1988) where written for Piazzolla’s own quintet, and they are considered part of his popular 
production. However, the techniques and language used by the composer are the same, if not 
more audacious, than the ones used in his classical oeuvre of the period — Cinco piezas (1980) 
or La Histoire du tango (1985) among them.  
The organization in three periods presented by García Brunelli provides an insightful way 
to deal with and understand Piazzolla’s output. Regardless of the minor conflicts of 
categorization of some popular and classical pieces, García Brunelli’s organizational method and 
philosophy is useful and effective. By contextualizing the whole production of the composer, it is 
possible to observe certain predilection for a number of musical textures and devices. In the next 
section, I will describe two principal types of passage that can be found in the majority of 
Piazzolla’s output.  
 
 
67 A categorization based on the audience of the works would still be problematic. For instance, 
the works composed for Octeto Buenos Aires or Conjunto 9 were meant to be played in a concert 
hall. María de Buenos Aires was in fact performed always in a concert hall. However, none of 
this pieces are considered classical.  
68 García Brunelli, “Entre el tango y la música académica,” 136. 
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1.3 Tango performance practices and its relationship to Piazzolla’s compositional practices 
During the second period (1955-1977), Piazzolla focused intensively in composing for 
his own groups. The principal aspects of Piazzolla’s compositional language were crystalized in 
the popular production of these years and the development of his distinctive compositional style,  
which he called nuevo tango. To better understand Piazzolla’s language, it is necessary to 
comprehend the techniques and elements of tango. According to Mauriño, “New tango is deeply 
rooted in traditional tango as they both share performance techniques, numerous rhythmic and 
melodic elements”.69  
Sebastián Henríquez explains in his method La guitarra en el tango, that there are two 
fundamental types of tools used in tango, the rhythmical and the expressive tools.70  
 
Table 1.3: Rhythmic and expressive tools in tango. 
 
RHYTHMIC TOOLS EXPRESSIVE TOOLS 
Rhythmic harmonic base Fraseo 
Rhythmic melody articulations  
Tempo  
 
69 Mauriño, “The new tango,” 106. 
70 Sebastián Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Tango Sin Fin, 2018), 
12-14. From 2010 to the present, the organization Asociación Tango Sin Fin (Endless Tango 
Association) has published a series of instrumental methods for tango. The books explain tango 
music in the context of the violin, the flute, the piano, the bandoneon, the double bass and the 
guitar. Their pedagogical concepts were first developed by Ramiro Gallo in El violín en el tango 
(Munich: G. Ricordi & Co., 2011), and later expanded upon by each of the authors of the 
methods including Paulina Fain, Hernán Posetti, Eva Wolf and Ignacio Varchausky. The 
Association organizes annual workshops in which the authors of these books teach and work 
together. As a result of the interactions over the years, the concept has been further developed. I 
make reference to the latest method, written by Henríquez, because it contains the most current 
concepts. 
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Traditional tango is a danceable music characterized by a steady tempo. The rhythmic 
and expressive tools of tango were used to give variety to tango pieces that have, essentially, no 
tempo changes. Over the years, Piazzolla utilized these tools to develop two contrasting types of 
passages.71 One of the principal differences between the passages is the tempo. The rhythmic 
character is associated with fast passages and the expressive character is associated with slower 
passages. I have labeled these passages as:  
 
Table 1.4: Characteristics of accented and lyrical passages in Piazzolla’s music. 
 
Accented passages Lyrical passages 
fast and andante tempo slow tempo 
syncopated and accented melodies expressive and cantabile melodies 
tutti sections soloistic sections 
  
 
The wide categorization of the different types of passages used by Piazzolla illustrates a 
significant portion of his oeuvre. These two contrasting concepts can be traced back to early 
tangos such as Triunfal (1951) or Bandó (1954), and they are also present in the last 
compositions such as La Camorra I, II and III (1987), for quintet. Even though the accented and 
the lyrical passages are not the only kind that Piazzolla ever composed, they certainly guide the 
understanding of his language.  
The aforementioned passages in Piazzolla’s music are enriched by the use of two 
important tango practices: ornamentation and percussion effects as well. In the following 
sections, I will explain these tango concepts and their impact in Piazzolla’s works for quintet. 
1.3.1 Tango’s rhythmic tools used in Piazzolla’s accented passages 
In tango music, the rhythmic patterns in the accompaniment are classified into three 
 
71 I use the word passages to refer to sections of music with different characters.  
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principal groups: marcatos, síncopas, and other type of patterns. To better show how the patterns 
are constituted, Henríquez shows them the high and the low registers in two separate lines. 
 
Figure 1.1: Rhythmic patterns in the accompaniment as presented in 
Sebastián Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango (2018). Used by permission.72 
 
72 Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 13. 
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Figure 1.1 shows the great variety of patterns that can be found in tango.73 An 
arrangement of a traditional tango, three minutes long approximately, has at least one version of 
each of the three categories presented above. At the same time, there are numerous ways to flesh 
out each of these patterns, giving the arranger the opportunity to create an attractive support for 
melodic lines. Figure 1.2 shows how a marcato in 4 could be played by the piano and double 
bass of an ensemble.  
 
Figure 1.2: Example of two measures of A minor marcato in 4 based on a traditional tango. 
 
The accented sections of Piazzolla’s music present very often this type of bass line.  
 
Figure 1.3: Marcato in 4 in La muerte del ángel, mm. 28-29.  
 
This type of bass line, played by the bass and the left hand of the piano, has a marked connection 
 
73 A more detailed explanation of how these patterns are used is found in Henríquez, La guitarra 
en el tango, 32-129. 
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with the marcato in 4 of traditional tango (fig.1.3).74 It could even be considered to be a version 
of marcato in 4 in which there are no time-markings chords. This type of bass line is referenced 
by tango musicians as bajo caminante (walking bass).75 Note that the left hand of the piano in La 
muerte del ángel does not play chords. The left hand of the piano in this type of passages can 
play different roles: it can play chords that complement the marcato, play syncopated rhythms, 
or play the principal melody or a parallel voice. Usually, the harmonic support of Piazzolla’s 
accented passages is implied by the contrapuntal interaction of the bass line and the melody.   
 Accented sections in Piazzolla’s music present also the use of the 3-3-2 time-marking 
model (see fig. 1.4).76 As pointed out by Henríquez, this device “has been present through the 
whole history of tango.”77 Piazzolla’s use of the device, however, is much more prominent, 
because it can be found in almost all of his compositions. There are two basic models: 
 
74 In La muerte del ángel, the electric guitar doubles the bass line; however, it is not so common 
in Piazzolla’s production to have the guitar on this role. 
75 There is a strong connection with the jazz concept of walking bass as well as with Cuban 
danza, contradanza and danzón.  
76 This rhythm is related the Cuban tresillo. As pointed out by Mathew Karush: “One form of 
tresillo, the Cuban dance known as the habanera, provided the rhythmic pulse for the earliest 
versions of Argentine tango.” Matthew B. Karush,  “Cosmopolitan Tango. Astor Piazzolla at 
Home and Abroad,” in Musicians in transit: Argentina and the globalization of popular music, 
Durham: Duke University Press, 2018, 84. The ideas of scholar Rolando Antonio Pérez 
Fernández about the binarization of ternary rhythms are related to this. For more information see 
Rolando Antonio Pérez Fernández, La binarización de los ritmos ternarios africanos en América 
Latina, Ciudad de la Habana: Editorial Casa de las Américas, 1986. 
77 Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 82. 
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Figure 1.4: 3-3-2 time-marking models. 
 
Piazzolla used both of these models or some kind of variation on them in almost all of his 
compositions. Besides the use as accompaniment pattern for the accented sections, the 3-3-2 
pattern and its variants can be observed in the accents of a number of Piazzolla’s melodies. For 
example, the violin line in Escualo features the variation 3-3-3-3-2-2 over two measures 
(fig.1.5). 
 
Figure 1.5: 3-3-3-3-2-2 pattern on the melody of Escualo, mm. 1-2. 
 
Rhythmic melodies in tango follow specific articulation conventions. The default 
articulation used to perform them is staccato. Other articulation markings such as accents appear 
to give variety to the predominant staccato articulation. There are two basic types of 
characteristic accents in tango: the short and the long accent. The short accent “is as short as 
staccato but is played louder.”78 The long accent occurs when the accented note is slurred to the 
next one. “The slur on long accents is used as an articulation marker: it shows that the accented 
note should be held until the beginning of the following note.”79 Figure 1.6 shows the way that 
the short and long accents are written and the way it should sound.   
 
78 Ibid., 173. 
79 Ibid., 175.  
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Figure 1.6: Notation and sounding result of long and short accents in tango. 
 
Another important articulation concept is the notion of “ ‘showing and hiding,’ of making 
some notes apparent and hinting at others.”80 The notes marked with a long or short accent are to 
be played significantly louder than the unaccented notes. The hierarchy established by the 
accents helps to highlight part of the melodic line by shaping it in a particular way. Figure 1.7 
shows different combinations of staccato notes, long and short accents in the traditional tango El 
choclo by Eduardo Arolas.  
 
Figure 1.7: Example of tango articulations in El choclo, mm.1-4.81   
 
The dynamics markings emphasize the concept of mostrar y esconder (showing and hiding). It is 
important to mention that a tango composer or arranger would never have written them because 
such markings are not needed for a tanguero. In the same way that jazz musicians do not need an 
 
80 Ibid., 173. 
81 Note that the staccatos were added to the example to have a detailed idea of the desired 
articulation. The short and long accents are often a decision of the arranger or a convention of the 
players of the ensemble.  
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explicit markings to indicate that a Gershwin tune must be swung, tango musicians do not need 
dynamics to indicate the “showing and hiding” concept, nor need staccatos.82  
 Piazzolla’s use of tango articulation is quintessential to his music, and it therefore 
becomes important to label his accented passages as such for players who might not have grown 
up in the tango tradition. Figure 1.8 shows a comparison of the written and the sounded version 
of the first two measures of Escualo. 
 
 
Figure 1.8: Comparison of the written articulations and the performed versions   
of Escualo, mm.1-2.83  
 
In this example it is possible to see the use of the default staccato articulation as well as the use 
of both short and long accents. It is remarkable to see that none of the notes of this passage are 
held for their entire durations, except for the D and C#, which are marked with long accents.  
 The last of the rhythmic tools in tango is related to the tempo. Tango orchestras used a 
rather steady beat, especially until the 1960s.  Juan D’Arienzo’s tango orchestra was known for 
its stable and persistent tempo markings, for instance. Over the years, other orchestras such as 
Aníbal Troilo’s and Osvaldo Pugliese’s tango orchestras started to change tempi for different 
sections of a piece or even within sections. The fluctuations in tempo were used both for 
 
82 In some cases, composers and arrangers of early tangos did not even write the accents. 
83 José Bragato was Piazzolla’s copyist. The scores used in this chapter of Piazzolla’s pieces 
written for quintet are computer-typed copies of the Bragato manuscript of the pieces. This 
manuscript are not published and circulate among tango players.  
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variation and for expressive purposes.  
 The idea of changing tempos had a tremendous impact in the development of Piazzolla’s 
style. His early pieces recorded in 1955 in Paris, such as Triunfal, Bando, Imperial, and 
Costrastes, foreshadow the idea of contrasting accented and lyrical passages, each with a defined 
character. In these pieces, the tempo was still somewhat stable. The evolution and development 
of the changing-tempos concept started with the arrangements and compositions that Piazzolla 
did for the Octeto Buenos Aires (1955-1957) and are manifested in works such as Lo que vendrá 
and in El marne. This search for the contrasting accented and lyrical characters was later 
crystallized in his works for quintet. In pieces such as Resurrección del ángel or Tangata-Final, 
Piazzolla wrote extremely different tempos for long sections with distinct characters.  
 Unlike jazz and other popular genres, tango orchestras did not include percussion 
instruments. However, percussion effects created by other instruments are widely used in tango. 
In Piazzolla, the accented sections often leave open the use of improvised effects that come from 
tango such as lija (sandpaper), tambor (drum), and látigo (whip) in the violin; back-hit and 
strappata in the double bass; and low clusters in the piano. Always in quest for new sounds, 
Piazzolla also incorporated new effects such as bongó84 and percussive glissandi in the electric 
guitar, as well as striking the wood or the buttons of the bandoneon. The use of all these effects 
emphasized the rhythmic aspect of accented sections.85  
 
84 Percussion effect in the electric guitar produced by muting the strings with the left hand and 
plucking with the left hand imitating the bongó. It is possible that Piazzolla incorporated this 
effect after the collaborations with Latin musicians in New York City during 1957-1959. 
Another example of this influence is Piazzolla’s use of güiro in pieces such as Fuga y misterio 
(1968).  
85 The detailed explanations of each of these effects are not particularly relevant to this 
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1.3.2 Expressive tools used in lyrical passages in Piazzolla’s pieces 
The main expressive tool in tango is fraseo, the alteration of the rhythmic values of a 
lyrical melody in an expressive manner. This concept is similar to the concept of rubato in 
classical music. Richard Hudson defines rubato as “the expressive alteration of rhythm or 
tempo.”86 He identifies an earlier type—used in particular vocal and instrumental music until the 
middle of the 19th century—in which “the melody is altered while the accompaniment maintains 
strict time,”87 and a later type—originated in keyboard music in the beginning of the 19th 
century—that “involves rhythmic flexibility of the entire musical substance.”88 Fraseo in tango 
is related to the earlier type of rubato in which two types of rhythms are happening 
simultaneously: ad libitum rhythmic figures in the melody and strict rhythmic figures in the 
accompaniment.  
Like fraseo, rubato originated as an “unnotated performing practice.”89 In tango, there 
are no markings to indicate fraseo. Tango performers know that expressive melodies are never to 
be played as written, and that “the rhythmic values on the page should be taken as guidelines.”90 
The changes to the rhythms in tango melodies are often related to the speech cadence and accent 
of the Spanish spoken by the inhabitants of Buenos Aires.91 According to Martin Kutnowski, 
 
dissertation. The tango methods of Asociación Tango Sin Fin explain thoroughly the effects for 
each instrument.  




89 Ibid.  
90 Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 14. 
91 In the article “Rubato instrumental y estructura de la frase en la música de Astor Piazzolla” in 
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“All the good [tango] singers have introduced some sort of rhythmic, melodic or dynamic 
distortion —accompanying or modifying the natural accent of the words— according to their 
expressive needs.”92 What began as a vocal tradition developed into fraseo, which became an 
integral part of the instrumental tradition of tango; the practice was further developed and 
broadened according to the possibilities of each instrument and player, especially when soloists 
are featured in the ensemble.93 
Henríquez divides fraseo into two principal types according to the vertical relationship 
between the rhythmic material of the melody and the accompaniment: basic fraseo and extended 
fraseo.94 In basic fraseo, the events of the melody and the accompaniment coincide as written in 
beats one and three in . In extended fraseo, this relationship is more spontaneous, and it is not 
tied to particular pulses within measures, which makes its practice more complex.  
In order to explain basic fraseo, Henríquez divides tango melodies into small cells of two 
beats. Using a cell of four eighth-notes, he describes two types of basic fraseo: closed fraseo and 
open fraseo. Closed fraseo is characterized by the use of sixteenth-notes and open fraseo features 
the use of triplets. The written cell of four eighth-notes is transformed in the moment of 
performance into different rhythmic cells. Figure 1.9 provides some of the possibilities for that 
 
Estudios sobre la obra de Astor Piazzolla, edited by Omar García Brunelli (Buenos Aires: 
Gourmet Musical Ediciones, 2014), Martin Kutnowski refers to fraseo as “instrumental rubato.” 
92 Kutnowski, “Rubato instrumental,” 100. “Todos los buenos cantantes han introducido alguna 
clase de distorsión rítmica, melódica o dinámica, ya sea acompañando o modificando el acento 
natural de las palabras, según se lo han dictado sus necesidades expresivas.” 
93 While basic fraseo concepts are also used by the entire string section of a tango orchestra, this 
study will focus only on fraseo performed by single soloists within the ensemble.  
94 Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 181-191. 
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kind of transformation.  
	
Figure 1.9: Closed and open fraseo examples on a four-note cell. 
 
Using a similar approach, Henríquez explains three-note cells as well. In both cases, with three-
note or four-note cells, the performer chooses arbitrary which transformation better suits the 
expression they want to convey.  
 Basic fraseo concepts can be found in early tangos and in contemporary tangos; however, 
tangueros continued to develop more complex structures that are labeled as extended fraseo. 
Extended fraseo deals with phrases and not with small cells like basic fraseo. Henríquez 
explains, “This manner of playing blurs the bar lines and sometimes creates harmonic clashes 
that can last as long as the performer chooses.”95  
 There are five principal techniques to achieve extended fraseo: 
- Choosing one note per bar: the soloist picks a single target-note in each measure and 
alters the rhythmic values accordingly so that this not stands out. 
- Creating triplets: the soloist incorporates new material in the form of triplet to accentuate 
the arrival to a target-note.  
- Syncopated melody: the soloist changes the rhythm by accentuating the weak beats of the 
measure. In many cases the target-noted are either anticipated or delayed.  
- Pelotita: the soloist imitates the acceleration of a bouncing ball (pelotita) by playing 
notes with shorter values until a target-note. 
 
95 Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 191. 
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- Fraseo with the lyrics: in the cases of tango with text, the soloist chooses to accentuate a 
certain syllable of the lyrics.96  
 
Figure 1.10 shows examples for each of these techniques in the piece El choclo by Ángel 
Villoldo. The red rectangles show the target-notes or the corresponding rhythmic changes for 
each of the techniques. It is possible to see how these techniques produce quite different results, 
therefore conveying a variety of expressions.  
 
Figure 1.10: Examples of five different techniques of extended fraseo  
in mm. 1-2 of El choclo by Ángel Villoldo.97 
 
 
96 “The similarities between expression in tango music and expression in speech are so obvious 
that musicians and singer sometimes use the term decir (saying) as a synonym for expresar 
(expressing).” Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 194. 
97 Note that the rhythms used are approximations chosen to illustrate the concepts. The actual 
rhythms that a tango performer would play are somewhat inexact. The most evident example is 
in the rhythm used for the technique pelotita. The phrase in the red rectangle is played unevenly 
imitating a “bouncing ball.” It could be written using the same feathered beams that are used in 
contemporary music. I have elected to use standard notation, as that type of musical symbols 
would never have been used in tango music by Astor Piazzolla or any other tango composer.  
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An important aspect of fraseo is compensation.98 As the explained by Hudson, in the earlier type 
of rubato, the steady accompaniment “imposes compensation,” so that the time stolen by some 
notes equals the time acquired by others (fig. 1.11).99 It is possible to see how the duration of all 
the notes in the performed version are changed. The notes marked in green are shorter than 
written, the note marked in blue is longer, and the note marked in red preserved its original 
duration. The arrows show how the notes are displaced in time, either anticipated or delayed. 
Even though the rhythms of the performed version are changed, the add up to the same number 
of beats on the bass part. This concept is called compensation.   
 
Figure 1.11: Roger North’s illustration of Tosi’s “Breaking and yet keeping time.”100  
 
 
98 The term compensation is used by scholar Richard Hudson to label the act of “making up the 
time.” If one part is keeping strict rhythm, and the other part is doing free rhythms delaying and 
anticipating notes, the free rhythms have to stay within a measure or a phrase eventually lining 
up with the strict rhythm. This act of prolonging or shortening sound is regarded as 
compensation.  
99 Hudson, “Rubato.” 
100 Richard Hudson uses as example of the earlier type of rubato one of the musical illustrations 
in an untitled notebook by Richard North (1651-1734) who was a music historian of the time of 
Pier Francesco Tosi (1653-1732). This concept of rubato is further explained in Tosi’s book 
Opinioni de’ cantori antichi e moderni (Bologna: L. dalla Volpe, 1723; translated into English 
by John Ernest Galliard as Observations on the Florid Song, London: J. Wilcox, 1742 or 1743). 
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This practice of anticipating and delaying attacks to achieve compensation applies 
especially to extended fraseo. To achieve the proper compensation, tango musicians develop 
stylistic awareness that allows them to focus on the line’s expression while being aware of the 
constant beat.101 This is what Henríquez calls campo auditivo (auditory field).102 This skill 
allows the soloist to be conscious of the strict beat in order to compensate anticipating, delaying 
and changing the length of notes in the melody accordingly.  
All of these concepts, especially extended fraseo and campo auditivo, apply to 
Piazzolla’s lyrical passages. The recordings of his ensembles prove that the melodies of lyrical 
passages have never been played as written. The melodies always present noticeable changes. 
The accompaniment of these type of passages tends to be simple, so that the soloist has space to 
enrich the melodies with all above-mentioned concepts. For example, figure 1.12 shows the 
accompaniment for the lyrical passage of Piazzolla’s Milonga del ángel (1965).  
 
Figure 1.12: Piazzolla, Milonga del ángel, mm. 55-62. Copy of the Bragato manuscript.  
 
101 This is similar to what jazz musicians experience when improvising a solo.  
102 Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 193. 
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The bandoneon and the electric guitar play long chords, the right hand of the piano plays long 
notes on the upbeat of beat one, while the left hand of the piano and the contrabass are in charge 
of the bass. The violin has ample space to comfortably use fraseo in the melody of this section. 
Figure 1.13 demonstrates two different possibilities of extended fraseo as played by violinist 
Fernando Suárez Paz in Milonga del ángel. It is possible to see how the two versions are 
different from the written score, especially in its rhythm. Furthermore, the versions played by 
Piazzolla’s violinist are similar, but not identical. The performer is thus allowed to choose 
different ways to flesh out the fraseo with different anticipated and delayed notes, and, in doing 
so, to express different ideas.  
In the two versions of figure 1.13, it is possible to observe how small ornaments have 
been added to complete the nature of some gestures. In fact, ornamentation is a fundamental 
complement to expressive tools. In the next section I will explain the types of ornamentation 
used in Piazzolla’s music.  
 
Figure 1.13: Comparison between two different versions of fraseo applied  
to the violin solo of Milonga del ángel, mm. 54-62. 
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1.3.3 Use of ornamentation in Piazzolla’s music. 
Ornamentation – often referred as yeites among tango musicians – is used in both 
accented and lyrical passages; however, it is more common in lyrical passages because the music 
allows for more room to include it. In some of the examples of figure 1.12, it is possible to 
observe how small ornaments have been added to some gestures. Ornamentation is a 
fundamental complement to extended fraseo and campo auditivo in lyrical sections.  
 The most subtle additions in tango in general and in Piazzolla’s music in particular are 
common ornaments such as the mordent, inverted mordent, gruppetto, appoggiatura, and trill. All 
of these are applied to tango in the same way that they are used in classical music. However, 
there are two additional and important ornamental techniques that are typical in tango that 
deserve some explanation: arrastre (dragging) and the minor second. These two techniques are 
particularly associated with the tango concept of mugre (dirtiness).  
 In a melodic context, arrastre can be understood as a type of glissando that does not have 
a specific starting point if it is ascending or ending point if it is descending. The ascending 
arrastre is performed before a note and the descending is performed at the end of notes. This 
tango technique is widely used in Piazzolla’s music. Sometimes the arrastre is written down, but 
most of the time it is added by the performer. If it is written, it is marked with a small ascending 
or descending line similar to a portamento (see fig 1.14). In the violin solo of Milonga del ángel, 
there are written arrastres in m. 63 and mm. 67-69 as shown in fig 1. 14.  
 
Figure 1.14: Violin part of Milonga del ángel, mm. 63-69. Copy of the Bragato manuscript. 
  
In the violin solo of Milonga del ángel, there are written arrastres in m. 63 and mm.67-69 as 
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shown in fig 1. 14.103  
 The other tool, minor second, is used as an expressive dissonance. The target note is 
played with the minor second below producing a clash. This ornamentation tool is much more 
used in tango than in Piazzolla’s music. However, sometimes the composer wrote minor seconds 
in his pieces.  Fig. 1.15 shows an interesting example in Mumuki (1984), scored for quintet. The 
red rectangles show how the minor seconds are orchestrated in the bandoneon and the violin 
playing pizzicato. This is an innovative utilization of this ornamentation device.  
 




103 Note that violinists make an extensive use of expressive portamenti in tango (see fig.1.13). 
The arrastre and the portamento are very similar, almost identical. It is more common to use the 
term arrastre when is at the beginning of the phrase or when there is leap in the melody (usually 
bigger than a perfect fifth). 
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 As mentioned before, extended fraseo implies compensation. This concept has been 
explained in terms of anticipating, delaying or changing the length of the notes in a melodic line. 
Another way to achieve compensation is by adding new material. These additions of melodic 
material are a type of ornamentation called melodic densification. Henríquez describes different 
types of ornamentation in this regard: 
Table 1.5: Categories of melodic densification as explained in La guitarra en el tango.104 
 
Repetition: produced by repeating a note from 
the original melody, thus adding rhythmic 
density to the targeted note, which is usually a 
long note.  
 
Example of triple repetition 
 
Scale passages: consists of adding notes using 
diatonic or chromatic scales as well as 
combination of both.   Example of diatonic scale with interspersed 
thirds 
 
Leaps: consists of melodic passages that 
contain a leap, usually at the beginning or at the 
end.  Example of chromatic passage with leaps at 
the beginning and end.  
 
Arpeggios: consists of different arpeggios of 
the harmony of the passage. It can contain some 
neighbor notes and it is less frequent than the 
above-mentioned ornaments.  
 
Example of descendent arpeggio with a 
neighbor note.  
 
Motivic repetition: consist in the repetition of 
a motif either literal or transposed.  
 
Example of the repetition of a motivic 
triplet 
 
Combination with grupeto: the above-
mentioned techniques are often combined with 
a grupeto, often chromatic.   Example of the combination of a grupeto 
with a descending diatonic scale.  
 
104 Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango, 212-218. 
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This type of melodic densification can be found throughout Piazzolla’s works. The additions of 
new material can be subtle or more prominent. In fact, an evolution in the densifications of 
melodies in lyrical sections can be observed in Piazzolla’s playing when comparing six different 
recordings of Adiós Nonino made between 1961 and 1989 (fig 1.16).105 The 1961 version 
features extended fraseo with some ornaments and very few tools of melodic densification. On 
the other hand, the 1989 version shows an intense use of ornaments and all of the concepts of 
melodic densification. The result is a new melodic line that has a very different expressive 
meaning. The evolution of this melody is the outcome of Piazzolla’s continuous exploration of 
the abundant possibilities of the concepts of fraseo, campo auditivo, ornamentation, and melodic 
densification. 
 
105 All the versions are presented in the same key for comparative purposes. The rhythms written 
are approximations. When a soloist, in this case Piazzolla, is using extended fraseo and melodic 
densification, the rhythms obtained are not easy to notate. The spontaneous character generates a 




Figure 1.16: Comparison of the fraseo and melodic densification of five different recordings of 
the B theme of Adiós Nonino. 
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It is important to point out that Piazzolla did not repeat the same fraseo and melodic 
densification in any of the versions shown in figure 1.16. In fact, there is no single version of 
Adiós Nonino in which Piazzolla played an identical solo in his entire discography. He once said: 
“It is a very wonderful sensation not to repeat yourself every single evening you have to do a 
concert.”106 His performance practice in his very last concert is instructive in this regard. That 
evening, the program included a symphonic arrangement of Adiós Nonino. Piazzolla, who 
performed throughout the concert as soloist with orchestra and in the program, played two 
different versions of the piece: one as part of the program and another one as an encore. Both 
versions were recorded,107 and thanks to this, it is possible to identify Piazzolla’s playing of two 
different options of fraseo and melodic densification for the same musical passage. The changes 
are significant in the two versions.108 The first foregrounds a more diatonic use of the 
ornamentation and the second shows more chromatism.   
One of Piazzolla’s deepest aim was to be always different, in the moment, and 
continuously changing.109 That is why he treasured the tango concepts of fraseo, ornamentation 
and melodic densification. In this regard, Piazzolla said once about the last violinist of the 
 
106 Astor Piazzolla, phone interview as a part of a radio broadcast on WPFW-FM, April 23rd, 
1989. Available on: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUh4dNuK56o&t=2s  
107 Astor Piazzolla and the Athens Colours Orchestra conducted by Manos Hadjidakis, recorded 
on July 3rd 1990, track 4 and 8 on Bandoneón Sinfónico, Milan Latino: France, 1996, compact 
disc. (Saito #175). 
108 I am referring specifically to the passage between 4:54 and 5:40 in track 4, and the passage 
between 4:58 and 5:46 on track 8. 
109 Piazzolla’s music shares some of the same aspirations as jazz because improvisation is prized 
or encouraged. 
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quintet: “Suárez Paz not only plays well, he is very expressive. He is very intuitive about adding 
things, his fraseo enhanced my music.”110 
All the tango practices explained in this section are implicit in the printed scores of 
tangos and of Piazzolla’s pieces as well. This study aims to serve as a handbook for players that 
are not steeped in this culture and these practices. A fundamental complement for the 
explanation of these “unwritten” practices is a careful listening of the recordings made by 
Piazzolla. I will address the importance of his recordings as well as analyzing how is their 
relationship with the printed scores.  
 
1.4 Piazzolla’s recordings as source for the “unwritten.” The importance of the printed score. 
As in any other popular music genre, oral transmission has an important role as the 
conventions of how to play tango were not entirely written in the scores. Piazzolla learned 
tango’s rhythmic and expressive tools as well as the ornamentation concepts as a performer in 
the tango orchestras. As explained in the prior section, Piazzolla incorporated these concepts and 
developed them in his music over the years. In fact, they became the base for the performance 
practice.  
 Piazzolla was a composer with a significant classical education, and, thus, in notating his 
compositions, he was perfectly capable of writing out all of the tango practices so that the score 
could precisely reflect his intentions. But, instead, he chose to follow the tango tradition of 
leaving stylistic performances up to the performer. In 1955, the magazine De Frente printed the 
“decalogue” of Octeto Buenos Aires ,written by Astor Piazzolla, containing the aspirations and 
 
110 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Gorín, Astor Piazzolla, 80.  
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objectives of the group.111 The number nine of this ten mandates stated that: “Considering that 
nothing is the fruit of improvisation, the scores will be written with the best musical 
improvement that can be attained within the genre, which will help it to be evaluated by the most 
demanding experts.”112   
 Piazzolla’s musical notation stayed within the boundaries of tango in the sense that it 
allowed musical space for the performers, himself included, to bring new elements to his music. 
These “unwritten” elements, mostly coming from tango practices, denote the willfully chosen 
limits of Piazzolla’s notation system. This is not necessarily problematic, but it could become 
problematic when a performer does not know how to deal with the liberties of pitch, rhythm, and 
ornamentation implied in the music. Therefore, as Mauriño puts it, “the limits of Piazzolla’s 
notation system (as with any notation system) raise questions concerning the authenticity of the 
different possible interpretations of his music.”113 The freedom granted in the interpretations is 
by no means unguided by structural and musical principles – it is rather that a knowledge of 
tango practices is required to understand Piazzolla’s scores fully. Drago asserts that 
“[Piazzolla’s] notation, in fact, offers all the necessary guidance to the performer, provided that 
he or she is knowledgeable of the tradition associated with this music —in our case, the tango 
tradition.”114 
 
111 Astor Piazzolla, “Decálogo,” De Frente (Buenos Aires), October 10, 1955. 
112 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 59. “Considerando que nada 
es fruto de improvisación, las partituras estarán escritas dentro del mayor perfeccionamiento 
musical posible que pueda lograrse en este género, lo que facultará a que sean consideradas por 
los expertos más exigentes.” The underline passage is mine.  
113 Mauriño, “The new tango,”159.  
114 Alejandro Marcelo Drago, “Instrumental tango idiom in the symphonic works and orchestral 
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Piazzolla’s recordings and videos of performances provide a great source for 
understanding the possible liberties for performers of his music, and for analyzing the use of the 
previously described “unwritten” elements in his scores. As has been demonstrated earlier in this 
chapter, Piazzolla’s recordings amply illustrate the concepts of fraseo, ornamentation, campo 
auditivo, and melodic densification that inform his musical style and practice. Piazzolla’s 
recordings also reflect other liberties of his music which are not always related to these tango 
practices. The suggested changes or additions to pieces were done during the rehearsals or tours 
of the Piazzolla’s ensembles. An example of a structural change is found in the bass part in 
Verano porteño. The published score shows the bass part in  (fig 1.17a). In Piazzolla’s 
recordings, the bass plays in a different meter as shown in figure 1.17b.115 This significant 
change, which was either suggested or approved by Piazzolla, never made it to the score, but it 
was reflected consistently in several of the recordings.  
  
 
Figure 1.17a: Bass part of Verano porteño, 
mm. 70-71. Copy of the Bragato manuscript. 
 
Figure 1.17b: Performed version of the bass 
part of Verano porteño, mm. 70-71. 
 
 Piazzolla ascribed significant importance to the rehearsals and to the contact between his 
works and the performers. He said: “When I finish writing something new, I don’t know if it is 
good, superior to its precedents, if it repeats or if does not work at all. Only after I’ve rehearsed it 
with my musicians, and I’ve heard myself, I can give the last word.”116  
 
arrangements of Astor Piazzolla. Performance and notational problems. A conductor’s 
perspective,” D.M.A. dissertation. University of Southern Mississippi, 2008: 51. 
115 This time signature would be understood as 2+2+2+3 rather than the usual 3+3+3.  
116 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Diana Piazzolla, Astor, 219. “Cuando termino de escribir algo 
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 Piazzolla could only make musical and stylistic judgments of the unwritten aspects of his 
pieces after the rehearsing process had taken place —after seeing what he and his musicians 
could bring to the score. In the majority of the cases, those additions were not reflected in the 
scores. Piazzolla’s recordings show the result of the rehearsing and performing process of a 
piece, and therefore a more completed version of the work.  
The musical “spaces” that Piazzolla left in his music are filled not only with the 
“unwritten” practices already described, but also with the personalities of the performers. 
Piazzolla carefully chose the players for his ensembles and trusted them fully. In the above-
mentioned decalogue he said that the Octeto Buenos Aires was formed by soloists, “each of 
whom has an outstanding musical role.”117 He always referred to his musicians as soloists.118 
However, as the composer and leader of his ensembles, Piazzolla was the authority who guided 
his musicians on how to understand his scores. That guidance, as well as the personality of 
Piazzolla’s soloists, is portrayed fully in the recordings of the works. The ultimate understanding 
of Piazzolla’s oeuvre requires a careful analysis and consideration of both the scores and the 
recordings. Mauriño explains that: 
[Piazzolla] seemed to give priority to his sound recordings as a means of 
preserving his works. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the written 
scores were not important for his own ensemble’s performances: for 
example, in the audio-visual material of quintet concerts, it is noticeable 
that the musicians (including Piazzolla) usually follow their parts during the 
 
nuevo, no sé si es bueno, superior a lo anterior, si se repite o si no sirve para nada. Recién cuando 
lo ensayo con mis músicos, cuando me escucho, puedo dar la última palabra.” The italics are 
mine.  
117 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 58. 
118 An example is his Concierto de Nácar which is composed for nine tanguistas (tango soloists) 
and orchestra. Furthermore, in live albums such as The Central Park Concert, Piazzolla often 
introduces his musicians as “his soloists.”  
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performance except while improvising.119 
 
In the next section I will review Piazzolla’s connection to the guitar and the kind of 
“unwritten” contributions that were made by the guitarists of his groups.  
 
1.5 Piazzolla’s connection with the guitar. His principal guitarists. 
 Throughout his career, Astor Piazzolla had a strong relationship with the guitar. In fact, 
the color and timbre of the electric guitar is a fundamental characteristic of his nuevo tango. 
From the first novelty appearance of an electric guitar in his Octeto Buenos Aires, in 1955, until 
the dissolution of his sextet in 1989, Piazzolla always included the instrument in his ensembles. 
During this long period, Piazzolla collaborated mainly with three players, Horacio Malvicino,120 
Oscar López Ruiz121 and Cacho Tirao.122 The first two were jazz musicians and Tirao was a 
 
119 Mauriño, “The new tango,”152-153. 
120 Horacio Malvicino is an electric guitarist, composer and arranger born in Entre Rios province 
in 1929. He has collaborated with leading international musicians including Yo-Yo Ma, the 
Assad Brothers, Nestor Marconi, Gato Barbieri, Lalo Schifrin, Gary Burton, among many others. 
As a sought-after recording musician, he has participated in a large number of commercial 
recordings, often using pseudonyms. He was the director of RCA Victor Argentina for fifteen 
years and he is currently the president of the renowned Asociación Argentina de Intérpretes 
(AADI, the Argentine Interpreters Association).   
121 Oscar López Ruiz is an electric guitarist, composer and arranger born in Buenos Aires in 
1938. As a longtime collaborator of Astor Piazzolla, he has recorded with him several important 
albums during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. He has worked as music producer for film and 
musicals. In 1966, he married the Argentine jazz singer Donna Caroll and worked with her until 
her recent death in March 2020.  
122 Cacho Tirao (1941-2007) was a respected classical guitarist, arranger and composer from 
Argentina. He recorded over 40 solo albums for several labels. During the 1970s, he concertized 
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classical guitarist with a vast knowledge of Argentine popular music. Even though none of these 
three guitarists came from tango backgrounds, all of them were very intuitive players who 
understood Piazzolla’s language quickly and contributed to it in distinctive ways.  
Malvicino and López Ruiz were fine improvisers. Piazzolla gave his guitarists the 
freedom to improvise either in solo cadenzas or in sections with a fixed number of measures. In 
the case of cadenzas, Piazzolla wrote out an outline of the ideas that became the basis from 
which the player would then elaborate. This is the case of the guitar cadences of Tangata – Final 
(Saito #83) for quintet and Adiós Nonino (Saito #99) for nonet. In both cases, López Ruiz adds 
tango ornamentation as well as small new sections with improvised scales, chords and 
harmonics. A similar situation is presented in the introductory cadenza of Mumuki.123 This piece 
was recorded by both Malvicino and López Ruiz and can thus be compared. The types of tango 
practices added in both versions are similar. However, Malvicino’s recording (Saito # 165) and 
López Ruiz’ recording (Saito #147) are significantly different in length. Figure 1.18 shows the 
transcriptions of both recordings as well as the published score.  López Ruiz’ version is closer to 
the published score of the cadenza in the sense that it follows the amount of measures. The 
melodic material of the three phrases is slightly changed with fraseo and ornamentation. On the 
other hand, Malvicino’s version makes more changes to the melodic material and adds a number 
 
intensively in Argentina with great success. He often toured in Europe sharing the stage with 
figures of the guitar, such as Paco de Lucia, and made a few appearances in the United States. 
His compositions and arrangements of Argentine popular music were published in guitar 
magazines around the world. In 1986, Tirao had an accident, which caused severe consequences 
for his career as a player.  
123 Mumuki was the name of Piazzolla’s dog and occasionally he used it as nickname for his wife 
Laura Escalada Piazzolla.  
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of new elements. The more notorious is the third phrase (marked in red) featuring a new 
harmonic progression. These passages are very idiomatic for the instrument and uses Piazzolla’s 
harmonic language. Even though Malvicino did not follow precisely what Piazzolla wrote down, 
he managed to include almost all of the melodic elements written in the published score. 
 
 
Figure 1.18: Comparison of the published, López Ruiz’ and Malvicino’s versions  
of the guitar introduction of Mumuki. 
 
In the case of improvisation over a fixed numbers of bars, Piazzolla tended to favor 
pieces with these kinds of sections whenever Malvicino was in the group. Malvicino’s solos can 
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be found in the recordings of Octeto Buenos Aires (Saito #43-46), as well as in pieces such as 
Concierto para quinteto (Saito #165) or La Camorra I (Saito #168) with the second quintet, or 
Tres minutos con la realidad (Saito #172) with the sextet. When asked about who was the best 
guitarist that played in his quintet, Piazzolla replied “The one who better understood my music 
was Malvicino, perhaps because he is the more tanguero…, perhaps because he is from my 
generation.”124 Maybe this is an explanation for the pieces with guitar improvisation chosen by 
Piazzolla when Malvicino was in his ensembles. 
Tango diablo (Saito #75) is one of the only pieces—if not the only one—by Piazzolla 
that contains improvisation over a fixed numbers of bars, and this was recorded by López Ruiz. 
The short solo section appears twice, and the guitarist recorded exactly the same phrase both 
times. The melody recorded might have been agreed upon in the rehearsals and was simply never 
written in the score. As a jazz musician, López Ruiz was familiar with playing the practice of 
playing from a written part but incorporating fixed unwritten elements that were not explicitly 
written. 
A rather different type of musician, Cacho Tirao was the third of Piazzolla’s most 
important guitarists. Tirao participated in the orchestra of the operita María de Buenos Aires 
(Saito #82) and in the quintet’s albums Piazzolla en el Regina (Saito #90) and Concierto para 
quinteto (Saito #94). Tirao had a different approach to Piazzolla’s music because he did not 
come from jazz and was not an improviser. He was a guitar soloist who played a repertoire 
drawn both from classical music and Argentinian folkloric and tango music. Even though he 
knew, generally speaking, the language of popular Argentine music, his approach to guitar was 
classical. He had a refined technique, which might have inspired Piazzolla to write some of the 
 
124 Astor Piazzolla as quoted in Gorín, Astor Piazzolla, 81. 
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most technically demanding guitar parts in the history of his ensembles. Examples of pieces 
written by Piazzolla when Tirao was the guitarist include Concierto para quinteto, 
Revolucionario, Retrato de Alfredo Gobbi, Primavera porteña. Fuga y misterio and Allegro 
tangabile.  
María de Buenos Aires contains two remarkable pieces that demonstrate Piazzolla’s 
treatment of the guitar and Cacho Tirao’s influence on his writing for that instrument. The first is 
Milonga Carrieguera, which is the first entire piece written by Piazzolla for a nylon string 
guitar—what he calls a guitarra española in the score.125 Tirao’s main instrument was the nylon 
string guitar so the use of this instrument in this piece was either a decision made by Piazzolla 
because Tirao was playing or a suggestion made by Tirao.126 
The second piece is Tema de María, which features an electric guitar cadenza. The 
recording and the published score of this piece are almost identical, which is rare in Piazzolla’s 
music127 and probably due to the fact that Tirao was not an improviser. Most likely, Piazzolla did 
not make many changes or additions to the music besides simple ornamentation. If he did, those 
more significant changes would have been prepared in advance by Tirao and, probably, written 
down in the score for convenience, as any classical musician would do. María de Buenos Aires 
 
125 The first time that Piazzolla used a nylon string guitar was in Jacinto Chiclana (Saito #74). 
The guitar plays an introduction with a milonga campera pattern and continues accompanying 
the singer for the first two verses of the song. As soon as the whole ensemble comes in, the 
guitarist Oscar López Ruiz switches to electric guitar. In a personal communication, López Ruiz 
said that he was not a nylon string player and that he did not feel comfortable playing that guitar 
with fingers.  
126 The principal instrument of milonga campera is the nylon string guitar. 
127 Even Piazzolla’s bandoneon cadenza of Tocata Rea has a number of differences between the 
published score and the recording.  
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was a show that ran daily for four months. The cellist for the production was José Bragato, 
Piazzolla’s copyist.128 Perhaps, after seeing changes in Tirao’s score, Bragato included them in 
the final copy of the piece.129 This would explain the concordance of the score with Tirao’s 
recording.   
Even though Tirao was not an improviser, there are two pieces from the period during 
which he served as guitarist in Piazzolla’s first quintet that feature improvisations on a fixed 
number of measures. These pieces are Concierto para quinteto and Primavera porteña. Tirao’s 
approach to both improvisations is similar. Rather than actually improvising as jazz musician 
would do, he composed out a solo for those sections and played it the same way every time. 
There are two recordings (Saito #90 and #94) of Primavera porteña in which Tirao recorded the 
same solo. The guitar solo in Concierto para quinteto contains two courses of the same harmony, 
to which Tirao plays the same improvisation twice. These guitar lines created by Tirao suggest 
that he employed the tango concept of variación, a composed-out virtuosic variation of a theme 
at the end of a tango. The variation is intended to announce the tango’s ending. Figure 1.19 
shows the transcription of Tirao’s solo in Concierto para quinteto (Saito #94) as an example of 
the virtuosity of his contributions.  
 
 
128 Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 106-107. 
129 It is remarkable that in the published score of Tema de María there is a section of 
improvisation in the flute part. The flutist in the operita, Arturo Schneider, was a jazz player who 
would probably have played a different solo every time. Therefore, he would not have corrected 
anything in his part so that Bragato could not have anything to add to the flute part.  
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Figure 1.19: Transcription of Cacho Tirao’s improvisation in Concierto para quinteto. 
 
Through the collaborations with his three guitarists, Piazzolla learned clever ways to 
write for electric guitar, maximizing the possibilities of the instrument in his music. The manner 
in which Malvicino, López Ruiz and Tirao played melodies, countermelodies, solos and 
cadenzas in Piazzolla’s music contributed to the composer’s conception of the instrument. The 
three guitarists also made contributions to the sound spectrum in Piazzolla’s music. Malvicino’s 
distinctive rounded sound became the standard for electric guitar performance in Piazzolla’s 
music. López Ruiz introduced new sound possibilities by using pedal effects such as “flanger,” 
“chorus” and “tremolo” in a number of Piazzolla’s pieces. Tirao contributed to Piazzolla’s first 
use of the nylon-string guitar in an entire piece. 
As with the other soloists of his ensembles, Piazzolla trusted the ideas of his guitarists 
and consequently gave them opportunities to contribute to his music according to their respective 
backgrounds. These contributions helped to form a part of Piazzolla’s style. As a man of tango, 
Piazzolla preferred players who understood that genre. But in the case of these three guitarists, 
who came to his ensembles with no previous tango experience, Malvicino, López Ruiz, and 
Tirao learned the tango practices from Piazzolla himself and the other members of his 
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ensembles, ultimately mastering the use of tango’s rhythmic and expressive tools. Their 
intuition, flexibility and technical ability were essential qualities for adopting the authentic tango 
style. Tirao, who only played with Piazzolla for an intermittent period of three years, appears to 
be a more conservative player in regard to tango language. On the other hand, Malvicino and 
López Ruiz showed a more adventurous use of tango practices, probably because they spent 
more time playing with Piazzolla.  
 
1.6 Summary 
 Astor Piazzolla was a multifaceted composer. His life and professional career put him in 
contact with tango, jazz and classical musicians. He employed different aspects of these three 
styles and blended them into his nuevo tango. This blend of languages can be seen in both the 
classical and the popular compositions, especially in the works of the second and third periods.  
 In regard to performance practice, he was deeply influenced by the tango tradition. He 
used tango rhythmic and expressive tools to create two types of passages in his music: the 
accented and the lyrical passages. As part of the domain of tango rhythmic and expressive tools, 
the two contrasting characters found in Piazzolla’s works require a profound understanding of 
tango articulation, percussion effects, types of fraseo, campo auditivo, ornamentation and 
melodic densification.  
As a musician with classical training, Piazzolla valorized the use of written scores; 
however, he left room in his scores for particular unnotated additions. He knew that he would be 
able to supervise the rehearsals and the performances, which gave him opportunities to change 
and enrich the music. The results can be hear in his recordings, hence the importance. For the 
most part, the notation of Piazzolla’s music does not reflect the tango practices: on the contrary, 
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Piazzolla wrote his scores by assuming that the “unwritten” was at hands of the performers and 
trusted that they knew how to do it. This use of the tango performance practices gives a 
spontaneity and improvisatory character to Piazzolla’s music. The liberties implied in Piazzolla’s 
scores enabled the enrichment of his style. His musicians added tango practices in personal ways 
to Piazzolla’s music and he valued their insightful contributions. Piazzolla relied on his 
musician’s criterium so strongly that he went as far as dissolving some of his ensembles when 
certain players were not available anymore.   
 The electric guitar was a fundamental instrument in Piazzolla’s music. He used it in all of 
his ensembles in the nuevo tango period (1955-1989). Piazzolla’s guitarists contributed to 
Piazzolla’s style in a number of ways. The contributions can be appreciated when analyzing the 
additions to cadences and the improvisation sections of certain pieces. With their personalities 
and styles, Malvicino, López Ruiz and Tirao help shaped Piazzolla’s idea of the instrument. His 
concept was based on the electric guitar because it was the instrument that he used in his 
ensembles.  
All of the general context provided in this chapter prepares the ground for examining and 




HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF CINCO PIEZAS PARA GUITARRA 
 
2.1 Background and genesis 
There are two discrete backstories regarding the background and genesis of Piazzolla’s 
Cinco piezas for guitar. Here is the first: 
In 1971 Piazzolla met José Pons, an Argentinian living in Paris. Over the years, the two 
of them became great friends. José and his wife Jacqueline helped Piazzolla in many occasions 
during the 70s.1 In 1980 Piazzolla decided to move to Paris and the Pons were the closest to 
family in the French capital. The Pons’ house was a sort of cultural embassy for Argentine 
musicians and artists passing through Paris. Atahualpa Yupanqui, Mercedes Sosa, among many 
others attended to the reunions that José Pons organized. In August 1980, Astor Piazzolla met 
young Argentine guitarist Roberto Aussel at the Pons’ apartment.2 Aussel, who at the time lived 
in the same building as Pons, asked Piazzolla to write some music for solo guitar. In a 2016 
 
1 Rodrigo H. Vila, “Calle Descartes, número 16: Astor Piazzolla.” Directed by Rodrigo H. Vila. 
Aired on Canal Encuentro. Released online on July 4, 2017. Video, 26:51. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmclV90BGf0&t=1005s 
2 Born in Buenos Aires in 1954, Roberto Aussel is an Argentine classical guitarist who was 
awarded first prizes in some of the most prestigious world competitions such as the International 
Guitar Competition of Radio France (1975) and Concurso de guitarra Alirio Díaz de Caracas 
(1975). He performs regularly in recitals in major cities in Europe, Latin America, Japan, China 
and the United States. He has also played with the New Philharmonic Orchestra of Radio France, 
Orchestre Colonne de Paris, the Orchestre National de Lyon, BBC Symphony Orchestra in 
London, the Philharmonic of Buenos Aires, among others. He currently teaches at the 
Musikhochschule in Cologne in Germany. Since 1983, in addition to performing and teaching, 
Roberto Aussel has been an editor of a collection of guitar music for the Paris publisher Henry 
Lemoine.  
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interview, Aussel asserted that the composer showed interest.3 Laura Escalada Piazzolla and 
Jacqueline Pons and Roberto have repeated the same story in different interviews.4   
A few days after they first met, Aussel played for Piazzolla a number of pieces including 
the Suite for Lute in A minor BWV 995 by J. S. Bach, a selection of Twelve Études by Heitor 
Villa-Lobos, Sonatina by Lennox Berkeley, and the Bagatelle III by William Walton. Walton’s 
piece greatly impressed Piazzolla. He asked to see the score of Five Bagatelles so he could use it 
as inspiration and learn the kind of writing that was appropriate for solo guitar. As explained by 
Jacqueline Pons, Piazzolla “thought writing a guitar part for his ensembles was one thing, but 
writing for a soloist was completely different.”5  
Piazzolla’s prior knowledge of the electric guitar helped him to quickly understand the 
types of textures that were appropriate for the classical version of the instrument. He was an 
intuitive composer who composed fast. Cinco piezas was not an exception: according to Aussel, 
“In two or three weeks he had composed all pieces [Cinco piezas], meaning that he did it really 
quickly.”6 There is a photo (fig. 2.1) taken by José Pons (possibly around September 1980) in 
which Piazzolla sits alongside Aussel, who is playing his guitar; the men are probably looking at 
 
3 John Jiménez and Luciano Marziali, “Dialogues: Interview with Roberto Aussel, Part 1.” 
Directed and produced by John Jimenez and Luciano Marziali. Released online for Guitar TV 
World on March 20, 2016. Video, 22:29. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgPyowq7iAQ&t=8s 
4 Laura Escalada Piazzolla, telephone interview (October 1, 2020), and Vila, “Calle Descartes, 
número 16.” 
5 Vila, “Calle Descartes, número 16.” 
6 Ibid. 
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the score of Cinco piezas. This photo was most likely taken when Piazzolla and Aussel went 
over the pieces.7  
 
Figure 2.1: Photograph of Aussel and Piazzolla taken by José Pons (1980). Used by permission.  
 
When Aussel received Piazzolla’s manuscript, he carefully copied it note by note. This 
copy is what is known among guitarists as the Aussel manuscript (1980). Figure 2.2 shows 
Piazzolla’s signature in the Aussel manuscript and a message that reads: “For Roberto Aussel, 
who is responsible for making me write these five themes.”8 This message in the score confirms 
Aussel’s story and reveals that Piazzolla validated Aussel’s extant copy.  
 
7 Piazzolla started the first European tour with his quintet in early October 1980. Right after 
finishing the tour, he went to Argentina to play concerts there and returned to Paris around mid- 
December.  
8 The word temas in Spanish means songs or pieces. It is the word that Piazzolla used to talk 
about any of his other quintet works.  
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,  
Figure 2.2: Aussel manuscript of Campero (1980). Used by permission.9 
 
 Roberto Aussel premiered three of the pieces, Campero, Tristón, and Compadre, on 
December 17, 1980 at UNESCO in Paris with the composer in attendance. The guitarist 
premiered the other two pieces, Romántico and Acentuado, on February 16, 1981 at the Salle 
Rossini in Paris, in a concert organized by the Argentine Cultural Center. Aussel did the first 
recording of the complete Cinco piezas also in 1981 for the French label Circe; the LP was 
released in early 1982.  
This is the first and probably the more reliable narrative of how Cinco piezas came to 
life. However, the Aussel manuscript version differs in a number of places from the published 
score. This brings us to the second backstory, which explains why the published score is 
somewhat different than Aussel’s manuscript—and this story involves other guitarists. The 
events of the two somewhat contradictory stories are necessary to explain what actually 
happened with the publication of Cinco piezas.  
 
9 Photo of the Aussel manuscript kindly provided by Roberto Aussel. 
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 The protagonists of second story are Argentine classical guitarist Ernesto Bitetti10 and 
Italian guitarist and composer Angelo Gilardino.11 As explained to me in an online interview, 
Bitetti played a concert at the Salle Gaveau in Paris.12 Astor Piazzolla and his wife Laura 
Escalada, who were living in Paris at the time, attended the concert.13 Bitetti played Cacho 
Tirao’s arrangements of three pieces by Piazzolla: Chiquilín de Bachín, Balada para un loco, 
and Adiós Nonino. According to Bitetti, Piazzolla was enthusiastic to hear his music played in a 
classical guitar concert for the first time. Days after that recital, Piazzolla said to Bitetti that he 
 
10 Ernesto Bitteti (b. 1943) is a prominent Argentine classical guitarist and educator. Born in 
Rosario, Santa Fé, he has played recitals in Europe, Asia, Latin America and the United States. 
As a soloist, he has performed with the most prestigious chamber and symphonic orchestras of 
Europe. Joaquín Rodrigo, Mario Castelnuovo Tedesco, Antón García Abril and Waldo de los 
Ríos, among others, have dedicated pieces to Bitetti. In 1989, he founded the guitar department 
at Jacobs School of Music of the Indiana University. He was the director of that department until 
May 2020.  
11 Angelo Gilardino is an Italian classical guitarist and composer born in Vercelli in 1941. He 
taught at the Liceo Musicale G. B. Viotti in Vercelli from 1965 to 1981 and held a professorship 
at the Antonio Vivaldi Conservatory in Alessandria from 1981 to 2004. As a composer, he has a 
vast oeuvre for solo guitar, chamber music with guitar and guitar concertos. From 1967 to 2006, 
Gilardino supervised the publication of hundreds of new guitar works by Bèrben Edizioni 
Musicali. He was artistic director of the Andrés Segovia Foundation of Linares from 1997 to 
2005. In 2009 the Guitar Foundation of America conferred upon him the prestigious Artistic 
Achievement Award which is reserved for performers, composers, pedagogues, and scholars 
who have made monumental contributions to the development of the art and life of the classical 
guitar. 
12 Ernesto Bitetti, virtual interview (June 28, 2020).  
13 Laura Escalada and Ernesto Bitetti knew each other because they shared the first prize in a 
music competition organized by the Sociedad Hebráica de Buenos Aires years earlier. 
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was composing a piece for solo guitar commissioned by Aussel.14 Piazzolla mentioned that he 
did not feel entirely confident about writing for solo guitar. Bitetti offered him help with the 
edition of the music as well as possible connections for a future publication.15  
 Piazzolla and Bitetti stayed in touch. There are three letters that Piazzolla sent to Bitetti in 
February, March and August of 1981. These letters are very important to understand a number of 
aspects of this story.16 The first of these letters implies that Piazzolla had already sent a copy of 
the autograph manuscript to Bitetti, probably around January 1981 after he was back from the 
holidays in Austria with his wife.17 Like any other composer, Piazzolla wanted his music to be 
played. Given the fact that Aussel had already premiered three of the pieces on December 17, 
1980, and that Piazzolla had already talked with Bitteti about receiving his help with these pieces 
for guitar, it seems possible and reasonable that Piazzolla sent Cinco piezas to his Argentine 
classical guitarist friend hoping he would revise and perform them soon thereafter. It is important 
to mention that Cinco piezas was not a commission with a contract or with money involved. In 
other words, Piazzolla did not have a strict commitment with Aussel. 
In the February 1981 letter, Piazzolla said: “It is important not to change the harmonic 
and melodic meaning. You are as responsible as I am. You are the guitarist; not me. I leave it 
[Cinco piezas] to your criteria and corrections.”18 This important statement further confirms 
 
14 Bitetti, virtual interview. Bitetti said that Roberto Aussel was present in his concert in Salle 
Gaveau.  
15 Ibid. 
16 A scan of the three letters between Bitetti and Piazzolla are found in Appendix D. 
17 María Susana Azzi and Simon Collier, Le Grand Tango (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000), 216. 
18 Astor Piazzolla, letter to Ernesto Bitetti, dated February 18, 1981. The underlines are made by 
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Piazzolla felt he needed an advice with Cinco piezas because he was not a guitarist and writing 
for solo guitar has often been difficult for non-guitarist composers. He wanted Bitetti to make the 
pieces more idiomatic for the instrument when needed, but he also emphasized that the harmonic 
and melodic aspects of Cinco piezas were not to be changed. 
In the first letter, Piazzolla also alluded to the possibility of writing a suite for guitar and 
strings. He asked Bitetti for a confirmation of the suite’s recording as a requirement to begin 
composing. Piazzolla closes the letter by saying that he would want to speak with the publishers 
when the pieces are revised and ready for publication.  
Bitetti knew Angelo Gilardino, who was the director of a collection of published scores 
called “Twentieth Century Guitar,” for Bèrben Edizioni Musicali.19 Bitetti discussed with 
Gilardino the possibility of including Cinco piezas in this collection and Gilardino was highly 
interested in publishing it. This interest in the pieces was probably based on the fame Piazzolla 
already had at the time, especially in Italy.20   
In Piazzolla’s second letter dated March 25, 1981, he asked Bitteti more emphatically 
about the corrected version of the pieces: “Many people are asking me for the music because 
 
Piazzolla. “Es importante no cambiar el sentido armónico y melódico. Sos responsable y yo 
también. Vos sos guitarrista y yo no. Lo dejo entero a tus criterios y correcciones.” 
19 Thanks to Angelo Gilardino, Bèrben Edizioni Musicali published numerous guitar 
compositions. The most relevant publications are found in the collection “Twentieth Century 
Guitar” which features works by composers such as Dusan Bogdanovic, Lennox Berkeley, Mario 
Castelnuovo Tedesco, Antonio José, Manuel Ponce, Federico Moreno Torroba, Guido 
Santórsola, Astor Piazzolla and Angelo Gilardino, among others. There is a significant amount of 
chamber music with guitar published by Bèrben as well.  
20 Piazzolla appeared in the Italian National Television (RAI) on a number of occasions during 
the 1970s.  
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they want to publish it.”21 Scholar Silvia Glocer, who did the most important research on Cinco 
piezas, demonstrated that another Argentine guitarist knew about Piazzolla’s solo guitar work at 
the time. 22 On March 1981, Argentine guitarist María Isabel Siewers had asked Piazzolla for his 
pieces, not for publication but for performance. Piazzolla responded to Siewers, “Right now 
Ernesto Bitetti is adapting my music to the classical guitar technique, and once it is ready, it will 
be published, and you will have the music.”23 In the same letter, Piazzolla asked Bitetti again 
about the potential recording of the suite for guitar and strings. As explained by Bitetti, the 
record company for which he worked did not accept the project. Therefore, Piazzolla did not 
compose this suite. Later in 1984, Piazzolla did compose not a suite but a double concerto for 
guitar, bandoneon, and strings. Bitetti was not involved with this piece in any way. 
At some point between March and August of 1981, Bitetti sent the music to Gilardino. In 
a 1997 article from Guitar and Lute Issues, an online guitar magazine, Gilardino described what 
he received from Bitetti: 
It was a photocopy of a manuscript by the composer, upon which Bitetti had 
marked his own fingering. The text was clearly readable and the two layers 
(notes and fingering) were clearly distinguishable, still the music needed 
some more editing to fit the guitar texture completely.24 
 
21 Astor Piazzolla, letter to Ernesto Bitetti, dated March 25, 1981. “Mucha gente me pide la 
música para editar.” 
22 Silvia Glocer, “Cinco piezas para guitarra de Astor Piazzolla. Las cuerdas entre el campo y la 
ciudad,” Chapter 4 in Tangos cultos. Kagel, J. J. Castro, Mastropiero y otros cruces musicales 
(Buenos Aires: Gourmet Ediciones Musicales, 2012): 55-71. 
23 Ibid., 62. “En estos momentos Ernesto Bitetti está ajustando un poco mi música a la técnica 
guitarrística, y cuando esté todo listo se editará y tendrá la música.”  
24Angelo Gilardino, “The Cinco piezas by Astor Piazzolla: How many versions?” Guitar and 




When Gilardino realized the music still needed changes, he continued asking Bitteti for the final 
version. Bitetti had a very tight agenda and could not finish the corrections on time for the 
publication.25 Bitetti himself explained to Silvia Glocer that “due to Gilardino’s eagerness, 
insistence and haste to publish it [Cinco piezas], they decided to use his [Bèrben’s] arranger and 
not wait for my version.”26 Contradictorily, Angelo Gilardino said in the 1997 article: “May I 
stress that I would have preferred very much to receive a text ready for publication and with no 
need of interventions from me?”27  
In the third and last letter to Bitetti, dated August 31, 1981, Piazzolla wrote, “You have 
corrected them [Cinco piezas] and I have told this to Gilardino, but they [the publisher Bèrben] 
are using their arranger.”28 Gilardino wanted urgently to publish Cinco piezas, but not 
necessarily because he esteemed Piazzolla’s music. In his article, he asserted, “With all my 
respect [notwithstanding], I was never enthusiastic about Piazzolla’s music. I consider it as good 
and inspired as it is, but I never felt in tune with [it].”29 Later in the article, Gilardino kept 
diminishing Piazzolla’s music and Cinco piezas. Gilardino also implies that he was not aware the 
pieces were written for Aussel. However, it is likely that, given the fact that Gilardino did not 
 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161202082549/http://guitarandluteissues.com/piazolla.htm 
In the article, Gilardino claims that the music was sent to him in the middle 1980s, which is not 
possible according to the dates in Piazzolla’s letters 
25 Bitetti, virtual interview. 
26 Glocer, “Cinco piezas,” 63.  
27 Gilardino, “The Cinco piezas.” 
28 Astor Piazzolla, letter to Ernesto Bitetti dated August 31, 1981. “El que las corrigió fuiste vos 
y se lo dije a Gilardino aunque ellos ponen su arreglista.” 
29 Gilardino, “The Cinco piezas.” 
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particularly like Piazzolla’s music, he was interested in publishing Cinco piezas “as soon as 
possible”30 partly because he feared that the pieces might get published through Aussel sooner.  
In the 1997 article, Gilardino explains the details about how he handled the publication 
process with Piazzolla. He sent the composer a new manuscript “with the text of the pieces 
completely re-written and re-fingered, so that he [Piazzolla] could check it and return it.”31 
Piazzolla did in fact return the music without corrections and, with it, a signed contract. While it 
seems curious that Piazzolla said nothing about the changes, it is important to remember that 
1981 was an extremely busy year for Piazzolla, especially between April and October. He played 
his bandoneon concerto with several orchestras in Caracas, Washington D.C., Lyon, Crete, and 
Tel Aviv; he played with his quintet in Madison Square Garden in New York; he composed and 
recorded the music for the television film Non-Lieu (released in 1981); and arrived in late 
October to his home in Punta del Este (Uruguay) to spend the rest of the year composing.  
While Piazzolla was eager to publish Cinco piezas, his hectic compromised schedule 
might have caused him to overlook the changes that Gilardino had sent and, consequently, to 
agree to the publication of a score that had not been proofread. His wife Laura Escalada 
Piazzolla explained that instead of checking or revising his music, Piazzolla would rather use the 
time to compose new music.32 She added, “He would sign anything, he was not careful with his 
oeuvre.”33 Something similar was revealed by French flutist Pierre-André Vallade, who edited 6 
Tango-Études pour Flüte Seule (1987) for Éditions Henry Lemoine. In an interview with Jessica 
 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid..  
32 Laura Escalada Piazzolla, telephone interview. 
33 Ibid. 
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Quiñones, Vallade said, “[Piazzolla] was not interested in putting his writing into deep detail. He 
was writing music on paper because it was necessary, but he was not interested so much in going 
deep into the actual publishing of it.”34   
 Cinco piezas had an intricate path before its publication in 1981. First, a  photocopy of 
the autograph sent to Bitetti was partly edited and fingered by him.35 Then, Gilardino received an 
unfinished copy of Bitetti’s work. Gilardino, who did not particularly like Piazzolla’s music, 
wanted to publish the pieces urgently. Bitetti was not able to finish the rest of the work in time, 
therefore Gilardino edited, fingered, copied with his own calligraphy, and sent a new copy to 
Piazzolla for proofreading. Piazzolla, who was very busy and not necessarily meticulous with his 
scores, approved the new version and sent it back to Gilardino who submitted it to be reproduced 
by Bèrben for publication. Given this journey, it is not surprising that Cinco piezas’s published 
score contains alterations and/or mistakes. With their statements, Laura Escalada Piazzolla and 
Pierre-André Vallade have supported this possibility.  
 The table below sets forth a timeline of the likely chronology of Cinco Piezas, which 
takes into account the sequence of events as described by Aussel, Bitetti and Gilardino.  
 
Table 2.1: Chronology of Cinco piezas. 
 
Date Description  
Late August 1980 Piazzolla and Aussel meet in Paris. Aussel commissions a work for 
solo guitar. 
Mid-September 1980 Presumably Piazzolla and Aussel attend Bitetti’s concert in Salle 
Gaveau in Paris. Piazzolla mentions the new guitar pieces to Bitetti. 
 
34 Jessica Quiñones, “Constructing the Authentic: Approaching the ‘Six Tango-Etudes pour Flüte 
Suele’ by Astor Piazzolla for Interpretation and Performance.” Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Hudderfield, 2013, 38. 
35 Bitetti said to me in an email communication (September 18, 2020) that, unfortunately, the 
manuscript might be unfortunately lost.  
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Late September 1980 Piazzolla finishes Cinco piezas. Aussel goes over the pieces with 
Piazzolla (José Pons photo). Aussel copies the autograph (Aussel 
manuscript). 
December 17, 1980 Piazzolla attends Aussel’s premiere of three pieces of Cinco piezas.  
January 1981 Piazzolla sends a manuscript to Bitetti asking him to edit the music.  
February 16, 1981 Aussel completes the premiere of Cinco piezas. 
February 18, 1981 Piazzolla’s first letter to Bitetti asking him to not change the melodic 
and harmonic ideas in the pieces.  
Early March 1981 Bitetti put Piazzolla in contact with Gilardino for the future 
publication of Cinco piezas. 
March 25, 1981 Piazzolla’s second letter to Bitetti asking him more emphatically 
about the finished edition of the work because a number of persons 
are interested. 
March-August 1981 During this period, Bitetti sends his unfinished editions to Gilardino 
due to his insistence and eagerness to publish the work. Gilardino 
edits the work further, creates a new manuscript with his calligraphy 
and sends it to Piazzolla for proof reading. Piazzolla returns the 
manuscript and the publication contract quickly. 
August 31, 1981 Piazzolla’s third letter to Bitetti confirming that Bèrben Edizioni 
Musicali uses his arranger (Gilardino).  
Unknown date in 1981 Aussel records Cinco piezas. 
Unknown date in 1981 Gilardino’s edition of Cinco piezas is published by Bèrben Edizioni 
Musicali. 
Unknown date in 1982 Aussel’s recording of Cinco piezas is released in the album Récital 
de guitare by the label Circé.  
 
Considering that the Aussel manuscript is a first copy of the autograph and that Aussel 
did have the opportunity to go over the music with Piazzolla himself, it seems clear that the 
Aussel manuscript is, in fact, closer to the version in the autograph36. However, its authenticity 
 
36 In search of the original autograph that will help illuminate the above-mentioned chronology, I 
have contacted Laura Escalada Piazzolla, Daniel Piazzolla and the Piazzolla Foundation. All 
three sources claim that it is not in their possession. Bèrben Edizioni Musicali was recently 
bought by Edizioni Curci, from whom I am awaiting information about the autograph. 
Considering Gilardino’s testimony, Bèrben’s (or Curci at this time) archived version of Cinco 
piezas is not Piazzolla’s autograph but Gilardino’s copy of it. Bitteti has told me in an email that 
his copy of Piazzolla’s autograph might be misplaced. With all this being said, the autograph is 
most likely to be completely lost or off limits.  
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has been compromised in many ways by the considerable editorial interventions of Gilardino and 
Bèrben Edizioni Musicali. The principal argument is that Cinco piezas was not dedicated to 
Aussel and therefore, the Aussel manuscript is simply another version that the composer might 
have written at some point. In the following section, the facts about the dedication of the piece 
will be discussed.  
 
2.2 Dedication 
 Much has been said about the dedication of Piazzolla’s only work for solo guitar. While the 
story about the dedication of the piece is not necessarily relevant to the music or its performance 
practice, it reveals part of Piazzolla strategies to enter the classical music world.37 
 In Piazzolla’s third period (1978-1989), Cinco piezas was the first classical composition in 
which he was not involved as a player. The group of pieces is completed with Le Grand Tango 
(1982) for cello and piano, Tango Suite (1984) for guitar duo, Histoire du Tango (1986) for flute 
and guitar, Tango-Études pour flûte seule (1987) for solo flute, and Four for Tango (1987) for 
string quartet. Most of these pieces were written with a performer or group in mind or for a 
particular occasion.  
 For instance, Four for Tango was premiered and recorded by the Kronos Quartet and 
Piazzolla worked and coached them for the recording.38 Tango-Études pour flûte seule might 
have been commissioned by Marc Grauwels, who had premiered Histoire du Tango at the Guitar 
 
37 In his popular production, Piazzolla used the names of musicians and figures for the tittles of 
the pieces. That is the case with Decarísimo (1961), Bragatísimo (1963), Retrato de Alfredo 
Gobbi (1967), Retrato de Milton (1967), Kicho (1970), Vardarito (1973), Suite Troileana (1976), 
among many others. I consider these as tributes to these personalities rather than dedications.   
38 Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 258. 
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Festival of Liege, Belgium.39 Tango Suite was composed for Sergio and Odair Assad after 
Piazzolla was impressed by their playing in one of José Pons’ reunions.40 None of these pieces 
has a written dedication in the published scores nor in the available manuscript versions of them. 
However, the above-mentioned details are known and can often be read in liner notes as well as 
program notes of performances.  
 From this group of pieces, Le Grand Tango is the only one that has a written dedication. Its 
published version specifically reads “for Mstislav Rostropovich.” At the time of the composition, 
Rostropovich was extremely famous and Piazzolla was starting to have an incipient career in the 
classical music spheres. In fact, Rostropovich did not immediately pay attention to Piazzolla’s 
music because Le Grand Tango was also not a commission made by Rostropovich. Piazzolla 
included the dedication to capture Rostropovich’s attention, and his idea eventually worked. 
Rostropovich performed the piece in 1990, eight years after its composition. By that time, 
Piazzolla had already achieved a higher reputation among classical musicians. Rostropovich’s 
performance further broadened Piazzolla’s reach in the classical music scene. 
 With this being said, Piazzolla used the dedication of Le Grand Tango as a way to increase 
the chances of its performance. Something similar occurred with a piece from Piazzolla’s second 
period (1955-1977). Milonga en re (1970) for violin and piano was dedicated to Salvatore 
Accardo.41 It was a gift that Piazzolla made to his friend after hearing him as soloist in Buenos 
 
39 Quiñones, “Constructing the Authentic,” 37. 
40 Azzi and Collier, Le Grand Tango, 237. 
41 Salvatore Accardo (b.1941) is an Italian violinist who, in addition to being known as an 
interpreter of Paganini’s repertoire, is an important champion of new music. Composers such as 
Salvatore Sciarino, Franco Donatini, Iannis Xenakis, and Astor Piazzolla have written pieces for 
him.  
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Aires Teatro Colón. Accardo performed it soon thereafter. There is only one more piece42 in 
Piazzolla’s entire oeuvre in which he wrote literal dedications: Prelude 1953 for Antonio de 
Raco.43  
 In the other examples mentioned before, Four for Tango, Tango-Études pour flute seule, 
Histoire du Tango and Tango Suite, Piazzolla knew that the pieces were going to be played. 
These pieces were commissioned for specific situations and not dedicated explicitly to particular 
individuals or groups. The same happened with Cinco piezas. The work has always been 
referenced to as being dedicated to Roberto Aussel, but Piazzolla declares in the third letter to 
Bitetti: “Roberto Aussel asked me to write Cinco piezas, however, they are not dedicated to 
him… If Aussel says I have dedicated Cinco piezas, it is his problem. Nothing is said in the 
music and I do not enjoy dedicating pieces.”44 
 At this point, there is no doubt that Roberto Aussel was who inspired, commissioned and 
premiered Cinco piezas, but there might be a misunderstanding with the dedication of the work.  
As shown earlier in this chapter, the Aussel manuscript bears Piazzolla’s signature, with a 
message that reads: “For Roberto Aussel, who is responsible for making me write these five 
themes.”45 Piazzolla’s words are ambiguous. It is not clear if he is dedicating this copy of the 
 
42 Tardecita Pampeana (1949) is dedicated for Odette “Dedé” Wolf parents’, his in-laws at the 
time. I excluded it from the group because the personal relationship as family was the cause of 
this dedication most likely.  
43 Antonio de Raco (1915-2010) was a distinguished Italian Argentine pianist and pedagogue. 
44 Piazzolla’s letter dated August 31, 1981 in possession of Ernesto Bitetti. The original Spanish 
text reads: “El que me pidió que escribiera las 5 Piezas fue Roberto Aussel. Pero no están 
dedicadas a él… Si Aussel dice que yo le dediqué las 5 Piezas es problema de él. En la música 
no dice nada y no me gusta andar dedicando.”  
45 Picture of Campero, Aussel manuscript, page 1. “Para Roberto Aussel, responsable de 
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manuscript to Aussel or if he is dedicating the actual work to him. It was common for Piazzolla 
to sign and write personal words on scores, especially for friends and colleagues. Figure 2.3 
shows a dedication written on the autograph score of the piano cadenza of Adiós Nonino that 
reads “To my friend, Eduard Pecourt with all my love.”46 It seems clear that Piazzolla is not 
dedicating the composition to his friend, but rather the piece of paper on which the score is 
written.47 Eduard Pecourt was not a musician, but a collector of tango recordings.   
 
Figure 2.3 Piazzolla’s dedication to Eduard Pecourt on Adiós Nonino  
piano cadenza autograph. Used by permission.  
 
 Another interesting example is shown in Figure 2.4, where Piazzolla writes on Bèrben’s 
published score of Cinco piezas: “For Oscar, my friend of so many beautiful adventures.”48 In 
this case, Piazzolla is actually referring to his long-time collaborator Oscar López Ruiz who is 
 
haberme hecho escribir estas 5 temas.”  
46 Original manuscript in the Library of UCSB. Photo provided by David Seubert, director of the 
collection. “A mi amigo Eduardo Pecourt con todo mi cariño.”  
47 The piano cadenza was written around 1969. The dedicatory was most likely written years 
later.  
48 Photocopy provided by Oscar López Ruiz. “Para Oscar, mi amigo de tantas lindas aventuras” 
(the word aventuras is actually not complete in the photocopy).  
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actually a guitarist. He had nothing to do with Cinco piezas and he was actually an electric guitar 
player. It is clear that Piazzolla was not dedicating the work to him.  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Piazzolla’s handwritten dedication to López Ruiz on Cinco piezas  
published score. Used by permission.  
 
 Another important fact is that the Aussel manuscript that circulates among guitarists does 
not have the dedication shown in the photo that Aussel sent to me. It is possible that Piazzolla 
added the above-mentioned dedication to the Aussel manuscript after the first copy of the Aussel 
manuscript was made.  
 During the 1980s, there are several records of Piazzolla and Aussel interacting in many 
different situations. They were mainly in touch through their mutual friend José Pons and the 
reunions that the Pons organized. On one of those occasions, Aussel introduced the Assad 
brothers to Piazzolla. By the time Piazzolla composed Double Concerto for guitar and 
bandoneon Homage a Liege (1985) and Histoire du Tango (1986), Aussel was already working 
for Lemoine Editions. Therefore, these two important pieces are published in Aussel’s collection 
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for that editorial. Aussel played together with Piazzolla his double concerto twice in Paris in 
1985.49 In any of those encounters, Piazzolla could have written the dedication on the Aussel 
manuscript.  
 As explained above, the autograph of Cinco piezas has most likely been lost. Therefore, it 
is not possible to say with certainty if this work was or was not dedicated to Aussel on the 
autograph. Piazzolla’s words in the third letter to Bitetti and in the dedication of the Aussel 
manuscript clearly state that Aussel was “responsible” for the existence of Cinco piezas. 
However, Piazzolla was also in contact with Ernesto Bitetti. It is feasible that he decided not to 
include a dedication in order to avoid the limitations it could potentially have caused. Or 
perhaps, as he said, he found dedications to be “absurd and old-fashioned,”50 or simply decided 
to dedicate Cinco piezas to Aussel some years after the piece was composed.  
 
2.3 Walton’s Bagatelle III and its impact on Cinco piezas 
 Roberto Aussel had impressed Astor Piazzolla in August 1980 when he played the 
Bagatelle III by William Walton.51 In the hands of an Argentine player, Walton’s music sounded 
very similar to the new tango created by Piazzolla. Aussel recently declared, “This Bagatelle 
[Bagatelle III] feels like a piece by Astor Piazzolla to me and I play it as if it was a tango written 
 
49 They had planned more performances for 1990 which were cancelled due to Piazzolla’s 
illness. 
50 Astor Piazzolla, letter to Ernesto Bitetti dated August 31, 1981. “Me parece absurdo y 
demodée.” Piazzolla used French words in certain occasions. 
51 In 1948, during one of his tours, William Walton met in Argentina Susana Valeria María Rosa 
Gil Passo. They married the same year and lived together in the Italian island of Ischia until 
Walton’s death in 1983. 
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by him, with accents and a little bit of distortion.” At José Pons’ gatherings, Piazzolla would 
jokingly say to Aussel, “Play that piece by Piazzolla,”52 referring to Bagatelle III. The 
performance choices of Aussel in Walton’s piece might have been a crucial reason for the 
existence of Cinco piezas.  
 What is it exactly that both Piazzolla and Aussel found familiar in Walton’s language of 
Bagatelle III? The first interesting fact is the tempo marking. Walton’s piece is marked “Alla 
Cubana.” The metronome marking is 88 to the eighth note, which is a bit ambiguous, since, for 
the most part, the time signature is , with occasional measures of . The most popular Cuban 
dance is the habanera, which is indeed in a slow duple meter with dotted and syncopated 
rhythms.53 As explained by Frances Barulich and Jan Fairley in Grove Music Online, the 
habanera’s “influence can be seen in the evolution of Cuban danzón and Argentine tango, and it 
was influenced in turn by developments in the latter genre.”54  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Rhythmic ostinato used in the habanera and in the milonga.  
 
 The ostinato rhythmic pattern of the habanera is identical to the principal rhythmic pattern 
of the milonga (fig 2.5).55 The genres are different due to the way in which this rhythmic pattern 
 
52 Vila, “Calle Descartes, número 16.” The story is also mentioned by Aussel in Jimenez and 
Marziali, “Dialogues.” “Toca esa de Piazzolla.” 
53 Frances Barulich and Jan Fairley, “Habanera”, Grove Music Online (2001), https://doi-
org.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.12116 
54 Ibid.  
55 In the beginning of the century, tangos were refenced as tango-milonga. The two subgenres 
started to differentiate later on the century. At around 1940, tango and milonga were two 
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is treated compositionally and the way it is played. Bagatelle III does not feature this particular 
ostinato rhythm explicitly. However, it is clear that the rhythms are underneath the entire piece 
serving as the ground for the music, especially because of its allusion to the Cuban character in 
the tempo marking. In the phrase that starts in measure 16, it is possible to see a clear rhythmic 
connection to the habanera. Figure 2.6 shows a comparison between the published score of 
Bagatelle III and a structural reduction of mm. 16-17.  
 
Figure 2.6: Published score and structural reduction of Bagatelle III, m. 16-17.  
Five Bagatelles by William Walton © Oxford University Press 1974. All rights reserved. 
 
 
 The first F#4 in the melody is written on the beat in the structural reduction and it is 
delayed to the second sixteenth-note in Walton’s original. The structural reduction does not show 
the anticipation of the C#4 that it is seen in Walton’s piece. The same happens in measure 17 
with B3 (delayed) and F#4 (anticipation). By simplifying the music, I obtained the previously 
mentioned rhythmic ostinato pattern. The delayed and anticipated notes written by Walton create 
an interesting syncopation. This use of syncopation—which is present in the entire Bagatelle 
III—was appealing to Piazzolla because his music often used the same ideas.  
 
 
different categories within the tango tradition.  
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Figure 2.7a: Melodic motif of  
Adiós Nonino, mm.1-2. 
Figure 2.7b: Melodic motif of  
Bando, mm.30-31. 
 
 Figure 2.7a and 2.7b show the motifs of two compositions by Piazzolla in which the use of 
delayed attacks and anticipations can be appreciated. In the example of Adiós Nonino (1959), the 
note F is an anticipation, and in the example of Bando (1955) the note C natural in measure 30 
and the high A in measure 31 are anticipations as well. The first notes of each example, E in 
Adiós Nonino and C# in Bando can be understood as delayed attacks. It is noteworthy that in 
Piazzolla’s music, the delayed attacks are always marked with accents to emphasize that these 
notes are on the upbeat. In Walton’s Bagatelle III, the notes are not marked with accents. 
According to Aussel, Walton played accented notes as if it was Piazzolla’s music.56   
  Another important aspect is the form and the inclusion of two contrasting themes. As 
explained in chapter one, Piazzolla inherited from traditional tango the different characters for 
the two principal sections: one rhythmic and accentuated and the other one more cantabile and 
expressive. Bagatelle III includes these two ideas and follows the form of a number of 
Piazzolla’s pieces. It has an introduction and an A theme which is rhythmic and with a steady 
tempo. In measure 16, the B theme is presented with an expressive character followed by a 
recapitulation of both the A theme (m. 28) and the B theme (m.36). The coda at the end of the 
piece contains the same rhythmic character of the A theme. The formal structure of Piazzolla’s 
Triunfal (1951), for example, is almost identical to this bagatelle.  
 
56 Jiménez and Marziali, “Dialogues.” 
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 The harmonic language of Bagatelle III is surprisingly similar to Piazzolla’s. The A theme 
is supported by a descending tetrachord in the bass, which is a kind of variation of the lamento 
bass. The B theme is supported by a circle of fifths featuring the Neapolitan sixth chord. It is 
possible to find these two harmonic devices throughout Piazzolla’s oeuvre quite often. 
 Furthermore, the ending chord of Bagatelle III marked as forte secco is quite remarkable. 
The piece is in B minor and the bass and the top notes of the last chord are two F#, giving a 
strong dominant flavor to it. That dominant sounding chord is not resolved. The signature final 
for all traditional tangos, and for many Piazzolla’s early pieces, was a clear V-I. Tangueros 
varied this end in a number of ways. Most of the time the V was played accented and loud. The I 
was softer and sometimes delayed by one, two or sometimes more beats. Some orchestras started 
to play an almost imperceptible tonic until they avoided it completely. The end of Bagatelle III 
might have resonated with Piazzolla because he was familiar with this tango practice.  
 Piazzolla’s music has a percussive nature which can be observed in the extensive use of 
special percussion effects in all instruments throughout his oeuvre. In Bagatelle III, Walton used 
the chasquido effect, which is produced when the right hand hits the low silver-wounded strings 
and clashes with the fingerboard.57 This distinctive percussion effect on the guitar sounded 
familiar to Piazzolla, since it is a quintessential sound in Argentine folklore. 
 Piazzolla must have felt motivated and even more confident to write his first work for solo 
guitar after finding all these connections between Walton’s language and his. In fact, Piazzolla 
used the above-mentioned elements as inspiration for Cinco piezas. An analysis of these 
 
57 This effect is erroneously written with the word tambora in Walton’s piece; however, is not 
performed as such. A tambora would be performed with the right-hand thumb or middle finger 
hitting all the strings in the bridge. 
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elements is included in the next section. Through their compositions, a silent dialogue was 
generated between the Argentine and the British composers even though they never personally 
met. It is remarkable that Five Bagatelles was also Walton’s first, and only, work for solo guitar.  
 
2.4 Similarities between Cinco piezas and Walton’s Five Bagatelles nos. I, II, and IV; General 
Overview of Cinco piezas. 
Besides the fact that there are five pieces in each group, a crucial connection between 
Walton’s and Piazzolla’s works is that they were commissioned, recorded and premiered by a 
guitarist: Julian Bream was responsible for Five Bagatelles and Roberto Aussel for Cinco piezas. 
These guitarists brought their styles and personality to the pieces by making some suggestions to 
the composers. In the case of Five Bagatelles, Bream also did the edition of the published score 
where his suggestions and ideas are more present. As previously mentioned, Aussel was not able 
to do the same with Cinco piezas.58  
Although the paths to publication of these two compositions are different, both share a 
similar problematic with regards to differences between the published score and the available 
manuscripts. In two articles recently published by the guitar magazine Soundboard, scholar 
Kenneth Kam explores those differences in Walton’s Five Bagatelles.59 Walton’s solo guitar 
 
58 Walton and Piazzolla composed only one work for solo guitar; however, the composers used 
the guitar in other pieces. Walton composed Anon. in Love (1960) for baritone and guitar. As 
commented earlier, Piazzolla composed Tango Suite (1984) for two guitars, Histoire du tango 
(1985) for flute and guitar, and Double Concerto Homage a Liège (1985) for guitar, bandoneon 
and strings 
59 Kenneth Kam, “William Walton: The Evolution of Five Bagatelles, Part 1,” Soundboard 45, 
no. 4 (December 1, 2019): 38–46, and Kenneth Kam, “William Walton: The Evolution of Five 
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work has not been researched thoroughly, therefore Kam’s work is very important. The lack of 
academic research in both Five Bagatelles and Cinco piezas is also a similarity.  
 In addition to these broader connections, Walton’s and Piazzolla’s pieces present other 
smaller parallels. Piazzolla used Walton’s pieces as inspiration when including certain 
techniques and chord voicings. In the following section, I will explore those connections in each 
of the Cinco piezas, while providing important background details of Piazzolla’s compositions. 
The first of the Cinco piezas is titled Campero, which in Spanish means “from the 
countryside.”60 In Argentina, the term milonga campera is used to refer to a subgenre of 
traditional music that belongs both to the rural folklore and the urban tango. This particular 
rhythm is in  meter and it is characterized by simple melodies with guitar accompaniment. With 
origins in Argentina as well as in Uruguay, the milonga campera is the principal music used in 
payadas, a song duel in which the gauchos improvise décimas.61 
Piazzolla’s father Vicente Piazzolla liked milonga campera and frequently asked his son 
to write one for guitar. Roberto Aussel said to Silvia Glocer that Piazzolla dedicated Campero to 
his father to fulfill Vicente’s wish, even though Nonino had died in 1959.62 To reassure the 
connection of this piece with the milonga campera, Piazzolla wrote “Milonga” in a section of 
Campero which is in  meter. 
As explained in the first chapter of this dissertation, the subgenre milonga campera was 
used extensively by Astor Piazzolla in pieces such as Milonga del ángel, Romance del diablo, 
 
Bagatelles, Part 2,” Soundboard 46, no. 1 (March 1, 2020): 21–28. 
60 “Campero,” in Diccionario de la Real Academia Española, https://dle.rae.es/campero 
61 Common in most Latin American countries, décimas are ten-line verses with eight syllables in 
ABBAACCDDC rhyme scheme.  
62 Glocer, “Cinco piezas,” 58. 
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Soledad, Oblivion, among others. Piazzolla used electric guitar for the milongas that resembled 
milonga campera, thus giving them a different dimension. As mentioned above, the exceptions 
are the introduction of Jacinto Chiclana (1965) and the entire Milonga Carrieguera from the 
operita María de Buenos Aires (1968). In these two pieces and in Campero, the majority of the 
rhythmic, melodic and harmonic vocabulary are drawn from the milonga campera. However, in 
Campero Piazzolla added a number of non-traditional elements which are not only unusual in the 
subgenre milonga campera, but in many cases foreign to Piazzolla’s own vocabulary and prior 
practices.  
 The first section of Campero is the only time in the entire Piazzolla´s oeuvre that presents 
a constant alternance of  and  meters. This 36-measure part could have been written in , four 
beats plus three. However, Piazzolla preferred to write it with frequent meter changes, which 
seems to resemble the numerous meter changes of Walton´s Bagatelle I. This distinctive meter 
profile of Campero´s beginning section is unique within Piazzolla´s works.63  
Other similarities with Walton’s Five Bagatelles are the use of pizzicato and the 
alternation between natural sound and artificial harmonics. Measure 51 of Campero and measure 
72 of Bagatelle II are marked pizzicato and both feature an ascending arpeggio. These are the 
only places in the entire Cinco piezas and the entire Five Bagatelles in which this technique is 
used. Artificial harmonics are utilized extensively in Bagatelle I and IV. Piazzolla might have not 
been familiar with these two techniques for guitar until he was in touch with the score of Five 
Bagatelles. He never used artificial harmonics nor pizzicato in his electric or the occasional 
classical guitar parts. Later in Piazzolla’s career, he composed three more works for classical 
 
63 Piazzolla wrote almost all of his works in duple, triple, and quadruple meter, with the 
exception of Vayamos al diablo (1965), in which he uses a 7/8 meter.  
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guitar in which he used these techniques, especially artificial harmonics. However, he never 
made use of them in such a prominent way as in Campero.  
The notation of harmonics has always been somewhat confusing for both the composer 
and the performer. In Walton’s score, small zeros on top of notes are used to indicate that the  
harmonics are intended to sound an octave higher than written. However, in Bagatelle III, a high 
B marked with a zero on top is already written in the octave that is intended to sound. This 
inconsistent concept is used by Piazzolla in Cinco piezas. Therefore, there are places in 
Piazzolla’s piece in which it is clear that the composer wanted the harmonics to sound an octave 
higher than written—for instance in the beginning section of Campero. There are other places in 
which harmonics should sound in the octave written—for instance in the end of Romántico. 
Further along in this dissertation, I will discuss other instances in which the composer’s intention 
is not particularly clear regarding harmonics.  
The second piece of Cinco piezas is a lyrical piece titled Romántico marked Moderato ad 
libitum. This piece is very similar to Romanza del Duende from María de Buenos Aires (1968). 
In the latter piece, Piazzolla used a similar marking, Lento y romanticón ad libitum. The lyrical 
ad libitum moments in both pieces contrast with a tempo sections in which the writing is more 
rhythmic and accentuated. The harmonic language of Romántico features the prominent use of ii-
V-I sequences in various keys and key regions. There are no direct connections between this 
piece and any of the Five Bagatelles.  
Piazzolla’s third piece is written using nuevo tango language and rhythmic elements. The 
tempo in Acentuado, marked Ritmico molto acentuato, is stable throughout the piece. As 
explained in chapter one, Piazzolla usually contraposed the rhymical-accentuated rapid character 
with the slow, cantabile character. The composer features the essence of the lyrical character 
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without changing the tempo. This is uncommon in Piazzolla’s oeuvre, but it does happen in 
pieces such as Milonga de la Anunciación (1965), and Decarísimo (1961). 
Acentuado features a number of connections with Five Bagatelles. In the first of Walton’s 
pieces, the composer uses the following chord voicing: 
 
Figure 2.8: Walton, Bagatelle I, mm. 9-11. Used by permission.  
Five Bagatelles by William Walton © Oxford University Press 1974. All rights reserved. 
 
The voicing comprises a minor third in the bottom and a major third in the top. The fingering for 
this chord does not use any open strings. Therefore, it can be easily moved as a constant 
structure. The chord in the first red rectangle is in position III, and the chord in the second red 
rectangle is in position V. In both instances, the fingering is exactly the same.  
 In Acentuado, the same voicing of the chord is used. The red rectangle in figure 2.9 
shows a chord that uses the same fingering as in Bagatelle I. The chord marked with a green 
rectangle is a variation in which the top voice is a minor third instead of a major third. The 
fingering of the chord changes slightly causing finger 4 to extend a little more to reach the G#.  
 
Figure 2.9: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado (1980), mm. 16-19. Used by permission.64 
 
64 Astor Piazzolla,  Cinco piezas para guitarra, copy of the manuscript in possession of Roberto 
Aussel, 1980. 
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 Another important similarity shown in Acentuado is the use of percussion. In Bagatelle 
III, the published score asks for a percussion effect called tambora which is produced by hitting 
the bridge with middle finger or with the thumb obtaining a combination of a low percussive 
sound together with some pitch content.  
 
Figure 2.10: Bagatelle III, mm. 8-10. Used by permission.  
Five Bagatelles by William Walton © Oxford University Press 1974. All rights reserved. 
 
In a recent article, Kenneth Kam revealed that the manuscript of Bagatelle III does not include 
this percussion effect. He states that “this guitaristic language was most likely recommend by 
Bream to Walton.”65 Interestingly enough, tambora is not performed not what Bream performed 
in any of his recordings because the percussion effect is not possible nor efficient. Instead, 
Bream played the chasquido effect.66 Bream’s choice created the performance practice standard 
that all the posterior players followed. This is the effect that Piazzolla heard when Aussel played 
for him Bagatelle III. He included it in Acentuado in the following way:  
 
Figure 2.11: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado (1980), mm. 1-5. Used by permission. 
 
65 Kam, “William Walton: Part 1,” 41. 
66 The chasquido effect comes from popular music and was not used widely in the classical 
guitar repertoire until Ginastera’s Sonata for guitar, op. 47 (1976). 
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Because of the percussive nature of Piazzolla’s music, this effect is used prominently not only in 
the beginning section and in measures 39 to 43 of Acentuado but also in Compadre. Note that the 
word tambora is not included in neither the manuscript nor the published score of Cinco piezas.67 
Tristón, the fourth piece is “an homage in the form of a funeral march to the kids the die 
from hunger in Biafra.”68  A documentary in television about the Nigerian Civil war inspired 
Piazzolla to write this piece. Tristón is an Spanish adjective that means “somewhat sad.”69 The 
sad-like atmosphere of Tristón is achieved by an almost exclusive use of successive minor 
chords with no harmonic function. 70 This kind of harmonic language continued to be explored 
by Piazzolla in later pieces such as Tango Suite (1984), Mumuki (1984), Tanguedia III (1985), 
among others. Furthermore, there are no noticeable connections between any of Walton’s Five 
Bagatelles and Piazzolla’s fourth piece.  
Compadre is the tittle for Piazzolla’s fifth piece. It alludes to the compadrito which is a 
recurrent figure in tango history.71 A compadrito is provocative, trouble-seeker, overbearing, and 
with distinctive and complex speaking and clothing manners.72 Piazzolla reflected these qualities 
in the nuevo tango language he used in this piece. There are a number of contrasting sections and 
 
67 The Aussel manuscript uses the word chasquido and the published score gives a description of 
this effect stating that “the effect produces a short and dry percussion sound that is used in 
Argentine folkloric music.” 
68 Glocer, “Cinco piezas,” 58. 
69 “Tristón,” in Diccionario de la Real Academia Española, https://dle.rae.es/trist%C3%B3n  
70 Tristón is a choral-like piece similar to sections of other Piazzolla pieces such as Coral (1969), 
La mufa (1965) and Resurrección del ángel (1965), for example. 
71 “Compadrito,” in Diccionario Lunfardo Todo Tango, 
https://www.todotango.com/comunidad/lunfardo/termino.aspx?p=compadrito 
72 “Compadrito,” in Diccionario de la Real Academia Española, https://dle.rae.es/compadrito  
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cadence-like passages that create segmented piece. This formal structure of Compadre is unique 
among Piazzolla’s compositions; however, some pieces such as Tango del diablo (1965) and 
Revolucionario (1967) present some similarities.  
Finally, the order and the character of Walton and Piazzolla’s pieces deserve a brief 
commentary. Aussel revealed that Piazzolla’s Compadre, the fifth piece in the set, was actually 
the first one composed.73 The final order of Cinco piezas chosen by Piazzolla resembles 
Walton’s compositions. It is noteworthy that in both sets, the second piece is slow and cantabile, 
the fourth piece is the slowest, and the other three pieces present a faster and more rhythmic 
character in general. Even though there is not melodic or harmonic connections in between and 
within the movements of Five Bagatelles and Cinco piezas, the tempi resemble the arch form 
used by Bela Bartók in works such as his fourth and fifth string quartets.   
 
2.5 Summary  
 Walton’s Five Bagatelles had a great impact in Piazzolla’s Cinco piezas. Bagatelle III was 
especially appealing to Piazzolla because he identified similarities to his language. These 
similarities are partly tied to the origins of tango music through the habanera, and partly related 
to the syncopation and the tonal language used by Walton. It is possible to consider Cinco piezas 
as a new tango response to Five Bagatelles, for which Piazzolla borrowed guitar techniques as 
well as form and character concepts from Walton’s work enhancing its connection. Table 2.2 




73 Jiménez and Marziali, “Dialogues.”  
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Table 2.2: Principal similarities between Five Bagatelles and Cinco piezas. 
Five Bagatelles by William Walton © Oxford University Press 1974. All rights reserved. 
 
Five Bagatelles Cinco piezas 
Group of five pieces ordered  
Fast-slow-fast-slowest-fast 
Group of five pieces ordered  
Fast-slow-fast-slowest-fast 
Commissioned, premiered and record by 
Julian Bream 
Commissioned, premiered and record by 
Roberto Aussel 
Published score edited by Julian Bream Published score edited by Angelo Gilardino 
Piece dedicated to Malcolm Arnold Details about the dedication are contradictory 
The autograph is most likely lost. The 
manuscript and the published score present 
differences.  
The autograph is most likely lost. The 
manuscript and the published score present 
differences. 
Chords in Bagatelle I, mm. 10-11 
 
 








Percussion in Acentuado, mm. 1-2 
 
 
Artificial harmonics in Bagatelle I, m. 79 
 
 




Pizzicato in Bagatelle II, m. 72  
 
 






 After reviewing the genesis of Cinco piezas, we can conclude that Roberto Aussel is 
undoubtedly the central figure in the story of its existence and dissemination. The story and 
controversy constructed around the dedication of the piece is a secondary matter. The Aussel 
manuscript is the most reliable source for Piazzolla’s original intentions regardless of the piece 
being dedicated to Aussel or not. Piazzolla explicitly said in the letter to Bitetti that it was 
important not to change his harmonic and melodic ideas. Having passed through less filters than 
the published score, the Aussel manuscript will then be the key to assess if the published score 
contains insightful and necessary changes, from a guitaristic standpoint, or if those modifications 




DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE AUSSEL MANUSCRIPT (1980) AND  
THE PUBLISHED SCORE (1981) OF CINCO PIEZAS 
 Piazzolla’s music has a number of connections with the Baroque period. One of them is 
the ornamentation and improvisation that is required in certain passages. This aspect of 
Piazzolla’s music is directly related to the liberties he implied in the scores. Piazzolla left space 
for the performer to enrich his music. “A score was not … an unchangeable mandate from 
composer to performer,”1 stated David Charlton and Kathryn Whitney, referring to scores during 
the Baroque period. The same applies to Piazzolla’s music. Understanding the essence of the 
music and knowing the conventions and traditions of a particular style are two fundamental 
factors to navigate the changeable mandate embodied in the paper.  
 The idea of allowing changes to the score does not diminish the importance of what it is 
in fact written. As explained in the previous chapter, there are two sources for Piazzolla’s Cinco 
piezas, the Aussel manuscript and the published score. The latter has a longer journey and 
therefore has more alterations and changes. In order to understand Cinco piezas in detail, the 
information of both the manuscript and the published score will be analyzed in light of 
Piazzolla’s language and common practices. By confronting the two sources, it will be possible 
to come up with a version that is an accurate statement of the composer’s intentions.  
 
1 David Charlton and Kathryn Whitney, “Score,” Grove Music Online, (2001) https://doi-
org.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.25241   
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In addition to the written sources, the important recordings of Cinco piezas deserve to be 
considered. Aussel recorded two versions, the first in 1981 and a second in 2006.2 Bitetti never 
recorded the entire work, but there are video recordings of Campero and Acentuado.3 Gilardino, 
the other guitarist associated with Cinco Piezas, never played the pieces. There are some 
insightful recordings made by the Argentine guitarists Pablo Márquez, Victor Villadangos and 
Eduardo Isaac.4 All these sources are helpful when addressing the text issues in Piazzolla’s work.  
  
3.1 Campero 
The first of the Cinco piezas presents a significant number of differences between the 
published score and the manuscript.5 First, I will address the changes made to the musical 
notation by editors. Subsequently, I will analyze the differences involving modified and omitted 
pitch material. Lastly, I will cover the confronting and missing articulation, phrasing and 
dynamic markings.  
 
2 Roberto Aussel, Récital de guitare, Circé, CIR 822, 1982, LP; Roberto Aussel,  Tristón, BGS 
Records, BGS115, 2006, compact disc. 
3 Ernesto Bitetti, Campero, RTVE Live concert Broadcast (1983), available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwxc_BD2ZXM ; Ernesto Bitetti, Acentuado, RTVE Live 
concert Broadcast (1983), available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUMU0FEuhcY  
4 Pablo Márquez and Cécile Daroux, Astor Piazzolla: Histoire du Tango. Works for Flute and 
Guitar, Harrmonia Mundi, HMG501674, 2012, compact disc; Victor Villadangos, Tangos, 
milongas y otras yerbas, Irco Video, B07B4RKHX5, 1995, compact disc; Eduardo Isaac, 20th 
Century Music, GHA Records, GHA126008, 1993, compact disc.   
5 From now on, I will refer to the copy of the manuscript made by Roberto Aussel simply as “the 
manuscript” for practical purposes.  
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The beginning section of Campero (mm. 1-36) is based on a pattern that consists of an 
arpeggio in eighth notes over two measures, one in  and one in . The double stops in the 
pattern, first introduced in measures 1-2 in the manuscript (fig. 3.1), are accented. The pattern is 
repeated and varied throughout the first thirty-six measures.  
 
Figure 3.1: Aussel manuscript of Campero (1980), mm. 1-2. Used by permission. 
 
Piazzolla wrote accents over eighth-notes of a single voice implying that those accented notes 
should not ring over the subsequent eighth-notes. The only voice hierarchy established in the 
passage is shown in the double stem of the bass note. 
The published score of the same passage shows modifications of the length of notes and 
the number of voices in which the music is divided. Attempting to clarify the voices of the 
implied polyphony, the editor Angelo Gilardino wrote dotted quarter-notes with accents for the 
top voice for the entire thirty-six-measure section. Figure 3.2 shows Gilardino’s notation.  
 
Figure 3.2: Published score of Campero (1981), mm. 1-2.  
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
Measure 5 of the manuscript shows the following notation: 
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Figure 3.3: Aussel manuscript of Campero (1980), mm. 5-6. Used by permission. 
 
It can be observed in figure 3.3 that there are four stems going up, suggesting that those eighth-
notes belong to a different voice. There is an accent on the sixth eighth-note. At the same time, 
the fifth and sixth eighth-notes are not beamed together as are the sixth and eighth. Therefore, the 
sixth eighth note looks like a quarter note with an accent. This single occurrence of double stems 
might have been a small mistake because the sum of beats on the top voice does not add up. If 
this mistake was copied from the autograph, it might mean that Piazzolla experimented with this 
type of notation, realized it did not work, and simply forgot to erase it.6 The notation does not 
appear again after measure 5 in the manuscript. Further, it resembles Gilardino’s in the published 
score. It can be inferred that the editor justifies his new way of writing the passage based on 
measure 5, if it was in fact in the autograph. If the mistake was made by Aussel when copying 
the piece, hence it was not in the autograph, Gilardino would not be able to back up his decision. 
Besides the reshaping aspects of the musical notation in Campero, Gilardino made 
changes of pitch material and omitted certain notes. In the section marked Milonga (mm. 43-71), 
a number of changes have been made to the lower voice. Figure 3.4 shows the differences 
between the published score and the manuscript (measures 44-48). As pointed out by Silvia 
 
6 Piazzolla wrote quickly and was not always careful with the details in his manuscripts.  
Gabriela Mauriño, “The new tango of Astor Piazzolla.” Master thesis (Royal Holloway, 
University of London, 2009), 153; Oscar López Ruiz, telephone communication (June 30, 2020). 
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Figure 3.4: Lower voice comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
with the published score (1981) of Campero, mm. 43-48. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
In the manuscript, the lower voice of measures 44 and 48 shows a signature pattern that 
Piazzolla used extensively in works that included classical and electric guitar.8 This pattern 
 
7 Silvia Glocer, “Cinco piezas para guitarra de Astor Piazzolla. Las cuerdas entre el campo y la 
ciudad,” Chapter 4 in Tangos cultos. Kagel, J. J. Castro, Mastropiero y otros cruces musicales 
(Buenos Aires: Gourmet Ediciones Musicales, 2012): 64. 
8 Similar patterns appear in Histoire du Tango, Tango Suite and his Double Concerto for Guitar 
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consists of an arpeggiated ascending compound subdominant triad, voiced as 3rd - root - 5th [C3 - 
A3 - E4], followed by a second arpeggiated ascending compound dominant triad, voiced as root - 
7th - 3rd [B2 - A3 - D#4]. Figure 3.5 shows the isolated lower voice of Campero between 
measures 43 and 48 in which the pattern can be viewed clearly.9  
 
Figure 3.5: Lower voice extraction from the Aussel manuscript (1980), mm. 43-48.  
  
Another important difference in the same passage is the omission of the notes that 
reinforce the melody in the last beat of m. 44 and in m. 45.  
 
Figure 3.6: Higher voice comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
with the published score (1981) of Campero, mm. 44-45. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
 
All the notes omitted in the published score are possible, although they require a somewhat 
sophisticated fingering. Figure 3.6 also shows that in measure 45 of the published score, the 
 
and Bandoneon as well as María de Buenos Aires and several of his quintet works. 
9 The octave of the first A# (measure 47) has been changed to match the type of writing that 
Piazzolla would have used for this melodic line if he was writing an electric guitar part. 
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eighth-note B on the top voice is tied to the half note. This change made by the editor seems 
logical, since Piazzolla used the rhythm consisting of +  tied to a  in measures 43 and 47. 
The missing tie in the manuscript could have been forgotten by Piazzolla or by Aussel when 
making the copy. Even with the addition of this tie, there is no technical need to avoid the 
reinforcing thirds in the top voice of measure 45. It can be assumed that the editor tried to make 
these measures more technically accessible in order to facilitate the direction of the music. While 
this might be the argument to justify most of the changes that Gilardino made to the piece, an 
ossia staff would have been much more appropriate.  
 A major change in the published score affecting one of Piazzolla’s common harmonic 
practices is shown in figure 3.7.  
 
Figure 3.7: Comparison of lower voices in the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Campero, mm. 65-66. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The bass note G3 in the first beat of m. 66 is changed for the open E2, breaking a harmonic 
progression that Piazzolla used extensively in his music: iv-VII-III-V-I. As written in the 
manuscript, this progression does not present any technical problems of playability. Here, 
Gilardino’s modification is simply an alteration to the piece unsubstantiated by any solid 
technical or musical argument. Furthermore, Gilardino changed the bass A3 to an A2 in measure 
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65. These two changes to the bass notes of mm. 65-66 also alter the character and the dynamic of 
the passage. The low open strings E2 and A2 have significantly more resonance than G3 and A3.  
The second ending or Coda section, written in  (mm. 98-105), presents the most 
problematic passage in Campero because it cannot be played exactly as written. There are a 
number of aspects to consider before determining the most appropriate solution. The first 
problem is that Astor Piazzolla wrote the pedal in the note B2, which is not an open string. This 
creates some technical difficulties to play the passage because the bass notes cannot be held for 
the written length. The second aspect to consider is the harmony of the chords on top of the 
pedal. The sequence of chords found in the manuscript is not common in Piazzolla’s music 
because it breaks its regularity. Piazzolla tends to follow consistent structures and patterns when 
it comes to harmony. In this particular passage of Campero, the harmonic pattern seems to be 
established and then unexpectedly broken, as if there were a mistake in the progression between 
the last two eighth-notes of measure 100 and the last two eighth-notes of measure 102.  
In order to make this passage playable, and to attempt to preserve what Piazzolla wrote, 
Aussel decided to change the octave of the B2 pedal in the bass of measures 99-101 (fig. 3.8).  
 
Figure 3.8: Change of octave in Aussel manuscript of Campero (1980), mm. 98-102. Used by 
permission. 
 
The manuscript clearly shows that Piazzolla wrote a low B2, which is crossed out by Aussel and 
replaced with a higher octave. This is a respectful solution in terms of preserving the pitch 
content. However, the higher octave of the bass changes the intensity of the passage quite 
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significantly because the B3 has less resonance in the guitar. Furthermore, the octave change 
breaks the regularity of the pedal. The advantage of Aussel’s approach is that the chords on top 
of the pedal can be played as written.  
On the other hand, Gilardino did notice the two problems above-mentioned and decided 
to use a rather different approach. Thus, modifying the original idea significantly (fig. 3.9).  
 
Figure 3.9: Published score of Campero (1981), mm. 98-103.  
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
 
He solved the first problem by changing the pedal over the dominant to a pedal over the tonic. 
By doing so, he took advantage of the open low E2. This scenario gives complete freedom to the 
left-hand fingers so they can approach with ease all the chords in the top voice. Furthermore, the 
sonority of the lowest open string reinforces the fortissimo character of the passage. For the 
second problem, it may be assumed that Gilardino felt necessary to change some notes as well as 
the contour and the length of the phrase to maintain a certain regularity and logic in the harmonic 
pattern. Consequently, he followed the original chords of the top voice until the first beat of 
measure 99. He then started a chromatic descent from the second beat of measure 99 to the first 
beat of m. 101. After that, he repeated three times a melody that corresponds to measure 103 of 
the manuscript, but with a different harmony, using F# major and A major chords in first 
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inversion. As a result of this new harmonic progression, the passage in the published score is two 




Figure 3.10: Length and lower voice comparison of mm. 98-105 in the  
Aussel manuscript (1980) and the published score (1981) of Campero. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
  
As explained in Chapter 2 (pages 71-72), Gilardino received Cinco piezas from Ernesto 
Bitetti with some corrections already. The changes in this section may be attributed to 
Gilardino’s reliance on Bitetti’s adaptations.10 Gilardino may have assumed that Bitetti had 
 
10 Ernesto Bitetti explained to me in a virtual interview (June 28, 2020) that the adaptations and 
changes he made to the Cinco piezas were not the ones published by Gilardino. He said, “I made 
personal changes for myself and for my way of playing.” In Bitetti’s video recording of 
Campero, the solutions of this passage are surprisingly similar to the published score, with the 
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Piazzolla’s authorization to make changes to the music, and altered the score accordingly. In 
spite of who did these changes to the  passage in Campero, the published score is in fact more 
technically accessible than the manuscript in this passage; however, it is significantly different 
than Piazzolla’s original idea. 
To conclude the discussion of the pitch differences, the last chord of the piece has been 
replaced in the edition thus changing the register and the character of the end.  
 
Figure 3.11: Comparison of the last chord (m. 114) in the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and (m. 112) in the published score (1981)of Campero. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
Piazzolla wrote a chord that includes the open strings E2, G3 and B3, as well as the E5 in the 
12th fret of the high E string. This is a robust chord E minor with the distinct peculiarity of a 
fingered top note. Gilardino’s choice involves harmonics in a very high and delicate register of 
the instrument. Piazzolla used harmonics extensively in Campero; if his intention was to write 
harmonics in the last chord, he would have done so. Piazzolla used harmonics in the endings of 
 
exception of the last three measure of the  in which Bitetti uses a F# major chord with the sharp 
9th. This chord is actually quite common in Piazzolla’s music and therefore it seems more 
appropriated than Gilardino’s choice. Video recording of Bitetti playing Campero available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwxc_BD2ZXM 
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other works for guitar, especially in pieces with slow tempi. However, a chord with a bass note 
always preceded the harmonics as if those harmonics were an extension or a sort of arpeggiation 
that grows from the bass register.11 
Finally, I will address discrepancies in the articulation, phrasing and dynamic markings. 
Gilardino’s edition takes out a significant number of two-note slurs. These markings are used by 
Piazzolla to indicate musical articulation and phrasing rather than mechanical guitar legatos. It is 
possible that Gilardino decided to take them off because he did not want guitarists to confused 
them with left-hand slurs. This is a plausible idea, but it is not necessarily a common practice in 
guitar works.. In fact, Walton’s Five Bagatelles are full of legato markings that can be 
misunderstood as mechanical guitar legatos.12  Piazzolla had seen Walton’s score, and therefore 
he knew that those types of markings were familiar to guitarists. In Figure 3.12, the pitches in red 
boxes demonstrate three examples in which the slurs are omitted in the published score. 
 
Figure 3.12: Slurs and phrasing markings comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Campero, mm. 35 -37. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
11 Once again, Bitetti’s version here is similar to Gilardino but, more stylistically correct. In the 
above-mentioned video of Campero, Bitetti plays the harmonics V for the upper notes of the last 
chord together with an open E2. 
12 The term guitar legato is used to identify notes played by the left hand only. The mechanical 
movements are named hammer on (ascending legato) and pull off (descending legato).  
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Furthermore, there are many other places in Campero in which longer phrasing markings 
of three or more notes are also omitted. An example in Figure 3.12 is marked in green. This kind 
of omission occurs again in mm. 38-39, 49-50, 57-58, 60-62, 66, 108 and 111. While all of these 
omissions create only subtle differences in performance, the published score deprives the 
performer of some valuable information and of details the composer wanted to provide. 
Some slurs in the manuscript are transformed in the published score to a rather unfamiliar 
marking for guitarists: the dotted line slur. This marking is used either to indicate something as 
optional or as added by the editor — and, in this case, the published version does not provide an 
explanation of editorial interventions. As shown with the blue rectangles in m. 35 of Figure 3.12 
the editor used this marking to replace a solid slur in the original. It is not clear if Gilardino is 
using this marking to indicate an actual mechanical legato or to indicate that the composer had a 
phrasing mark. A similar use can be seen in measure 37 of Figure 3.12 marked in green. The 
solid phrasing mark of the original is transformed into a two-note dotted slur that implies a 
mechanical legato. The same type of revision is made in mm. 24, 26, 34, 38-39, 49-50, 60-61, 
106, 109 and 122 of the published score.  
In a number of other places throughout Campero, Gilardino incorporated new dynamic 
markings. For instance, the dotted line slurs in measures 24, 26 and 34 are marked piano in the 
edition.13 In guitar music, the letter “p” is used not only for the dynamic marking piano, but also 
as a left-hand fingering meaning “thumb” (pulgar in Spanish). This is not a problem in published 
scores because the different “p’s” are usually notated in different fonts. But in the handwritten 
 
13 That type of connecting gesture is a signature figure that Piazzolla used in several pieces such 
as Invierno Porteño, Primavera Porteña and La Camorra II. In all these compositions, the 
chromatic or diatonic descending sixteenth-notes are never marked with a new dynamic. 
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manuscript, both iterations of “p” look the same. Gilardino said that it was possible to 
differentiate Piazzolla’s writing from Bitetti’s fingerings in the copy that he received of Cinco 
piezas.14 The last beat of measures 24, 26 and 34 are not marked piano in the manuscript; 
however, they can certainly be played with the right-hand thumb. Here, Gilardino might have 
confused the “p” of “thumb” with the “p” of piano. This small but significant confusion shall 
also explain the unusual alternation of piano and mezzo-forte dynamics added in measures 27-36, 
as well as the odd superimposition of forte and piano in measures 60-61.  
A number of passages in Campero contain conflicting dynamics. In the published 
version, measures 67-71 contain four different dynamic markings, while there are none in the 
manuscript. There is a musical idea supporting the inclusion of the dynamics markings here: the 
descending melody calls for a natural diminuendo to which Gilardino added mezzo-forte, mezzo-
piano, piano  and  piano subsequently. On the other hand, there are passages in which the 
dynamics are changed or added for no apparent reason. Measures 109-110 are marked forte in 
the manuscript and mezzo-piano and piano in the published score..	Once again, these editorial 
decisions constrict the possibilities of the performer.  
 
3.2 Romántico 
 The second piece presents more subtle discrepancies. I will start by addressing the most 
important differences of pitch material. The first two measures (fig. 3.13) indicate an initial 
 
14 Angelo Gilardino, “The Cinco piezas by Astor Piazzolla: How many versions?” Guitar and 




chord that has five voices, constructed with fourths. The bass line C #3-F#2-B2 outlines a ii-V-I 
progression in B minor (marked in blue). The F#2 does not have the sharp sign in the manuscript 
which seems to be forgotten in the copying process.  
 
Figure 3.13: Aussel manuscript of Romántico (1980), mm. 1-2. Used by permission. 
 
 The same passage in the published score shows some small changes (fig. 3.14). Here, the 
five-voice initial chord is transformed into a four-voice chord,  diluting its quartal structure and 
the note A (marked in green) is added to the chord in measure 2. 
 
Figure 3.14: Published score of Romántico (1981), mm. 1-2. Used by permission. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
Furthermore, the bass F#2 of the second chord of measure 1 is omitted and therefore E3 
becomes the lowest note of that chord. That omitted F#2 is fundamental because it establishes 
the harmonic pattern ii-V-I that will be repeated in mm. 3-4 and 5-6 in the keys of A minor and 
G minor respectively. The F#2 is playable as written in the manuscript if the length of the note 
is shortened. Interestingly enough, at the beginning of Romántico there is an asterisk (marked in 
orange) and the note reads: “the real duration of the chords does not always correspond to what 
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is written.”15 This comment added by Gilardino would be the most appropriate justification to 
not change notes if it is not strictly necessary.16  
 There are instances in Romántico in which the octave of a note is changed. The pitches of 
the two bass notes in the third beat of measure 9 (marked in red) are the same in both sources, E3 
and F#3. But the voicing has been changed in the published edition from E3-F#3 to F#3-E4. 
 
Figure 3.15: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Romántico, mm. 9-12. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
Here, Gilardino’s version seems to be more logical, since the bass follows the pattern ii-V-I 
introduced at the beginning of the movement, and the voicing of the three chords in root position 
 
1515 Reference in the published score of Cinco piezas.: “La durata reale degli accordi non è 
sempre corrispondente a quella sctrita.” 
16 The editorial practice of erasing one voice of a particular chord continues through measures 3, 
10, 12, 17 and 35 in Romántico. Frequently, these types of adaptations are done by performers to 
fit personal needs. This happens especially with non-guitarist composers. In situations where the 
composer has created overly complex technical challenges, the published versions show what the 
composer wrote, leaving this kind of choices to the performer. For example, there are a number 
of chords in Joaquin Rodrigo’s Concierto de Aranjuez or in Mario Castelnuovo Tedesco’s 
Concerto in D, op. 99, in which performers make small omissions considering the possibilities of 
their hands and their musical ideas. 
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makes the cadence stronger. Moreover, the interval of a minor 7th is used throughout Romántico, 
particularly in this sequence. Measures 11-12 are almost an exact transposition of measure 9-10. 
The corresponding minor sevenths in the bass are marked in blue. To fulfil the logic of the 
pattern, it would have been more natural to write the F# and E as a minor seventh in the lower 
octave as shown in figure 3.16.  
 
Figure 3.16: Correction to Romántico, m. 9.   
 
This figure shows what Piazzolla had in mind as confirmed by Aussel.17 This new version 
involves a considerable hand extension. An ossia staff offering either Aussel’s or Gilardino’s 
version could be included if the guitarist’s hand does not reach the required extension. In all 
cases, the bass notes of the three possible version should be played shorter than written.  
A similar situation is presented in measure 28.  
 
Figure 3.17: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Romántico, m. 28. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
17 Roberto Aussel, email communication, March 2, 2021.  
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The published score shows a C5 and the manuscript shows a C4 (see red marks). In this case, the 
manuscript presents the interval correctly as a seventh following the logic of this research. 








Figure 3.18: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Romántico, m. 14, m. 18 and m. 30. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
In these three examples, the manuscript’s notes are perfectly playable and sound more 
corresponding with Piazzolla’s common practices. Therefore, it is safe to consider those notes as 
the correct ones.    
On the other hand, the manuscript contains notes in two passages that appear to be 
mistakes –they definitely sound as such. In those cases, the published score highlights the 




Figure 3.19: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Romántico, mm. 25-26. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
 
The manuscript shows a tritone and the published score shows a perfect fourth. In the 
manuscript, the flat sign in the B4 of measure 25 might be an omission made by Piazzolla 
because there is a B!3 at the beginning of the measure. Furthermore, the predominant interval 
harmonic in the passage is the perfect fourth, as seen in the green rectangles of both sources. 
Piazzolla often used parallel perfect fourths in the same manner to reinforce melodies.18 Another 
aspect of this passage are the chords marked in blue in both sources. The published score seems 
to be missing the upper perfect fourth. This interval is clearly written in the manuscript. A logical 
version of these two measures has to consider the two sources indeed. 
A similar situation is presented in the Coda section (fig.3.20).  
 
 




Figure 3.20: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Romántico, mm. 66-68. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The first noticeable change is that the editor added a rasgueado (strumming) to measure 66 in the 
published score (marked in green). In this instance, this decision seems like a good idea because 
the rasgueado helps with the crescendo in the section. However, the strumming cannot be 
repeated in measure 68, which features the same motif. Therefore, it seems more appropriate to 
play what is in the manuscript or to find a variation that can be played both in measures 66 and 
68.  
 The second noticeable difference is the sharps in the first chord of measure 68 of the 
published score. Perhaps the sharps were written by Piazzolla, but Aussel then forgot to copy 
them to the manuscript. Another possibility is that Piazzolla did not write them and Gilardino 
added them after considering the previously mentioned parallels of measures 66 and 68 and the 
numerous chromatic appoggiaturas in Romántico. Following this logic, both the G#4 in the 
chord and the A#4 in the melody seem appropriate. The first chord of measure 68 in the 
manuscript sounds odd, because the melody repeats the last note of measure 67. Therefore, it 
seems that something is missing. If so, it may be that Piazzolla forgot to write only the sharp sign 
for the A in the melody. In any case, there is no clear way to know which of these scenarios is 
more correct: G#-A# or G-natural-A#. Both certainly work well. 
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 The last pitch-related difference among the two sources is found in the grace notes 
leading to measure 17.  
 
Figure 3.21: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Romántico, mm. 16-17. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
 In the published score, the grace notes are written already in measure 17 and the first of 
them is marked as an F natural. In the manuscript, the grace notes are written in measure 16 and 
the first note is not marked with a natural sign. There, the writing is somewhat ambiguous 
because there is an F#3 at the beginning of measure 16. I believe that it is more logical to 
understand the gesture of the grace notes as an arpeggio that comes off the E minor chord ruling 
that measure. Therefore, it seems that, once again, Piazzolla forgot to write the sharp sign for this 
note.  
 The other significant differences between the manuscript and the published score of 
Romántico are related to the lengths of notes in the accompaniment. As explained before, the 
editor refers to this issue by placing a note at the beginning of the piece and explaining that the 
chords are sometimes given a length that is not possible to perform. However, instead of leaving 
the original note values, the editor repeatedly chose to shorten the length of bass notes. In the 
majority of cases, such as in measures 14, 15, and 34, the decision to change the note lengths is 
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related to the fingering chosen by Gilardino. In other cases, there are different fingerings that 
allow the performer to play the original length. An example is shown in figure 3.22.  
 
 
Figure 3.22: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Romántico, mm. 29-31. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
 Like in Campero, the published score of the Romántico has a number of added dynamics 
that are not in the Aussel manuscript and that are not indicative of Piazzolla’s customary 
language. The most obvious instance appears in measures 57 to 62 (fig. 3.23).  
 
Figure 3.23: Published score of Romántico (1981), mm. 57-62.  
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
That alteration of piano and forte is not in the manuscript and, more importantly, it is not 
common practice in Piazzolla’s music. 
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 The last aspect to consider in Romántico is the chord that is written in measure 61 in both 
sources. 
 
Figure 3.24: Copy of Aussel manuscript of Romántico (1980), mm. 57-62. 
 
The red and blue rectangles in measure 57 and 59 show an octave pattern. In measure 61, the top 
note of the chord, marked in green, does follow the established octave pattern. It is possible that 
the D4 was a mistake made by Piazzolla himself because it appears in the manuscript and in the 
published score. It seems rather natural to change that D4 to a C4, so that the pattern in the upper 
voices continues to give coherency to the section.  
 
3.3 Acentuado 
 The differences between the two sources in the third piece are significant. One of the 
most evident occurs in the Cantabile section in mm. 47-60. The lower voice implies the typical 
3-3-2 rhythmic pattern found extensively in Piazzolla’s oeuvre.19 In Acentuado, this pattern 
becomes an ostinato in the section. The manuscript shows the following: 
 
19 For example Libertango, Michelangelo 70, Escualo, among others.  
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Figure 3.25: Copy of the Aussel manuscript of Acentuado (1980), mm. 47-61. 
 
Marked with red brackets are the seven appearances of this two-measure pattern. It possible to 
observe that there is a chromatic descent in the higher voice of the pattern (the middle voice in 
the texture overall) while there is a bass pedal in A2. This entire section is possible to play as 
written in the manuscript.  
Figure 3.26 shows how in the published score this ostinato pattern is changed. By doing 
so, the regularity and the homogeneity of the section are compromised. In this case, the red 
rectangles show the measures in which the pattern has been modified. Note that the 
modifications (or simplifications) do not try to follow any kind of logic. 
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Figure 3.26: Published score of Acentuado (1981), mm. 47-60. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
 In addition to it, another important change in this section is seen in the top voice. The 
rhythm of measures 47, 49 and 51 in the manuscript is  +  +  (fig. 3.25). This creates an 
interesting juxtaposition of the patterns 3-3-2 in the bass and 2-3-3 in the melody. On the other 
hand, the published score presents the rhythm quarter rest + quarter note + half note (fig. 3.26). 
This new rhythm together with the inconsistency of the bass pattern create a passage that is 
certainly different than the composer’s original idea.  




Figure 3.27: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Acentuado, mm. 59-60. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
In the manuscript, the red rectangles show how the C3-C4 octave is not tied over as in the 
published score. Marked in blue are F3 in the manuscript and F#3 in the published score. The 
two versions of the melody in measures 59-60 imply chords and show rhythms that Piazzolla 
used in his language. Therefore, the differences do not represent a particular problem in this 
passage. 
 In the section starting in m. 39, Piazzolla uses major and minor triads to reinforce the 
melody.20 The following figure compares both sources in that section.  
 
20 This technique is used in numerous compositions such as Buenos Aires hora cero, Nuestro 
tiempo or even in Doble Concierto para guitarra y bandoneon. 
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Acentuado, mm. 39-44. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The red rectangles show instances in which the second note is written without the supporting 
triad in the published score. While the melody in measures 39 and 41 is identical in the Aussel 
manuscript, it is written differently in the published version.  
Furthermore, as written in the manuscript, the accompaniment of this section consists of 
the fifth G-D and a recurrent percussion effect. The published score shows inconsistency 
(marked in blue) and wrong notes (marked in green) in this section. In measure 42, the 
manuscript asks for a percussion effect and a triad at the same time (marked in orange), which is 
not possible to achieve in the instrument. The published score seems more appropriate in this 
measure.  
As explained in the previous chapter, Acentuado features a chord voicing that is used by 
Walton in Bagatelle I (fig 3.29). 
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Figure 3.29: Chord voicing of Bagatelle I, m.11. 
 
The manuscript and the published score show this type of chords in mm. 17-18.21 In those 
measures, the chords are presented with no accompaniment. There is a second appearance of 
such chords in mm. 45-46. 
 
Figure 3.30: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado (1980), mm. 44-46. Used by permission. 
 
Piazzolla writes an accompanying lower voice here. This voice is composed with the perfect 5th 
G2-D3, two chasquido percussion effects followed by two fifths.22 There are no problems to play 
measure 45 as written. However, the two fifths of measure 46 (marked in blue) are too far down 
the fingerboard for the left hand. In order to perform these two notes, the left hand would have to 
make too many jumps in a short time, making the passage almost impossible to play in tempo. 
Since the writing in measure 45 is feasible, it would make sense to replace the two dyads in 
measure 46 with two percussion effects. Even then, it is important to note that the passage is still 
technically demanding.  
 A different approach is taken in the published score of the same passage (fig. 3.31). 
 
21 See Chapter 2 pages 90-91. 
22 The motif 5th G2-D3 + chasquido  + chasquido is used to unify the phrase (mm. 39-46). 
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Figure 3.31: Published score of Acentuado (1981), mm. 43-46. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The notes and the percussion of the lower voice are completely erased in measure 45 and 46 of 
the published score. To make up for the erased material, the editor added portamenti between the 
chords. This is an interesting and insightful idea that can perfectly complement the original notes 
and percussion effects. If so, it would be better to have the second portamento in m.45 between 
the third and fourth chords rather than between the second and third chords.  
 There is a third instance in which the chord voicing in Walton’s piece is used. In the 
measures 61 to 64, a sequence of those chords is written in the manuscript.  
 
Figure 3.32: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Acentuado, mm. 61-64. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
In the published score, the four-note chord is transformed into a three-note chord for no 
imminent reason (see blue marks). All the chords in the section are playable as written in the 
manuscript. Gilardino made a good adaptation by erasing the B2 in the bass (marked in red). The 
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perfect-fifth dyad E2-B2 in the bass shown in the manuscript would not be possible to play. 
Additionally, the last sixteenth notes of measure 64, marked in green, appear to be an octave 
down in the published score. This interesting suggestion to avoid the abrupt change of position 
might be better notated in an ossia staff.  
 There are two more instances in which an ossia option would be appropriate. The first 
instance occurs in measures 10-14. The manuscript shows the following gesture, marked in red 
five times in the bass: 
 
Figure 3.33: Published score of Acentuado (1981), mm. 9-14. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
In the manuscript those melodies are written using octaves, which is more demanding technically 
but definitely possible to play. What Gilardino wrote is perfectly on style. However, given the 
fact that Piazzolla wrote the octaves, it would be important that the performer has all the 
information available to make an appropriate choice.  




Figure 3.34: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Acentuado, mm. 23-24. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
This passage in the manuscript features some high harmonics that does not necessarily match the 
character of the section. Gilardino acknowledged it and edited the passage by bringing the music 
and octave lower than written. Although it is not a mistake, it is not the only solution to the 
passage. For instance, another option would be to play the notes in the octave avoiding the 
harmonics. I consider this option to be somewhat more faithful than what is in the published 
score.  
 In measures 28-30, the manuscript and the published score are significantly different. 
 
Figure 3.35: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Acentuado, mm. 28-30. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The first noticeable difference is that, in the published score, the bass is written an octave higher 
(marked in blue) while the high notes of the melody are as they are written in the original 
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manuscript. Because of this range reduction, parts of the middle voice and the melody got 
changed. The middle voice as shown in the manuscript (marked in red) makes an interesting 
counterpoint with the melody. The bass in the manuscript is a pedal in G#2. In the published 
score, the bass incorporates E3 and D3 in measure 30, which does not follow any logic. In this 
case, the changes in the published score are technical simplifications made in a passage that can 
be played as written in the manuscript.  
 A similar situation is presented in measures 37 and 38. 
 
Figure 3.36: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Acentuado, mm. 37-38. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The phrase of mm. 30-38 features a pedal of A2. This is quite convenient for the guitar because it 
is an open string. In measure 37 of this phrase (fig 3.36), the editor erased the pedal which is 
seen in the manuscript marked in blue. Additionally, in the red rectangles, it is possible to see 
how the manuscript shows a syncopated rhythm for the last chord which is different from the 
published score. In fact, the featured chord is the signature chord from Walton’s Bagatelle I that 
appears also in measure 22 of Acentuado with the same rhythm. Here, the changes are not done 
for technical reasons. In both cases, what it is written on the manuscript fits the instrument nicely 
and corresponds with Piazzolla’s logic.  
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 The last passage to consider in Acentuado is measure 69. The published score shows the 
following: 
 
Figure 3.37: Published score of Acentuado (1981), mm. 68-70. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
Marked in red are the two meter changes:  in measure 69, coming back to  in measure 70. It is 
quite common that Piazzolla changes from a  meter to a  meter for only one bar – he does so, 
for example, in measure 19 of the very same Acentuado. However, it is very rare that Piazzolla 
changes to a  meter for only one measure.  
The Aussel manuscript shows the following:  
 
Figure 3.38a: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado (1980), mm. 68-70. Used by permission. 
 
 
Figure 3.38b: Copy of Aussel manuscript of Acentuado (1980), mm. 68-70.23  
 
 
23 This copy of the manuscript is presented for clarity.  
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The whole notes in the lower voice of measure 69 indicate that there is no meter change notated. 
There is a little sign (marked in red) that seems to be a quarter rest. Considering the difference in 
calligraphy and style of the entire manuscript, this appears to be added later. Taking the quarter 
rest in account, the accentuation of measure 69 is 3+3+2, which is very typical in Piazzolla’s 
language (pages 33-34 of Chapter 1). However, the two recordings by Aussel do not conform 
with a quadruple meter in this measure. Even though the quarter rest is in the manuscript, Aussel 
recorded measure 69 as written in the published score, thus in  (see fig. 3.37). Most likely, 
Piazzolla indeed wrote the melody as if measure 69 was in . Both Aussel (while recording) and 
Gilardino (while editing) consider it as such. Taking into account Piazzolla’s language and the 
rest of the writing in Acentuado, it seems more feasible that Piazzolla forgot a quarter note rest, 
rather than the  and  marks in measures 69 and 70 respectively.24  
 
3.4 Tristón 
 The fourth of Piazzolla’s Cinco piezas present fewer differences and conflicts of notes 
between the manuscript and the published version. The most significant discrepancies are in 
measures 59-63. 
 
Figure 3.39: Aussel manuscript of Tristón (1980), mm. 54-64. 
 
24 Aussel has confirmed this idea in an email communication on March 3, 2021. 
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As shown in the manuscript, every other note in the melody is marked as a harmonic (marked in 
red). Interesting enough, the published score does not have the harmonic marks in this section.  
As explained in Chapter 2 (page 90) the writing of harmonics can be misleading for 
guitarists and composers. Piazzolla was not particularly clear with the notation of harmonics in 
Cinco piezas. It appears to be that he was looking for two different results using the same 
notation: a small zero above the notes indicate sometimes that the note should sound an octave 
higher than written and some other times he implies that the note should sound in the same 
octave as written. In this passage of Tristón, he seems to be indicating that the pitch notated 
should sound in the notated octave.25 
In his first recording of the work, made in 1981, Aussel played the passage with 
harmonics that sound an octave higher than written. This does not quite work in the passage 
because it creates big leaps between the notes of the melody. In his later recording, made in 
2006, Aussel recorded this passage of Tristón without the harmonics, creating more continuity in 
the melodic line.  
With all this in mind, the continuity of the line is not questioned if the harmonics are 
played in the same octave as written. This is in fact what the composer wrote, and it might be the 
correct solution for the passage. There are no technical problems that prevent the player from 
playing the harmonics as written. In fact, these offer technical and musical advantages, because 
the harmonics help to maintain the legato in the passage. Additionally, the nostalgic atmosphere 
of Tristón matches the bell-like sound of the harmonics.26  
 
25 The detailed explanation of the two notations is in Chapter 2 page 90. 
26 Piazzolla used this resource in other pieces. For example in Tangus Dei, the last movement of 
María de Buenos Aires, he scored a similar melody for glockenspiel. 
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 In the same section, in measure 59, there is a problem with one of the notes in the chord 
of beat 3.  
 
Figure 3.40: Copy of Aussel manuscript of Tristón (1980), m. 59. 
 
The manuscript shows a clear flat sign for A4 (marked in blue). This note sounds like a mistake. 
The published score shows the same A!, which indicates that the mistake might have been 
Piazzolla’s. The passage sounds much more logical with an A natural instead of an A! in that 
chord. This is what Aussel recorded and what most guitarists play.  
 In measure 23 of the manuscript, there is an odd circumstance: 
 
Figure 3.41: Aussel manuscript of Tristón (1980), mm. 21-24. 
 
The top voice of the chords in the red rectangle is G-natural4 for the first chord and F-natural4 
for the second. The top voice of the chord in the blue rectangle is F4 for both chords. Measure 24 
is an exact transposition of measure 23. Which leads to think that the F in the second beat of 
measure 23 should be a G4. This mistake has been corrected in the published score by Gilardino.  
 The last small difference is found in measure 73. 
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Figure 3.42: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Tristón, mm. 71-74. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The notes marked in red are different in both sources: the manuscript has an A4 and the 
published score has a B4. It is possible to understand the logic of both options by observing 
measures 9-12, in which the harmony and the melody are repeated almost exactly. 
 
 
Figure 3.43: Tristón, mm. 9-12. The Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) are identical in these measures.  
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The A4 marked in red justifies the manuscript version of measure 73. Note that that A4 is in in 
the downbeat. The blue rectangle has the B4 which is a passing note leading to C5. This would 
back up Gilardino’s version with a B4 in the last beat of measure 73. The only questioning to the 
B is that the passing notes are in the upbeat during the entire Tristón. I’m inclined to think that 
the A4 is in fact the correct note. However the B4 does not sound as a mistake either.  
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3.5 Compadre 
 The fifth on Piazzolla’s pieces presents almost no significant differences between the 
manuscript and the published score. There is a change of octave and an omission in measures 16-
19 (fig. 3.44). 
 
Figure 3.44: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Compadre, mm. 16-19. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The A3 of measure 16 in the manuscript has been replaced for an A2 in the published score 
(marked in red). Moreover, the editor noticed that the first chord of measure 19 has five notes 
and that the first chords of m. 17 and m. 18 have four notes. Attempting to equate these three 
chords, he omitted the A3. The A3 in the manuscript (marked in blue) is the major 7th of the B! 
chord. The chord is possible to play as written in the manuscript. If the editor wanted to have 
four voices instead of five, it would have been better to omit the F4 in the B! chord because all 
the other chords in the progression of measures 17-19 include a 7th interval.  
As shown in the prior figure, in measure 16 starts the first ending of Compadre. The 
second ending starts in measure 70. Measures 70-73 are an ornamented version of measures 16-
19 . In measure 73 of the published score, the notes order of the first chord has been changed. 
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Figure 3.45: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Compadre, m. 73. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
As seen in the red rectangles, the Aussel manuscript shows a major 7th, B!2-A3, while the 
published score shows a minor 9th, A2-B!3. Measure 73 is a literal repetition of measure 19 in 
which the B! chord is written in root position (see fig. 3.44). It is therefore unlikely that, in the 
second ending, Piazzolla wrote the B! chord with the seventh in the bass, as written in the 
published score.  
 The other differences are subtler yet important. In some passage, the articulations have 
been slightly altered in the published score. 
 
Figure 3.46: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Compadre, mm. 1-2. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
As show by the red marks, the slurs, two accents and two staccatos have been omitted and/or 
changed in the published score. The pattern accented note + slurred note + staccato note at the 
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beginning of measure 2 is common in Piazzolla’s music. All these markings shape the intentions 
of the passage and are especially important for performance practice. Similar changes have been 
made to measures 4, 13 and 14.  
 In the section from measure 24 to 54, there many instances in which some articulations 
have been changed and omitted.  
 
Figure 3.47: Comparison of the Aussel manuscript (1980)  
and the published score (1981) of Compadre, mm. 24-25. 
© 1981 by Edizioni Bèrben – Ancona © 2019 by Edizioni Curci S.r.l. All rights reserved. 
Used by permission of Edizioni Curci. 
 
The red markings show how that Piazzolla has marked staccatissimo signs in the manuscript, but  
the published score replaces these with accents. Furthermore, the low notes have been written as 
a separate voice and the accents have been omitted (marked in blue). In the manuscript, the notes 
are grouped every three notes with a slur that has been omitted in the published score. The 
articulation profile of the first group in measure 24 is accented note + slurred note + 
staccatissimo note, which is very similar to the pattern described above for measure 2. Similar 
changes in the articulation can be found in the section measures 24-54. 
 
3.6 Summary 
The manuscript and the published score of Cinco piezas present a significant number of 
differences: technical adaptations, material additions, omissions of notes, dynamics, and 
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articulations. In recognizing these discrepancies, it is observed that the first three pieces, 
Campero, Romántico and Acentuado, are more affected by these types of changes. The 
differences between the two sources are subtler, yet still present, in both Tristón and Compadre.  
In the majority of the conflicting passages, the manuscript offers a more authentic version 
of Piazzolla’s music. However, in some passages the published score features illuminating ideas. 
The recordings of Ernesto Bitetti and Pablo Márquez have been also revealing. Having discussed 
all the notation details in Cinco piezas, I will address the performance practice of this work in the 
next chapter.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PERFORMANCE PRACTICE OF CINCO PIEZAS PARA GUITARRA 
UNDERSTANDING THE “UNWRITTEN” 
The music of Piazzolla is Piazzolla playing it. 
Gerardo Gandini 1 
 Astor Piazzolla’s performance practice is not a secondary aspect of his oeuvres, it is its 
defining characteristic. Garcia Brunelli affirms in his dissertation that:  
With respect to Piazzolla’s performance of his own compositions. a 
particular problem is presented, because he composed tango with 
prescriptive scores. However, the relationship of the score/text with the 
performance is complex, as it is in any other popular music. Piazzolla’s 
performance practice adds several elements to what it is written.2 
 
As pointed out earlier, Piazzolla’s music draws the principal performance practice concepts from 
traditional tango. In this context, it is convenient to quote how Ramón Pelisnki addresses this 
subject.  
Tango is a popular music that borrows from academic music – Italian music 
in particular – the “artistic character” expressed in the writing, some 
compositional procedures, etc. It is well-known that the tango composer 
writes his music and determines its instrumentation, which represents a 
graphocentric mark that invades the performance: even if tango musicians 
know the scores by heart, they play with their parts open on their stands and 
 
1 Gerardo Gandini as quoted in Diego Fischerman and Abel Gilbert, Piazzolla, el mal entendido 
(Buenos Aires: Edhasa, 2009), 12. “La música de Piazzolla es Piazzolla tocándola.” 
2 Omar García Brunelli, “Entre el tango y la música académica. Estética, procedimientos 
compositivos e interrelación de campos en la obra de Astor Piazzolla.” PhD dissertation, 
Universidad de Buenos Aires, 2019: 535.: “Con respecto a la performance de Piazzolla de sus 
propias composiciones, se presenta una problemática particular pues componía tango con 
partituras prescriptivas, aunque como siempre en la música popular la relación de la 
partitura/texto con la interpretación es compleja y su práctica interpretativa agregaba muchos 
elementos a lo escrito.” 
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enrich the execution in a tango manner with fraseos and yeites. Thus, it is 
possible to say that tango assumes an intermediate position between jazz 
and classical music, between improvisation and the written score. 
 
In fact, there are specific manners of performance that transform the 
sounding structure in tango and communicate the “tango emotion.” These 
are idiomatic manners of tango performance assimilated by means of the 
performer's proficiency. They constitute concrete ways of playing that 
respond to the “habitus” of the interpreter, the mental schemes structured by 
the interiorization of tango through its socio-cultural practice, and function 
as structural and organizing principles of tango interpretation. It is clear that 
these manners of interpretation do not need to be graphically represented in 
order to become actualized in sound.3 
 
 
This issue certainly affects Cinco piezas. In this chapter, the performance practice of 
 
3 Ramón Pelinski, “Astor Piazzolla: entre tango y fuga, en busca de una identidad artística,” 
Estudios sobre la obra de Astor Piazzolla, edited by Omar García Brunelli (Buenos Aires: 
Gourmet Musical Ediciones, 2014) 48. “El tango es una música popular que retiene de la música 
erudita—particularmente de la italiana—el carácter artístico expresado en la escritura, ciertas 
estrategias de composición, etc. Como es bien sabido, el compositor de tango suele escribir su 
música y fijar su instrumentación, marca grafocéntrica que invade la ejecución: los músicos de 
tango, aunque sepan sus partes de memoria, suelen tocar con las particellas abiertas sobre el 
atril, a las que en la ejecución tanguifican con sus fraseos y yeites. Por tal razón puede afirmarse 
que el tango asume una posición intermedia entre el jazz y la música clásica, entre la 
improvisación y la escritura. 
En efecto, existen modalidades de ejecución que transforman la estructura sonora en tango y son 
el vehículo para una emoción tanguera. Se trata de modalidades idiomáticas de interpretación, 
interiorizadas por la competencia del intérprete. Constituyen maneras concretas de ejecutar que 
responden a un habitus del intérprete. Estos habitus son esquemas mentales estructurados por la 
interiorización del tango a través de su práctica sociocultural, y funcionan como principios 
estructurales y generadores de la interpretación tanguera. Es claro que estas modalidades de 
interpretación dispensan de la representación gráfica como prescripción de una actualización 
sonora.” 
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Cinco piezas will be addressed in light of Piazzolla’s accented and lyrical passages.  
 
4.1 Accented passages 
  As explained in Chapter 1, Piazzolla uses the tango rhythmic tools in his accented 
passages. Among these tools, the most relevant to the performance practice of Cinco piezas is the 
use of articulations. In Piazzolla’s music in general and in tango in particular, the default 
articulation of accented passages is staccato; however, scores might or might not include the 
markings. This default articulation is varied with different types of accents. The short accent is 
performed as short as staccato and the long accent is performed respecting the length of the 
written value. The accented notes are to be highlighted from the others by playing them louder 
following the idea of “showing and hiding.” These general rules are to be applied to a number of 
passages in Cinco piezas.  
The first section of Campero is marked Molto acentuato. In this section Piazzolla wrote 
accents over some eighth notes, demonstrating the two types of tango accents. Figure 4.1 shows 
the articulation pattern of mm. 1-2.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: The articulation pattern in Campero, mm. 1-2.   
 
The short accents appear in the sixth eighth-note of the   bar and in the fourth eighth-
note of the  bar. The long accent appears in the first eighth-note of the  bar. This two-measure 
articulation pattern gets repeated in measures 1-26 with some exceptions. In measures 10, 12 and 
26, the long accent is turned into a short accent; and in measure 25, a short accent gets 
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transformed into a long accent. The inconsistency in the type of accents is not typical in 
Piazzolla’s performances. When there is a pattern in which the contour of the melody is constant, 
the articulation is constant, too. I consider that the section from mm. 1-26 of Campero should 
follow a consistent articulation pattern. 
At the beginning of figure 4.1, there is an accented note slurred into two other notes. In 
this case the meaning of slur and the accent do not work in combination as they do in the long 
accent. The accent in this particular situation has the same meaning as it has for a classical 
musician. It is used to highlight a note without affecting its length. The slur over an arpeggio is 
used by Piazzolla to indicate that those notes should be held longer than written because they are 
the supporting harmony.4 The number of notes under such a slur might be three or four as well. 
Accordingly, the first accented note of each measure in the beginning section of Campero should 
be played louder, and the slurred notes forming the arpeggio of the chord should be held as long 
as possible. 
The added articulations and dynamics markings in figure 4.2 show the intention of this 
pattern considering all the tango articulation ideas and the concept of showing and hiding. It is 
important to remember that Piazzolla would have never written a passage with such a detail 
because all these markings are not needed for someone knowing the style.5 
 
 
4 For instance, this type of writing can be found the guitar part of Resurrección del ángel, the 
bandoneon part of La Camorra II or the piano part of Romanza del duende. 




Figure 4.2: Suggested articulation in Campero, mm. 1-26.6 
 
The section of mm. 27-36 presents a similar scenario with some small modifications. 
Piazzolla varied the rhythm and articulation pattern slightly and added one more accent. The new 
pattern resembles the 3+3+3+3+2+2 rhythmic structure that Piazzolla used in many 
compositions.7 In Campero, the pattern is contracted to fit the   and  alternance, becoming 
3+3+3+3+2. The articulations and accents of the passage should be consistent too. Figure 4.3 
presents the desired articulation for mm. 27-36 of Campero. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Suggested articulation in Campero, mm. 27-36.   
 
 




Figure 4.4: Bass pattern of milonga campera.  
 
6 I have added the staccato markings to accents too for clarity purposes even though they are 
implied in short accents. I will continue to do so throughout this section.   
7 See Chapter 1 page 33 
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In Piazzolla’s oeuvre, the contrabass plays this figure pizzicato, but letting the notes ring. In most 
cases, the piano plays this figure legato at the same time.8 The best way to imitate this 
articulation in the guitar is by playing the bass as legato as possible.  
 
 
Figure 4.5: Aussel manuscript of Campero, m. 37, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
In figure 4.5, I have suggested a slur in the lower voice which better reflects the performance 
ideas of the milonga campera bass pattern.  
In beat three of the higher voice, there is a characteristic rhythmic cell of Piazzolla’s 
music. This cell is composed of three notes: two sixteenth-notes and one eighth-note. In the 
majority of Piazzolla’s output, this cell behaves following the rules below: 
Table 4.1: Versions of the cell of two sixteenth-notes and one eighth-note. 
 
Cell Characteristics Example 
 
- repeated notes 
- there is a note or a rest in the following beat 
  
 
- different notes 
- there is a note or a rest in the following beat 
  
 
- repeated notes 
- the last eighth is tied to another note, at least an eighth 
note.  
 
- different notes 
- the last eighth is tied to another note, at least an eighth 
note.  
 
8 This articulation in the contrabass and piano can be heard in Milonga del ángel, Romance del 
diablo, and Soledad, among others.  
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According to this, I have added the corresponding long accents and the staccato signs to 
the milonga campera pattern showed in figure 4.5. This pattern appears a number of times in the 
piece and it should always be played following the same suggestions.  
The Coda in  meter also features both types of tango accents, long and short, in each 
measure. The bass pedal of this section has no articulation marking. It is common practice of 
Piazzolla’s bass players to play this type of passages in pizzicato with a portato articulation.9 
Figure 4.6 shows the Aussel manuscript of the Coda and an ossia staff showing how this passage 
should sound when performed. Again, the notation used in the ossia staff is not what Piazzolla 
would have ever used; however, it reflects clearly his intentions in the passage. No pitch content 
has been modified in the ossia, except for the octave change of the note B in the last two 
measures. Piazzolla used fifths in the lower register for similar situations in his later guitar works 
and also in compositions for other ensembles.  
 
 
9 The portato articulation in the contrabass can be heard in the 6/8 sections of La Camorra, 




Figure 4.6: Aussel manuscript of Campero, mm. 98-105, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
In addition to adding the proper performance style to the passage, the tango articulations as well 
as the short basses and the small octave change solve the guitaristic problems in the Coda 
section. With the correct articulations, this passage becomes accessible from a technical point of 
view.10  
The second ending of Romántico is marked rítmico and features a number of short 
accents. Figure 4.7 shows the manuscript and the resultant sounded version of that passage.  
 
10 A similar version of the passage was included in Pablo Márquez and Cécile Daroux, Astor 
Piazzólla: Histoire du Tango Works for Flute and Guitar, Harrmonia Mundi, HMG501674, 
2012, compact disc.  
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Figure 4.7: Aussel manuscript of Romántico, mm. 57-64, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
It is possible to see how the length of the first chords of measures 57-62 has been adjusted, some 
of them to an eighth-note with staccato and the others to a dotted quarter-note with staccato. All 
the notes with accents are also to be played staccato. The notes in the red rectangles are the 
adjustments made to the three-note rhythmic cell following the rules of Table 4.1. When this 
type of cell appeared in guitar or violin parts, Piazzolla’s musicians often complemented it with a 
descending arrastre which at the end. This effect would also be appropriate in this section of 
Romántico.  




Figure 4.8: Aussel manuscript of Romántico mm. 66-68 with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.8, the articulations have been adjusted in the three-note rhythmic cell. The 
bas notes of measures 66 and 68 have been changed into half notes to reinforce the crescendo of 
the passage.  
A great example of accented passages in Piazzolla’s music appears in the eponymous 
Acentuado. As explained on page 35 of Chapter 1, there are many cases in which the accents that 
the tango performers played are not written in the score. Acentuado is indicative of how the 
majority of the accents are implied, but not written down. For instance, in the beginning section, 
the implied accents are as follows: 
 
Figure 4.9: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 1-4, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
Note that the tempo marking is Ritmico, molto acentuato, which reinforces the idea that more 
accents are to be added by the performer. In these measures, short accents have been added to 
octaves in my rewriting of the passage. It is important to highlight that an accented quarter-note 
and accented dotted quarter-note would result in different lengths. In this passage, the accented 
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octave E4-E5 would be performed as an eighth-note and the octave A3-A4 would be played as a 
quarter-note. It is appropriate to explain here this important concept because it also applies to 
numerous passages of Cinco piezas.11  
 The three-note rhythmic cell appears in Acentuado as well.  The articulation suggested in 
figure 4.10 (marked in red squares) is more attuned with Piazzolla’s style, and it is also more 
technically accessible for the guitar. The three octaves with accents, as shown in the manuscript, 
create a heavier intention for the rhythmic cell that is not common in Piazzolla’s works. The 
adjusted articulation helps the performer to keep the fast tempo character and therefore, fits 
better for the passage. Furthermore, it allows to add small glissandi between the notes that will 
help with the technical difficulty of the passage.   
 
Figure 4.10: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 10-13, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
 
11 In fact, this concept is applied throughout Piazzolla’s production.  
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There is another particular articulation combination that Piazzolla widely used in his 
pieces. Figure 4.11 shows for instances of this two-note rhythmic cell that consist of an eighth-
note staccato and an accented longer note, usually a quarter-note. 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Violin part of La muerte del ángel, mm. 1-2. 
Copy of the Bragato manuscript. 
 
 
This cell appears a number of times in Acentuado. The following five figures will show 
all instances (marked in red). 
 
Figure 4.12a: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 17-19, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
 
Figure 4.12b: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 39-41, with  




Figure 4.12c: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 43-46, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
 
Figure 4.12d: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 61-63, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
 
Figure 4.12e: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 70-73, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
In Figure 4.12e, it is possible to see also how the bass line has been adjusted to quarter-
notes. The classical guitar is not capable of maintaining those notes as written due to the normal 
decay of the sound after the string is plucked. The most important task for the performer in 
Piazzolla’s accented passages is to exaggerate the tango articulation following the ideas of 
“showing and hiding” explained on pages 34-35, even if the length of some notes is slightly 
compromised. The shorter values of the bass notes provide more freedom of movement for the 
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left hand which is translated in more fingering possibilities. The space created with the shorter 
note values and the freedom of the left hand enable opportunities to add ornaments, arrastres and 
glissandi (fig 4.13).  
 
Figure 4.13: Suggested ornamentation in Acentuado, mm. 70-73. 
 
 
 There is a signature effect in Piazzolla’s music that appears in Acentuado: the octave 
glissando with double notes. Piazzolla also scored this effect for the violin and for the electric 
guitar. Figure 4.14 shows a remarkable occurrence in the end of La muerte del ángel. 
 
Figure 4.14: Violin part of La muerte del ángel, mm. 90-91. 
Copy of the Bragato manuscript. 
 
This effect is mostly played accented at the beginning, short at the end, and it is marked legato. 
There is a passage in Acentuado in which Piazzolla writes the same effect. 
 
Figure 4.15: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 31-32, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
Since this is the same effect as the one shown in La muerte del ángel, I have added the accent at 
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the beginning, the staccato at the end, and a slur to each glissando cell (marked in red). Ideally, 
this glissando would be performed on the same two strings; however, it is not an idiomatic effect 
in the classical guitar and therefore makes its performance in this particular passage 
uncomfortable to do. The solution would be to articulate lightly the ending note of the 
glissando.12 The glissandi are repeated in mm. 33-34 and 35-36. Even though there are no 
glissandi in measure 37-38, it is appropriate to maintain the articulation pattern already 
established in the prior measures (fig. 4.16). 
 
Figure 4.16: Aussel manuscript of Acentuado, mm. 37-38, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
 The beginning section of Compadre presents a challenge. It is difficult to give unity to 
the first fifteen measures because there are numerous melodic materials that are juxtaposed. 
There are written breath markings between these passages and the short phrases of unequal 
length do not establish any particular pattern. This type of writing is extremely rare in Piazzolla’s 
music and it might be related to the idea of the compadrito as pointed out in Chapter 2, pages 93-
94. The only unifying idea for this section that comes to mind is the establishment of a steady 
 
12 The E4 played in the second string will do glissando to C5 in the second string as well. The C4 
played in the third string will do a glissando with no arrival note and the E5 will be slightly 
plucked.  
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tempo, based on the indication found at the beginning of Ritmico. If so, the written breaths would 
potentially be disregarded, at least for the first fifteen measures.  
 Considering this idea, the articulation that better suits the passage would be as follows. 
 
Figure 4.17: Aussel manuscript of Compadre, mm. 5-10, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
Several short and long accents have been added to this passage in order to highlight the Ritmico 
character.   
 A deciso section starts with a chromatic run in the upbeat to measure 24 (fig 4.18).13 
Marked in red rectangles are all the articulations adjustments made to the three-note rhythmic 
cells, according to Table 4.1. It is interesting to notice that the staccatissimo markings are neither 
common in Piazzolla’s writing nor in tango music. 
 
13 This four-note chromatic upbeat is considered a type of written arrastre or a connecting 
melody by Henríquez. The guitar writing of this passage of Compadre is very similar to 
Nightclub 1960 for flute and guitar, to the first movement of Tango Suite for two guitars, and to 
the guitar part of Fracanapa for quintet. 
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Figure 4.18: Aussel manuscript of Compadre, mm. 23-33, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
This passage of Compadre demonstrates guitar writing similar to the fugato part of Tango Suite’s 
first movement, the middle part of Nightclub 1960, and the beginning section of Fracanapa. In 
none of these examples does Piazzolla use staccatissimo markings. Therefore, I consider it more 
effective and more appropriate to change staccatissimo to a short accent sign. The rest of the 
deciso section not shown in the figure (mm. 36-49) should be treated in the same way, hence 
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replacing always the staccatissimo markings for short accents. 
If the aforementioned of tango rhythmic tools in the accented passages of Cinco piezas 
are applied to performance, it is possible to see that the changes made to the original notation are 
helpful and insightful for the performer, as they result in sounds that better represent the 
intentions of the composer. Rather than creating limitations, the detailed articulation markings 
enhance the understanding of the accented passages.  
  
4.2 Lyrical passages 
 As explained in Chapter 1, the lyrical passages in Piazzolla’s music give a certain level of 
freedom to the performer. This freedom challenges the performer to make informed decisions to 
construe and embellish the passage based on the generally accepted expressive tools of tango. To 
quote Pelinski, those decisions are the “product of the interiorization of tango.”14 The 
performer’s proficiency in using tango tools can become evident in the lyrical passages due to 
the level of freedom they afford.  By understanding their theory and praxis, a classical 
performer—or any non-tango performer—can exploit tango’s expressive tools. The fundamental 
parts of this theory were addressed in Chapter 1, pages 37-44. The praxis of this music can be 
heard in the recordings or in the performances of musicians that have interiorized, in Pelinski’s 
terms, this language.  
 In the last section, I stated that small changes in the notation of accented passages would 
be beneficial for its performance. This is not the case with lyrical passages in Piazzolla’s music. 
In the majority of cases, lyrical passages are written using a simple notation that can be quickly 
 
14 Pelinski, “Astor Piazzolla: entre tango y fuga,” 48. The original Spanish text reads: “producto 
de la interiorización del tango.” 
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understood by the performer. The simplicity is what permits the freedom and what gives space 
for the “unwritten.” This notation could be considered structural. If the score is completed with 
“unwritten” practices that have been translated into musical notation, it will mean that the 
liberties implicit in the music have been compromised. 
Therefore, the suggestions in this section should be considered as options that illustrate 
the ways in which the lyrical passages can be approached and not as established practice. The 
examples that follow are intended to suggest some of the many different possibilities that the 
music of Piazzolla offers. There is an objective and a subjective side for these suggestions, which 
are intertwined. The objective side is based both on research—done by analyzing recordings and 
reading sources that address tango practice methods—and the performance experience of the 
genre. The personal counterpart is essential because of Piazzolla’s desire and practice of 
including contributions from his soloists in his music. If a performer objectively analyzes and 
learns the theoretical side of Piazzolla’s performance practice, his personal decisions will most 
likely be consequently englobed and contained within those concepts.  
 I will start addressing the lyrical passages of Cinco piezas with the Milonga section of 
Campero. As mentioned before, this piece illustrates the genre of milonga campera. In this 
particular genre, the rhythmic and the expressive tools can be used alternately. This is the case of 
the Milonga section (mm. 37-66). In these measures, some elements are to be performed as if 
they were accented passages, hence using the tango rhythmic tools as explained in the prior 
section. However, some parts of the melody can be treated as brief lyrical passages. Those 
passages require the use of basic fraseo and simple ornamentation in some sections of Cinco 
piezas (fig. 4.19).15 
 
15 As a reminder, fraseo comprises the transformation of the rhythm of a melody. Basic fraseo 
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Figure 4.19: Aussel manuscript of Campero, mm. 54-59, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
The red rectangles show basic fraseo variations on four-note cells and the blue rectangles on 
three-note cells. The green rectangles show small ornamentation added to the passage. This 
figure also shows how mm. 54 and 56 are not marked because they are to be performed using 
rhythmic tools instead. The chord in the first beat of measure 55 has been transformed to a 
quarter-note because it is not possible to hold the chord for the written length.16  
 There are a few measures in Campero that offer possibilities to explore in an austere 
manner extended fraseo and melodic densification.17 
 
occurs when the notes of beats one and three of the resulting rhythm line up with the original 
notes. The addition of small material (mordents, trills, appoggiaturas, glissandi, etc.) is regarded 
as simple ornamentation (see pages 37-47). 
16 In some cases, such as this one, the fraseo and ornamentation are a tool to make work what the 
composer wrote.  
17 As a reminder, Extended fraseo occurs when the rhythmic changes made to a melody surpass 
the strong beats (1 and 3) or the measure lines. The addition of complex ornamentation is 
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Figure 4.20: Aussel manuscript of Campero, mm. 63-71, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
In measures 67-71, I have suggested a few ornaments and additions to the melody (marked in 
red) which slightly exceed the category of basic fraseo. Here, the extended fraseo is simple and it 
blends with the prior instances of basic fraseo (marked in blue).  
 The second piece, Romántico, presents an interesting challenge. The character of the 
piece imposes the use of tango expressive tools in the melody, especially in extended fraseo and 
melodic densification. In similar situations, Piazzolla and his musicians opted for using an 
 
addressed as melodic densification (see pages 47-51). 
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exacerbated rubato to convey the melody’s expression instead of using complex extended fraseo 
and melodic densification. The intense and prominent rubato creates an improvisatory character 
in which there is not a clear sensation of pulse. The impression created is similar to that of 
extended fraseo in the sense that it somehow “blurs the bar lines.”18 This is the way in which the 
cadences of pieces such as Romance del duende, Tema de María, and Mumuki have been 
recorded. In most of these cadences, the written information is sufficient. For these reasons, 
Piazzolla’s musicians played what was written, embellishing only with simple ornaments and 
glissandi.19  
Romántico is marked Moderato ad libitum, which reaffirms the use of rubato. The 
exacerbated approach is appropriate for most of the piece. There is not an appropriate notation to 
indicate rubato in detail. In fact, there is not only one way to do the appropriate rubato in this 
music. Perhaps, this is the most approachable and familiar concept for a musician outside of the 
tango tradition. The only suggestion for the type of rubato within Piazzolla’s music is to try to 
avoid a constant pulse by exaggerating the use of accelerando and ritardando, which is the 
aspect that connects rubato with extended fraseo.  
The tango idea of pelotita or “bouncing ball” can be very helpful in approaching some 
passages of Romántico.  
 
 
18 Sebastián Henríquez, La guitarra en el tango (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Tango Sin Fin, 2018), 
191. 
19 See also López Ruiz’ version of Mumuki in figure 1.18 (page 57) 
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Figure 4.21: Aussel manuscript of Romántico, m. 6, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
The notation with the feathered beam20 shown in figure 4.21 clarifies the idea of the abrupt 
accelerando implied in pelotita. This simple idea can be used spontaneously in the performance 
or not. Therefore, it would not be fruitful to write it down. In some instances, the performer can 
reverse the pelotita effect which would result in a sudden ritardando. 
 The ideas of exacerbated rubato and pelotita complemented with simple ornaments and 
glissandi represent the most vital factors for the performance practice of Romántico. However, it 
is important to mention that the rhapsodic character of all these ideas is usually contrasted with a 
passage of steady tempo in Piazzolla’s music.21 The passage with steady tempo can be either an 
accented or a different lyrical passage. Romántico presents both variants. The contrast with the 
accented section in the Coda has been previously discussed.22 The other contrasting section is 
presented in a small section of seven measures that starts in m. 34, Piazzolla indicates 
Lentamente a tempo. This marking is a hint that lead us to understand this passage as a lyrical 
passage with a steady tempo. Basic fraseo and ornamentation could be used as shown in fig 4.22 
(see red marks I dent).  
 
20 A feathered beam is used to show a gradual change in the speed of notes.  
21 This can be observed clearly in Romanza del Duende in which the solo piano moments are 
contrasted with several a tempo sections in which a string quintet accompanies the piano.   
22 See pages 144-146. 
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Figure 4.22: Aussel manuscript of Romántico, mm. 34-40, with  
my performance suggestions in an ossia staff. 
 
Unlike his musicians, Piazzolla used prominent ornamentation and melodic densification 
when he played and recorded a bandoneon cadenza. A great example of the kind of ornaments 
can be appreciated in Tocata Rea.  
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of the published score and Piazzolla’s recording 
of Tocata Rea, mm. 1-7. 23 
 
Besides the exacerbated rubato, Piazzolla used virtuosic and dense ornamentation in the melody 
as well as additions in the bass part of the passage. These ideas were not used often by other 
 
23 Measure 7 has not been completed because it contains the upbeat figure for the next phrase.  
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musicians in Piazzolla’s groups. However, I find appropriate to explore and apply virtuosic and 
dense ornamentation in Cinco piezas. There is one section in Tristón that allows similar 
additions.  
 
Figure 4.24: Aussel manuscript of Tristón, mm. 53-64, with  





The proposed version of this passage of Tristón shows a prominent use of ornamentation and 
melodic densification. The passage is also intended to be played rubato. This kind of realization 
of a given melody generates a substantial contrast with what precedes and follows it.  
In many of his nuevo tango pieces, Piazzolla presented the lyrical theme twice. Usually, 
this kind of melody was played first by the violin and then by the bandoneon; examples of this 
practice can be found, for instance, in Adiós Nonino or in the slow section of Fuga y misterio. In 
these two pieces, the violin sections are characterized by more subtle, yet still present, 
ornamentation, focusing on the legato aspect of the melody. On the other hand, the bandoneon 
would restate the melody giving it a more prominent ornamentation and melodic densification 
causing the melody to sound more improvised and less legato.  
In Compadre, there are two lyrical passages that illustrate this practice. The first, in 
measures 16-19, is marked Cantabile (con libertà), and the second, in mm. 70-73, is marked 
Rubato. The structural melody and harmony of these passages are identical. The second passage 
is an ornamented written version of the first melody as shown in figures 4.25a and 4.25b. 
 
Figure 4.25a: Aussel manuscript of Compadre, mm. 16-19. 
 
 
Figure 4.25b: Aussel manuscript of Compadre, mm. 70-73. 
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The mordents written in the first version (fig. 4.25a) evoke the kind of ornaments that Antonio 
Agri and Fernando Suárez Paz would add to Piazzolla’s violin lines. It might be interesting to 
explore the addition of small glissandi in order to connect notes, thus evoking the practices of the 
two violinists. The repeated notes and the chromatic scales in the second version (fig. 4.25b) are 
a clear connection with Piazzolla’s own playing. In addition to these characteristics, Piazzolla 
and his musicians tried to avoid creating repetitive patterns when playing lyrical passages. 
Therefore, it would be interesting to explore other possibilities that break the regularity of the 
proposed ornaments in both versions, either by changing them or by using contrasting rubato.    
  
1.3 Other passages and special techniques 
 Besides the accented and lyrical passages, there are other features of Piazzolla’s music 
that involve texture. Among them are the choral-like passages characterized by their calm 
character and the extremely sparing use of ornamentation, fraseo, and melodic densification. 
There are two different ways in which Piazzolla used this type of texture. The first way features 
rapid chord changes performed with some rubato and occasional ornamentation. Examples of 
this texture are featured in his piece Coral (1969) for quintet and in the first section of the second 
movement of Suite Punta del Este (1980) titled Coral). The second way in which choral-like 
passages are presented is much more austere. The harmony does not change quickly (usually 
every four beats) and the melody is primarily formed with long note values. A section like this is 
also featured in the above-mentioned movement of Suite Punta del Este, when the bandoneon 
accompanies a solo violin. Another example is the C minor section of La Mufa (1965). 




Figure 4.26: Aussel manuscript of Tristón, mm. 1-16. 
 
This passage does not require any added ornamentation. In fact, the addition of ornamentation 
would be technically problematic because this section is already very demanding technically. 
The long notes in the top voice of measures 7-8, 13-14, and 15-16 are not possible to maintain 
for the written length in the guitar; however they should not be replayed. The performer must 
imagine that the notes are still there even if there are not fingerings that allow such lengths.  
Another important aspect that can be problematic in Cinco piezas is percussion effects. 
As explained in Chapter 2, page 86, Piazzolla heard a percussion effect that Walton erroneously 
called tambora in Bagatelle III. Piazzolla did not use the word tambora for any effects in Cinco 
piezas, but he intended to use a similar effect to the one used by Walton. Piazzolla gave an 
explanation at the beginning of Acentuado24 which reads “chasquido: fingers’ hit against the 
strings” in the Aussel manuscript.25 The published score provides a more detailed explanation:  
 
24 Piazzolla wrote this effect in the space of a G4 or a D3.  
25 Astor Piazzolla, Cinco piezas para guitarra. Copy of the manuscript in possession of Roberto 
Aussel, 1980. The original Spanish text reads: “chasquido/golpe de los dedos contra las cuerdas.” 
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The requested percussion effect is obtained by hitting the strings in between 
the 12th and 19th frets with the right hand closed. The impact of the string 
against the metallic bars produces a clear and dry percussive sound used in 
Argentine popular music for guitar.26 
 
This is the effect that is used in most cases of Acentuado and Compadre. Additionally, in the 
latter piece, there are two measures that only include percussion effects (fig. 4.27). 
 
Figure 4.27: Aussel manuscript of Compadre, mm. 11-12. 
 
The “P” stands for Puente (bridge), the “T” stands for tastiera (fingerboard), and the “a-m-i-p” is 
the fingering for a strum on muted strings. These indications were certainly added by Aussel. 
Piazzolla was somewhat vague in the way he wrote his percussion effects in his works.27 In most 
cases, the percussion effects were improvised aleatorily from a palette of predetermined effects 
depending on the instrument.28 There are not predetermined effects for classical guitar. 
Therefore, Aussel is right in suggesting hits in different parts of the guitar for this particular 
passage of Compadre. This strokes does not necessarily have to be only in the bridge and in the 
 
26 Astor Piazzolla, Cinco piezas para guitarra, Ancona: Bèrben Edizioni Musicali), 1981. The 
original Italian text reads: “L’effetto di percussione richiesto si ottiene colpendo le corda con la 
mano destra chiusa a pugno nella zona compressa tra il 12º e il 19º tasto. L’impatto tra corde e 
barrette metalliche produce una sonorità percussiva chiara e secca, impiegata nella música 
popolare argentina per chitarra.” 
27 Gabriela Mauriño, “The New Tango of Astor Piazzolla,” Master’s thesis, Royal Holloway, 
University of London (2009), 154-156. 
28 For example, Piazzolla’s violinists would improvise aleatorily using lija, tambor, latigo, 
among others, when there was a written section for effects.  
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fingerboard. Some parts of the soundboard and the sides of the guitar generate interesting 
percussion sounds that might be appropriated for this passage. Furthermore, percussion sounds 
either with open or closed right hand can be explored. These decisions are ultimately left for the 
performer.  
 The writing marked with red rectangle in figure 4.27 resembles two percussion effects 
that Piazzolla often wrote in his music: strappata for contrabass and tambor for violin.   
 
Figure 4.28a: Contrabass part of Nuestro tiempo, mm. 17-18. Copy of the Bragato manuscript. 
 
 
Figure 4.28b: Violin part of Tangata - Final, mm. 3-4. Copy of the Bragato manuscript. 
 
 
These two effects are an important guide for understanding the percussion effect in Compadre. 
Both examples show grace notes that accentuate the note on the downbeat. In strappata, the 
accent is achieved by hitting the strings with the left hand on the downbeat. In tambor, it is 
achieved by using the strongest finger to hit the note on the down beat.29 A similar effect can be 
produced in the guitar by rolling the fingers “a-m-i” for the grace notes and finishing with an 
open hand hit on the fingerboard near the 15th fret.   
 The last aspect to address is an insightful addition to Acentuado that can be heard in 
 
29 More details about this effects can be found in the methods of Ramiro Gallo and Ignacio 
Varchausky.  
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Pablo Márquez’ recording.30 In this recording, Márquez softly taps his foot on the floor before 
starting the piece (fig. 4.29).31 
 
Figure 4.29: Transcription of Pablo Márquez’ recording of Acentuado, mm. 1-2. 
 
This small detail has an important impact in the performance, because it makes the listener 
conscious of the beat and the syncopation intended in the passage. I recommend including the 
tapping as part of the performance of this piece. This “counting” percussion should not be very 
loud; it should be audible and the performer can adjust the dynamic according to the space of the 
performance. This unorthodox practice of counting aloud is not uncommon in Piazzolla’s 
concerts and recordings.32 There are multiple examples in which the “counting” can be heard. In 
Michelangelo 70 (Saito #165) and in Adiós Nonino (Saito #165) the bass counts hitting the back 
of the instrument. It is possible to hear Piazzolla himself doing percussion on the bandoneon in 
Movimiento continuo (Saito #130) and snapping his fingers in Invierno Porteño (Saito #90). This 
practice is not something that he would write in the score, but it is something that he did to 




30 Pablo Márquez and Cécile Daroux, Astor Piazzolla: Histoire du Tango. Works for Flute and 
Guitar, Harrmonia Mundi, HMG501674, 2012, compact disc. 
31 This is noticeable only with headphones or with a normal sound system in a quiet space.  
32 This practice can be also found often in jazz recordings and live performances.  
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4.4 Summary 
 This chapter provides a description of the kind of passages found in Cinco piezas and a 
systematic method of incorporating certain practices, written and unwritten, or implied, in the 
performance of the work. The concepts of accented and lyrical passages in Piazzolla’s music 
have been addressed in the different passages of the solo guitar work. Most important among 
these is Piazzolla’s incorporation into his music of rhythmic cells that behave in a specific way. 
These combinations of rhythms and articulations are recognizable and constant, and therefore, it 
is possible to translate these kinds of “unwritten” practices into written information or notation in 
the scores. Rather than being a limitation, these written clarifications may be extremely 
beneficial for a classically-trained musician.   
The examples for the lyrical passages presented in this chapter are possible realizations of 
Piazzolla’s notation. These exemplifications have the spirit of the continuo realizations provided 
for the Boccherini Cello Sonatas, just to name one example. With this in mind, I consider that the 
original text written by Piazzolla should be kept unchanged in the lyrical sections because it 
gives the opportunity for the performer to contribute to the music. This opportunity is also a 
responsibility which assumes the knowledge of the tango expressive tools and the use of them by 
Piazzolla and his musicians.  
 Piazzolla’s recordings, especially of his works for quintet, function as a reliable source 
from which to explore Cinco piezas. Certain trademarks and rarities of his performing style have 
been addressed in this chapter. Piazzolla’s approach to choral-like passages and to percussion 
effects in others works of his have enlightened important passages of Cinco piezas.  
 To conclude, I have prepared a table summing up the contents of this chapter. 
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Table 4.2: Performance practice ideas of the “unwritten” in Cinco piezas. 
 
 Accented passages Lyrical passages Other passages and 
special techniques 
Campero mm. 1-36 and mm. 72-97: 
use of consistent articulation 
patterns 
mm. 37-66 and mm. 106-
114: use of the indicated 
articulation imitating the 
milonga campera 
mm. 98-105: use of long 
and short accents as a 
pattern 
mm. 40-66: intermittent 
use of basic fraseo and 
ornamentation 
mm. 67-71: use of basic 
fraseo, extended fraseo 
and ornamentation 
 




mm. 1-33, mm. 41-56 
and mm. 71-81: use of 
exacerbated rubato 
mm. 34-40: use of basic 
fraseo and ornamentation 
 
Acentuado The entire piece features the 
use of tango articulations as 
well as the use of different 
rhythmic cells typical in 
Piazzolla’s music 
 Consider the 
suggestions of using 
the “counting” 
percussion effect 
before starting the 
piece 
Tristón  mm. 53-64: use of 
extended fraseo and 
melodic densification 
mm. 1-52 and mm. 
65-79: choral-like 
passages with no 
ornamentation and 
fraseo 
Compadre mm. 1-15 and mm. 55-69: 
use of tango articulation 
mm. 23-54: use of tango 
articulation considering 
Piazzolla’s three-note 
rhythmic cell, among other 
trademarks 
mm. 16-20 and mm. 70-
73: use of contrasting 
fraseo and ornamentation 
evoking Piazzolla’s 
distinction between 
violin and bandoneon 
solos 
mm. 11-12: use of 
improvised percussion 
effects evoking effects 
played by other 
instruments 
mm. 20-22 and 74-






Can classical musicians emulate the power, 
sexiness and excitement of this style? If not, can 




  In 1997, Pablo Zinger published an article about Piazzolla in the New York Times, 
entitled “Recordings View: It Took One to Tango: Piazzolla.”2 More than twenty years after this 
article about classical musicians playing Piazzolla was published in the New York Times, the 
questions posed by Pablo Zinger are still being asked. Piazzolla’s popularity among classical 
musicians has increased significantly, including by classical-music greats such as Yo-Yo Ma and 
Emmanuel Ax; however, the authenticity of their approach remains questionable in some cases. 
In the same article, Zinger stated that “there is no soul of the tango” in Yo-Yo Ma’s playing and 
that Emanuel Ax was “a superb pianist that doesn’t [play tango] ”3 There is absolutely no doubt 
that these artists are justifiably considered stars of their respective instruments, and they are 
renowned for performing a wide variety of styles at a high level. But what is it that Zinger 
believed to be missing in the interpretations by these outstanding musicians when performing 
Piazzolla?  
 My response is based on my own experience. When I was seventeen years old, I was a 
founding member of Quinteto Bandó, a group dedicated to the performance of Piazzolla’s 
 
1 Pablo Zinger, “Recordings View: It Took One to Tango: Piazzolla,” New York Times, 
December 7, 1997. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. Zinger is reviewing Yo-Yo Ma, Soul of the tango, Sony Classical, SK 63122, 1997, 
compact disc; and Emanuel Ax and Pablo Ziegler, Los Tangueros, Sony Classical, SK62728, 
1997, compact disc. 
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repertoire in its original arrangements. With the exception of the bandoneonist, the musicians of 
that group were studying classical music at the time. On one occasion, Bruno Cavallaro, the 
group’s violinist, started to play Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 3 in G major during a break of a 
rehearsal. He had a recital coming up and needed the time to practice. The pianist, the 
contrabassist and I joined him. We started to play the accompaniment as if written by Piazzolla 
and the violinist instantly started to use tango performance practices in his playing. Mozart’s 
composition was somehow still there, but this different way of playing changed the spirit of the 
music completely. We repeated this “tango Mozart” for fun in several other rehearsals. These 
experiences taught me that what is written on the page defines the music to a certain extent. If 
the performers apply a different set of performance practice rules—in this case, using the 
performance practice of tango—to a piece by Mozart, the essence of the music is altered. Hence, 
the performer’s highest aspirations in approaching any kind of music should be to acquire the 
appropriate set of performance practice concepts. 
 In a 1989 interview, Piazzolla declared: “It is not a question of being a good musician 
and playing what it is written: each [musician] has to give a little of himself.”4 For Piazzolla, “a 
little of himself” meant that the performer should fill “the spaces” that the music suggests and 
allows, embellishing and enriching the music. In Zinger’s aforementioned article, he explained: 
The players [of Piazzolla’s groups] used special techniques to sound 
convincingly like snare drums, police sirens, güiros, bongós and whips. The 
music was fully written out, but each musician would add abundant 
ornamentation in neo-Baroque style, and a unique and perverse tango 
''rubato,'' with melodies sometimes hurtling through the air and at other 
times suspended as if timeless. To this add whoops and slides, notes that 
start flat and reach up to pitch with painful deliberation, violin sounds that 
 
4 Astor Piazzolla, interviewed by Charles Amirkhanian, Speaking Of Music radio series at the 
San Francisco Exploratorium, broadcast on National Public Radio, May 11, 1989. 
https://archive.org/details/APiazzollaSOM/SOM_APiazzollaR1.wav  
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range from raspy to ethereal, and impossibly fast and insufferably slow 
tempos.5 
 
Piazzolla challenges the performer to complete and develop the written work, thus generating a 
singular tension between the score and the composer’s intentions. The freedom granted in 
Piazzolla’s scores also creates an additional responsibility for the performer, because the 
additions to Piazzolla’s pieces are not completely free per se: they respond to a set of practices 
that come from traditional tango.  
These practices are obvious for tango musicians in the same way that unnotated concepts 
such as swing are obvious to jazz musicians when approaching, for example, George Gershwin’s 
compositions or those of similar composers; however, they are unfamiliar to many classically-
trained musicians. In addition, conservatory musicians are not necessarily comfortable with 
music that is not entirely written out and that requires significant ornamentation and 
improvisation. Classical musicians must face these two challenges when approaching Piazzolla’s 
works, for they can easily fall into the trap of performing his pieces as literally written. In such 
instances, Piazzolla’s music will not necessarily sound “wrong”—but it will be missing a 
universe of possibilities, details and expressive elements that, in fact, will make it more 
interesting and exciting for both the audience and the performers. 
Like jazz, tango is not only a style—reflected at a compositional level—but also an 
intelligible way of playing. The authenticity of an interpretation of Piazzolla’s music is then 
established by the performer’s knowledge of the unnotated performance practices. The 
“unwritten” in Piazzolla represents a substantial part of the musical matter and it is directly 
related to the tango rhythmic and expressive tools. Piazzolla used these tools to create two 
 
5 Pablo Zinger, “Recordings View.” 
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principal type of passages in his music: the accented and the lyrical. Even though these two 
contrasting passages are not the only ones found in Piazzolla’s works, the performance practice 
of a substantial amount of his music can be understood using this classification.  
One of the main goals of this dissertation is to reveal the intricacies of the “unwritten” in 
Piazzolla’s music, specifically as they pertain to Cinco piezas para guitarra. Here, I have applied 
the concepts of accented and lyrical passages to this guitar masterpiece. In this process, I 
observed that the notation of “unwritten” practices for the accented passages—staccatos, short 
and long accents—facilitates its performance practice. The ideas in the accented passages in 
Piazzolla’s music are somewhat rigorous and the sound results intended are concrete. Therefore, 
it is possible and practical to have a written representation of these concepts. On the other hand, I 
noticed that the concepts of fraseo, ornamentation, and melodic densification offer a wide 
spectrum of possibilities in the lyrical passages. If these “unwritten” practices were to be written 
down, the liberties implied in the music would be compromised.  
Cinco piezas is available in two forms: the published score (1981) and the copy of the 
manuscript (1980) written out by Roberto Aussel, who is the crucial person in the creation and 
dissemination of this work. The Aussel manuscript is a more reliable source than the published 
score in the sense that portrays Piazzolla’s language better and, in my view, is the fundamental 
source for an appropriate performance of Cinco piezas.  
I have just spoken of the written manuscript. An addition issue is the ineffable, the 
“unwritten” in Piazzolla’s music. To be unaware of the “unwritten” is to neglect the composer’s 
conception of the work. It is imperative for a performer to understand the unnotated practices 
that I have outlined in my chapters and to include them when playing this music. With the easy 
accessibility of notational software, it is possible to improve Piazzolla performances by adding to 
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the score the aspects of performance practice that can be notated as well as a supplementary 
performer’s guide that explains how to approach the “unwritten” aspects, since notating certain 
things might impose restraint on the performance. The performance practice concepts presented 
in this dissertation are intended to illuminate the type of approach to notation that can be taken in 
future editions of Piazzolla’s music.  
In my case, I plan to provide a scholarly edition of Cinco piezas with commentary that 
clarifies the “unwritten.” In the accented passages, I will notate clearly and literally the intended 
articulations. The particular freedom of the lyrical passages will be explained in a preface which 
will offer examples and that will point out to important sources of information. This tactic aimed 
at explaining the “unwritten” in the different type of passages in Cinco piezas will ultimately 
improve the performance of classically-trained musician, for which the unnotated is outside of 
comfort-zone. 
I hope that the overall results of this research will inform and motivate performers who 
are interested in in a stylistically accurate approach not only to Cinco piezas but to other works 
by Piazzolla as well, such as Le Grand Tango, Histoire du Tango, Tango Suite or Five Tango 
Sensations, among others. My long-range plan is to continue to research and write about 
performance practice throughout Piazzolla’s output. Thus, this dissertation is but the first part of 
a larger, comprehensive effort that has yet to be undertaken; its ultimate goal will be to expand 
the knowledge and awareness of Piazzolla’s performance practice concepts so that classically-
trained musicians—ranging from my students to recognized artists such as Yo-Yo Ma and 
Emanuel Ax—can approach this music in accordance to the composer’s ideas. It will be a long 
and exiting journey to which I am absolutely committed.
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APPENDIX A 
Translated virtual interview with Ernesto Bitetti 
Notes: Ernesto Bitetti is an Argentine classical guitarist. He lived in Spain during the 70s and 80s 
and was active as a soloist in Europe during those years. He founded the guitar department of the 
Indiana University and taught there for thirty-one years. Ernesto Bitetti agreed to do an interview 
on July 22, 2020 via Skype from his home in Bloomington, Indiana. We spoke for about thirty 
minutes and the conversation was very interesting and engaging.  
 
EB: I am going to tell you about the episode when Astor wrote Cinco piezas. If you have 
questions, you can ask me later on. It was not a coincidence. Since I moved to Spain, I had 
always been a classical guitarist only. I had never played tango; maybe some pieces by Fleury, I 
recorded Eduardo Falú’s Malambo in one of my albums, but nothing more than that. I’m telling 
you this because I had no intention in playing popular or folklore music in my concerts. But that 
used to be so when I was young. Then, in one of my trips back to Argentina I met Cacho Tirao. 
We became such good friends that whenever he would come to Madrid we would get together. 
One time he told me: “Ernesto, I have some arrangements of Piazzolla’s pieces that might be 
interesting for your concerts.” He gave me three: Balada para un loco, Chiquilín de Bachín, and 
Adiós Nonino, among some original pieces written by him. I said to him: “I’m really interested, 
I’m going to look at them when I go back to Madrid.” I became really passionate about them and 
started to listen to a lot of music by Piazzolla.  I had no interest at all in the traditional tango, but 
with Piazzolla it was the complete opposite. Such was my passion, that I played Piazzolla in 
every single concert I gave for the next forty years. It was an unquestionable composer for me 
like Villalobos or Leo Brouwer. So I started studying his music and of course did not exactly 
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play Cacho’s version, especially for Adiós Nonino. I tweaked a few things, not too many, made it 
a little bit more classical, but the arrangement was 90% Cacho’s. I had a concert at Salle Gaveau 
in Paris (I can’t tell you the exact year, whether it was 1979 or 1980, I think 1980). It just 
happened that Piazzolla was living with Laura Escalada, his second wife. Laura was a great 
mezzosoprano, and when I was seventeen, we shared the first prize from the Sociedad Hebraica 
de Buenos Aires. It was the first time that a guitarist was competing with strings players. Two 
months later, after the contest, we took part in a concert and did half of the program each: Laura 
Escalada and Jorge Lechner (amazing pianist that passed away too young) did the first half and I 
did the second. We met, we spoke a lot, and for 30 years I never saw her again. All of a sudden, 
she comes along with Piazzolla to my concert at Salle Gaveau, which was really surprising to me 
because I didn’t know they were living together. I think it was shocking to Piazzolla to hear his 
music at a classical music concert because it was the first time that a guitarist played three pieces 
by him at a undoubtedly classical music concert. He was even really surprised that I played 
Cacho’s arrangements because Cacho had never shown them to him. After the concert we stayed 
in Paris for two days and started hanging out. That is when Piazzolla told me: “Roberto Aussel 
asked me to compose for guitar, and I have no idea how to do that, I have never written for solo 
guitar, only small parts for my groups.” He had drafts and asked me what I thought of them. I 
told him: “if you want to send me these, I can see how these pieces can be more idiomatic for the 
instrument. I am also very well connected with publishers, and if you’re interested, I can talk to 
Angelo Gilardino at Berbèn so maybe he publishes them.” Astor thought that was great because 
he was not familiar with the guitar world. That is why I reached out to Gilardino, who 
immediately said he wanted to include them in his collection. At the time, I was traveling a lot, 
playing concerts and there was no fax; the only form of communication was mail. So, around 
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that time Gilardino kept asking him [Piazzolla] urgently for the arrangement or my arrangement. 
I needed more time because the arrangement was to be published and we had to look at the 
corrections thoroughly. There was such an urge to publish the pieces that I finally told Piazzolla 
that Gilardino should hire his own arranger to edit it, but that I was going to play it differently. 
And that is how it went. The pieces are magnificent. Gilardino’s edition, the one that was 
published, is not the one I play. Let me tell you again that I corrected about 10% percent of it. 
Rather than correcting, I adapted what Piazzolla had written to make it sound better. For 
example, some harmonics that did not work well in Acentuado, and those kinds of things. From 
there on, a friendship began, but of course I was always on the road, based in Madrid, while he 
was living between Paris and Punta del Este.  
FD: What happened to the Suite for guitar and strings that is mentioned in the letters?  
EB: I was recording permanently for Hispabox, which later on became EMI, and I 
suggested (or maybe he told me) that Piazzolla should write a suite for guitar and orchestra to 
record with them. Unfortunately Hispavox was not into it at that moment. I offered it but it never 
happened. It remained just a project because obviously, Piazzolla was not going to invest time in 




Translated virtual interview with Laura Escalada Piazzolla 
Notes: Laura Escalada was Piazzolla second wife. The met in 1976 and they stayed together until 
Piazzolla passed away in 1992. I interviewed her on October 1, 2020. I called Laura Escalada 
Piazzolla to her home in Buenos Aires. We spoke for about thirty minutes. She was friendly and 
generous. 
 
FD: I am writing about Cinco piezas para guitarra and I wanted to speak with you 
because you were the companion of Astor when he composed these pieces.  
LEP: Yes. Let me tell you something that not everyone knows about. One day a young 
guitarist named Aussel asked Astor for a piece and he wrote it. If you would have gone to Astor 
during that period asking for a piece, he would have listened you play first, and if he would have 
liked it, he would have written the piece. Later, he wrote for the Asaad brothers, two Brazilians 
that played like gods. He felt in love with them and that is how he started writing for guitar. 
There is a fair amount of pieces for guitar. I don’t know if you know them all.  
FD: Yes, I know them very well and I have played them all. My research on Cinco piezas 
aims to explain how they should be played. For this, I have analyzed the published score of these 
pieces and found some details that seem to be small mistakes of the editor.  
LEP: Mistakes? I would not be surprised unfortunately. To whom they belong? To [Aldo] 
Pagani? Pagani changed many things and considerably hurt Piazzolla’s music. I’m really sorry 
for him because he passed away, but he had no shame.  
FD: They are published by Bèrben Edizioni Musicali in Italy. I do not know if Pagani had 
something to do with that publisher. Cinco piezas was published in 1981 and the editor was 
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Angelo Gilardino. Does it ring a bell maybe? 
LEP: I have no idea who is Gilardino, but if he is Italian I would not be surprised if he is 
related to Pagani. Bèrben is a famous publisher though.  
FD: Does the [Astor Piazzolla] Foundation have the autograph? 
LEP: I don’t know where they are. Evidently, Pagani must have had them at some point 
because Astor never kept the autographs unfortunately. In the foundation, we do not have 
autographs. They are almost always in the archives of the company that bought the works.  
FD: Is there any way for the Foundation to request a copy of the autograph? 
LEP: Yes, we could do it. The Foundation and all of the Piazzolla family have the right to 
do it.  
FD: Let me tell you how the story with Cinco piezas goes. Like you said, Aussel inspired 
the music.  
LEP: He was the reason for which Astor started to compose for guitar.  
FD: Exactly. In fact, there is a dedicatory written by Piazzolla that says: “For Roberto 
Aussel, who is responsible for making me write these five themes.”  
LEP: Yes, indeed. 
FD: Aussel made a copy with his calligraphy. It is not an autograph, but a manuscript 
copy made by Aussel.  
LEP: It doesn’t matter as long as it is written exactly as Astor wrote it.  
FD: Exactly. That is the manuscript that Argentine guitarists have access to because we 
know the history behind it. For the rest of the world… 
LEP: There is the other version.  
FD: If a guitarist wants to buy the pieces, it will end up with the published score which is 
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modified. My idea, as a lover of Piazzolla’s music and guitar music, is to try to call the attention 
to the Aussel manuscript, which is, frankly, closer to Piazzolla’s original intentions.   
LEP: Well, I have to consult if we [Astor Piazzolla Foundation] could do something 
considering that the Aussel manuscript as the more authentic version. If there is something that 
one cannot do is to change the music. It is like if you tell me that you want to change 
Beethoven’s works. I cannot allow that anybody touches Astor’s works. The exception is when 
the musicians want freedom. The freedom is indeed permitted as long as what is written is 
played. In other words, if you want to express yourself in a phrase, do it but don’t change the 
essence. If you want to bring your way of feeling to a piece, you have the freedom to do it 
because Astor gave it to you.  
FD: I cannot agree more. Regarding Cinco piezas, maybe it is complicated because they 
were published when Piazzolla was alive, and he signed a contract for sure.  
LEP: Yes, but he would sign anything, he was not careful with his oeuvre. One day we were in 
Switzerland and he was about to sign a paper that waived I do not remember what exactly. I took 
the pen out of his hand so he would not sign. He would sign anything because after one 
composition was finished, his head was in the next composition and he would not care too much 
about the prior one. How do you deal with a man like that? Do you think that he would care 
about proofreading something that was already composed? No, he was already doing something 
else, in another country, composing a better piece, making plans for the future. He never stopped 
to look back. It was a dangerous aspect of his character. Therefore, there is a mess in his music. 
There is a chaos in the catalogue of his music worldwide and it is very difficult for us to put 
some order. There is music yet to be published and premiered. There is much that is lost because 
the person that had the music died and no one knows what happened to the music. There is not 
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an order in the music of Piazzolla because he was a free soul. His only concern was if he could 
write a better piece. He was concern about the future. He signed with anybody because he never 
thought that he would transcend in the way he did. He wrote something, wanted to hear how it 
sounded and he wanted to do something else right after. That was the free spirit of Astor.
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APPENDIX C 
Translated telephone interview with Oscar López Ruiz 
Notes: Oscar López Ruiz was Piazzolla’s guitarist from 1961 to 1984. He played in the quintet, 
the nonet and in some recordings with ad hoc ensembles. He was a very good friend of Piazzolla 
and his relationship is portrayed in López Ruiz’ book Piazzolla, loco, loco, loco. 25 años de 
laburo y jodas conviviendo con un genio (Piazzolla, crazy, crazy, crazy. Twenty-five years of 
work and jokes alongside a genius).1 I interviewed Oscar López Ruiz on June 30, 2020. I called 
him at his house in Buenos Aires and we had a very nice and friendly conversation.  
 
OLR: When he [Piazzolla] wrote Cinco piezas, he sent them from Punta del Este and told 
me: “take a look and tell me what you think because I am not sure if they are good.” They were 
great, but I’m not so sure if they are his best composition. I compare Piazzolla with Piazzolla. 
With whom otherwise? I remember also that Roberto Aussel played one of those pieces in one of 
the gatherings at the Pons’ house in Paris. I recall even talking with Roberto about how certain 
passages of Astor’s music cannot be played on open strings because it is not possible to give the 
needed swing and accentuation. Somehow I remember the piece because I had previously looked 
at them when Astor sent them to me. So, I borrowed Aussel’s guitar and explained him how it 
should be played. It was a piece in A minor, I remember. 
FD: It could have been Acentuado  or Compadre.  
 
1 Oscar López Ruiz, Piazzolla, loco, loco, loco. 25 años de laburo y jodas conviviendo con un 
genio, Buenos Aires: Gourmet Musical Ediciones, 2018. 
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OLR: I don’t remember exactly. The problem is that he played in first position with open 
strings and I told him that such passages should be in fifth position without open strings. Of 
course it is more difficult, but it should be played like that to give it the appropriate swing.  
FD: I wanted to ask you if you have a copy of Cinco piezas? 
OLR: I have them in theory, but I’m not sure where. Imagine that it’s been many years, 
forty or so. After that, Piazzolla wrote Tango Suite for the Asaad brothers. He also sent it to me 
from Punta del Este so I could review it. I was not playing with him anymore at that time. To be 
honest, the music was great. It did not need any revisions. It was really well written. I think that 
Aussel help him because, as you know, if you do not play guitar, it is almost impossible to write 
for it. It is very hard and we talked about it a lot with Astor. What he wrote for the quintet is 
easier to write because the guitar is not used as a solo instrument. In any case, he was a genius 
and learned how to write for solo guitar over time.  
FD: I have a question regarding the quintet. I belong to a generation of musicians that 
learned how to play this music from advices that you and other musicians that played with him 
gave us, and from the recordings and videos. As classically-trained musician, like almost 
everyone in my generation too, it always called my attention the differences between the scores 
and what was played in the recordings. For me, the recordings were always the main source.  
OLR: Yes indeed. What happened is that Astor told us to put and add some things. 
Therefore, I went ahead and added things. He would tell me later if there was something that he 
did not like. It was very rare though.  
FD: To me, one of the best versions of Adiós Nonino is the one played live by the nonet 
at Teatro Colón, even though the audio quality is not good. That version has a big guitar cadenza.  
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OLR: Yes, at Teatro Colón. That arrangement is fantastic! Astor told me that it was a pity 
that it was never properly recorded because he also considered it the best version of Adiós 
Nonino. 
FD: The cadenza of that arrangement was fully written out? 
OLR: No, he suggested a couple of ideas and I did what I wanted based on that. The 
easiest thing was that if he did not like something, he would tell you immediately. But if he liked 
what I did, it was done! The same thing happened in Tangata. I changed, added and took out 
things until I ended up with a good piece of music.  
FD: Piazzolla wrote maybe 90% of his music in the scores and the other 10% was added 
by his musicians. He would supervise the whole process, right?  
OLR: Exactly. The guy was the absolute authority in the music. The quintet sounded so 
different when the pianist was changed, for instance. Sometimes it took us time to adapt to the 
pianists because each one had his personality, his swing, his sound, his fraseo. So, Astor was 
always there to guide the group. In regards to music, he was always right. Forget about it, he was 




Piazzolla’s letters to Ernesto Bitetti 
Notes: Some words of this letter are not visible in the photo provided by Bitetti. However, Silvia 
Glocer reproduced a transcript in her article “Cinco piezas para guitarra de Astor Piazzolla. Las 
cuerdas entre el campo y la ciudad,” Chapter 4 in Tangos cultos. Kagel, J. J. Castro, 
Mastropiero y otros cruces musicales, edited by Esteban Buch, 55-71, Buenos Aires: Gourmet 
Musical Ediciones, 2012. 
English Translation: 
Paris, Febraury 18, 1981 
Dear Ernesto, 
Thank you for your comments on the pieces, right on point.  
It is important not to change the harmonic and melodic meaning.  
You are as responsible as I am. You are the guitarist; not me. I leave it [Cinco piezas] to your 
criteria and corrections. 
Regarding the Suite or whatever it is for guitar and chamber orchestra, I must have the security 
that it will be recorded before I start to compose it. In any case, only in November I go to Punta 
del Este and I stay there.  
Thank you one more time for everything and it will be great to speak with the publishers when 
the piece is completely corrected. 
A big hug, 
Astor 
 
Original Spanish text: 
París, Febrero 18/81  
Querido Ernesto: 
Gracias por tus observaciones sobre las piezas.,10 puntos.  
Lo importante es no cambiar el sentido armónico y melódico.  
Sos responsable y yo también. Vos sos guitarrista y yo no. Lo dejo entero a tus criterios y 
correcciones. 
Respecto a la Suite o lo que sea para guitarra y orquesta de cámara, debo tener la seguridad de 
[la] grabación para dedicarme a componer. De todos modos, recién en noviembre parto para 
Punta del Este y me quedo allá. 
Gracias nuevamente por todo y te agradecería poder hablar con los editores una vez [esté] 
totalmente corregida toda la pieza. 
Un abrazo grande. 




Notes: Some words of this letter are not visible in the photo provided by Bitetti. However, Silvia 
Glocer reproduced a transcript in the aforementioned article.  
English Translation: 
Paris, March 25, 1981 
Dear Ernesto, 
I call you on the phone, but I never reach you. Therefore, I am writing to you. 
Please, I need the five pieces corrected, if they are ready. Many people are asking me for the 
music because they want to publish it and I cannot do it until you send me everything ready.  
I am going to Caracas and Laura to Buenos Aires. I will be back in Paris on April 10. If it is 
possible, send me the music.  
Let me know if someone is interested in the suite for guitar and strings.  




Original Spanish text: 
Paris, Marzo 25/81  
Querido Ernesto: 
Te llamo por teléfono y nunca te encuentro. Debido a eso te escribo.  
Por favor necesito los 5 temas ya corregidos, si es que están listos. Mucha gente me pide la 
música para editar y no puedo hacerlo hasta que no me mandes todo listo.  
Yo salgo para Caracas y Laura a Buenos Aires. Estaré en París el 10 de abril. Si es posible 
mándame la música.  
Averiguame si hay interesados en la suite para guitarra de cuerdas.  
Cariños a tu mujer y un gran abrazo.  







Notes: Some words of this letter are not visible in the photo provided by Bitetti. However, Silvia 
Glocer reproduced a transcript in the aforementioned article.  
English Translation: 
Paris, August 31, 1981 
Dear Ernesto, 
I’m glad that you have been sincere in your letter. 
First, Roberto Aussel asked me to write Cinco piezas. However, they are not dedicated to him. 
You have corrected them and I have told this to Gilardino, but they [the publisher Bèrben] are 
using their arranger. 
I do not want to create any situation among us since we are friends beyond the music. If Aussel 
says I have dedicated Cinco piezas, it is his problem. Nothing is said in the music and I do not 
enjoy dedicating pieces. I find it absurd and old-fashioned. 
Thanks for your support with my music. You could insist with Bèrben about my request that you 
corrected Cinco piezas. 
Greetings to your wife and a big hug from your friend, 
Astor 
Greetings from Laura 
 
Original Spanish text: 
 
Paris, Agosto 31/81  
Querido Ernesto:  
Me alegro que hayas sido sincero con tus líneas.  
1º  El que me pidió que yo escribiera las 5 piezas fue Roberto Aussel. Pero no están dedicadas a 
él. El que las corrigió fuiste vos y se lo dije a Gilardino aunque ellos ponen su arreglista.  
No quiero crear ninguna situación entre nosotros que somos amigos más allá de la música. Si 
Aussel dice que yo he dedicado las 5 piezas, es problema de él. En la música no dice nada y no 
me gusta andar dedicando. Me parece absurdo y demodée.   
Gracias por tu apoyo con mi música. Podrías insistir con la Bèrben sobre mi pedido de que vos 
corregiste las 5 piezas. 
Un beso a tu mujer y un abrazo de tu amigo, 
Astor  
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